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Abstract
The goal of this thesis is to provide an overview of the latest advances on reduced
order methods for parametric optimal control governed by partial differential
equations.
Historically, parametric optimal control problems are a powerful and elegant
mathematical framework to fill the gap between collected data and model equations to make numerical simulations more reliable and accurate for forecasting
purposes.
For this reason, parametric optimal control problems are widespread in many
research and industrial fields. However, their computational complexity limits their actual applicability, most of all in a parametric nonlinear and timedependent framework. Moreover, in the forecasting setting, many simulations
are required to have a more comprehensive knowledge of very complex systems
and this should happen in a small amount of time.
In this context, reduced order methods might represent an asset to tackle this
issue. Thus, we employed space-time reduced techniques to deal with a wide
range of equations. We propose a space-time proper orthogonal decomposition
for nonlinear (and linear) time-dependent (and steady) problems and a spacetime Greedy with a new error estimation for parabolic governing equations.
First of all, we validate the proposed techniques through many examples, from
the more academic ones to a test case of interest in coastal management exploiting the Shallow Waters Equations model.
Then, we will focus on the great potential of optimal control techniques in
several advanced applications. As a first example, we will show some deterministic and stochastic environmental applications, adapting the reduced model to
the latter case to reach even faster numerical simulations. Another application
concerns the role of optimal control in steering bifurcating phenomena arising
in nonlinear governing equations. Finally, we propose a neural network-based
paradigm to deal with the optimality system for parametric prediction.
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Introduction
In our daily life, we aim at describing processes to better understand the world
around us. A powerful mathematical tool to describe physical phenomena consists of partial differential equations (PDEs). Whatever one is studying, it is
clear that the response to some stimuli changes depending on what the features
of the physical system are. Thus, the model can be more attested if it includes
parameters in the formulation. Parameters can describe the physical and/or
geometrical properties of the system. They reflect an input-output relation between what the focus is, i.e. the parameters, and what the event is, i.e. the
parametric solution.
For this reason, we will focus on parametrized partial differential equations
(PDE(µ)s) as a valuable model to study several physical dynamics. Nonetheless, in such an analysis, a further modelling step can be taken to have a deeper
comprehension of the experienced circumstances. For example, It is the case
of forecasting modelling. Imagine that something dangerous or unpleasant is
expected or predicted, say a flood, a pollutant loss in a protected area, a catastrophic event due to anthropic or natural causes, an accident in a factory. How
can I act on the system to avoid an undesirable configuration? Can I change
my model to be safer?
These are the roots of what is known as the controllability theory. A controlled
PDE(µ) is a parametric system on which some external variables called controls
may act changing the usual and expected behaviour of the solution [41]. The
goal of the controlled model is to steer its solution towards a preferable configuration.
However, is it always possible to reach an exact prescribed profile for a PDE(µ)?
Mathematically, this question is not only fascinating, but of interest in many
applied fields. For the reader, we here report a list of contributions on this topic
for linear problems [41, 54, 92, 94, 97]. It is indisputable that the controllability
problem becomes more and more involved in the nonlinear setting. Indeed, the
growing physical complexity related to such models leads to an increased need
for control over the systems. The study of such a setting prospered in the eighties in the fluid dynamics fields thanks to J. L. Lions. His contributions paved
the way to a broad literature production, see e.g. [7, 40, 93, 95, 96, 157].
However, it is natural to guess that not all the PDE(µ)s are controllable: i.e. it
is not possible to guarantee the existence of external variables that result in the
exact configuration required. For example, is it possible to act on a pollutant
loss to totally stop its spread? It is clear that, maybe an external control capable
of such an action may not exists or, if any, it can be unfeasible or not physically
meaningful. Thus, the controllability has been extended to the optimal control
theory. In this setting, the goal is not to reach a configuration, but to be, somehow, the most similar to that peculiar profile, satisfying the underlying PDE(µ).
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Introduction

The parametric optimal control framework is an elegant and versatile mathematical tool that has been employed in many applied fields in a data assimilation
fashion: i.e. it is interpreted as a way to change the model to reach, eventually,
the information given by collected data or some previous awareness of the system
behaviour (consider, for example, historical series or synthetic knowledge given
by other models). Parametric optimal control problems (OCP(µ)s), are usually
quite complicated and, thus, in most cases, it is not possible to provide an analytical solution for them. For this reason, scientists and researchers usually rely
on approximated numerical simulations. Yet, even if OCP(µ)s can be an asset
to supply reliable forecasting simulations, they are computationally demanding
and this limits their applicability. This issue is amplified when one is dealing
with nonlinear and time-dependent equations, for which the required computational resources drastically increase and a parametric study can be unbearable
to perform using standard discretization techniques. Because of this, we propose reduced order methods (ROMs) to obtain fast parametric simulations. In
a reduced setting, the solution is sought for a large number of parameters. Some
examples involve applications of interest in many fields such as parameter estimation, statistical analysis, real-time predictions and so on. The main idea
underlying the model order reduction is to build on a previous model discretization, say the high fidelity model, to identify a suitable low dimensional and
problem-dependent space that represents how the parametric system changes
with respect to the parameters. Therefore, a reduced model is employed to
simulate a parametric instance in a small amount of time without paying in
accuracy with respect to the standard model. This goal is reached when the
model order reduction is performed through the offline-online paradigm: once
built the model in a (possibly costly) offline phase, each new parameter is evaluated and simulated in a fast way in an online phase, exploiting the previously
collected, manipulated and stored offline information. For an introduction to
the topic, the interested reader may refer to [10, 20, 64, 123, 125, 133, 134], for
example.
Focusing on the optimal control framework, ROMs have been successfully employed in many applied fields, from fluid dynamics [42, 43, 110, 122], to heamodynamics [14, 90, 150, 168] and environmental sciences [33, 126, 127, 145, 147]
and more.
This thesis proposes numerical strategies for nonlinear and time-dependent
OCP(µ)s that will be tested for several examples. In the reduced optimal control context, a wide production of literature concerns steady linear governing
equations, see e.g. the following far-from-exhaustive list [12, 13, 44, 51, 71, 79,
80, 86, 110, 111, 127]. Thus, a natural extension to time-dependent problems
followed. Indeed, building on the space-time formulation for non-parametric
settings, see e.g. [65, 143, 144, 167], in [16, 70, 146, 148, 150], for example,
they generalized the formulation and the standard algorithms to build reduced
spaces to time-dependent OCP(µ)s, highly accelerating the solution process.
Few recent contributions can be found for nonlinear and time-dependent opti-
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mal control in a parametric framework, see e.g. [16, 118, 147, 150, 168].
The main motivations behind this work were to show a versatile reduced order
model to be adapted to several OCP(µ)s, with a focus on interdisciplinary applications such as environmental ones. These are characterized by complicated
model predictions based on data collection or expected solution profiles. In this
context, OCP(µ)s are used to make the model forecasting capabilities more and
more reliable. In Figure 1 a pipeline of optimal control process is presented. As
already specified, OCP(µ)s, given a parametric instance, aim at reaching a configuration, represented by the collected data in this case. Mathematically, the
data information is included in a functional to be minimized. The minimization
process is performed through external variables, the controls, that change the
classical model (the standard PDE(µ)) to reach a more reliable solution to be
exploited with forecasting purposes. The main contributions we will discuss in
the thesis are about the reduced space-time formulation. The space-time approach is a very intuitive strategy already employed in several non-parametric
optimal control examples, see e.g. [65, 67, 66, 89]. This discretization approach
has been successfully exploited for parabolic PDE(µ)s in [53, 156, 165, 166]. In
the thesis, we build on these papers to propose space-time reduced strategies to
be used for several applications based on OCP(µ)s.
Nevertheless, in this framework, many questions arose, most of all for complicated tasks. For example, what is the best configuration to work with timedependent problems? Is the problem well-posed? How can one make the reduced
strategy versatile enough to be easily used in several contexts? Can we certify
the error we are committing with respect to the standard discretization, at least
for the simplest cases?
External
Variables
(Controls)
Classical
Model

Minimization Process

Goal to
Reach
(Data)

Optimal (More
Reliable)
Solution
Figure 1: Graphic representation of the optimal control pipeline.

The space-time formulation reveals itself as a natural choice from this point of
view. Indeed, besides its cons, one over all, the computational effort needed for
the simulations, it utterly has an important strong point: a space-time problem can be treated as a steady problem and all the techniques, theorems and
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well-known results deriving from literature for steady OCP(µ)s can be slightly
modified to apply in the time-dependent context.
For sure, if we go beyond standard model order reduction, other interesting
questions can be addressed. What happens when the nonlinearity affects the
uniqueness of the solution? How can I change the reduced model when dealing
with stochastic controlled equations? Can artificial intelligence help in the prediction of the optimal solution?
All these topics will be discussed in this contribution and we will show how
OCP(µ)s can be useful even in more complicated applications. This work is
original and based on findings and results obtained and presented in published
papers, submitted preprints or ongoing projects carried out by myself jointly
with others. Now, a detailed outline of the thesis follows.
♦ Part I. In this first part, we will deal with the theoretical formulation of
OCP(µ)s. Then, we will discuss the numerical approximation of these
problems: i.e., the space-time high fidelity model is presented.
This part is divided into two Chapters. The proofs of Chapters 1 and 2
derive from an accepted work with G. Rozza and F. Ballarin [146] and
from a submitted work with the same co-authors [148]. However, the
presented formulation refers to several other contributions such as [16]
and a published work with Z. Zainib [150].
◦ Chapter 1. We here present the continuous formulation of OCP(µ)s,
from steady linear problems to time-dependent and nonlinear ones.
For linear time-dependent problems, we propose the proofs of the
well-posedness of the systems. This Chapter represents the backbone
of all the numerical results we are going to show in the thesis.
◦ Chapter 2. In this Chapter we will discuss the high fidelity approximation, proposing the space-time discretization both for steady and
time-dependent problems. Also in this case, we will focus on the
well-posedness of this specific finite dimensional setting.
♦ Part II. The second part of this contribution is dedicated to reduced strategies for OCP(µ)s. Besides the techniques and the algorithms we relied on,
we show some first numerical results to validate them. This part consists
of three Chapters.
We want to stress that Chapter 4 presents the numerical results of the
already cited works [16, 146], building on the submitted preprint [147].
Chapter 5 is based on the results obtained in [148].
◦ Chapter 3. In this Chapter we discuss the main ideas behind model
order reduction and the basic assumptions to deal with an efficient
and well-posed reduced system. The discussion applies both to steady
and to time-dependent problems, covering a broad class of equations.

xv
◦ Chapter 4. This Chapter is about space-time Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition. We point out the versatility and the effectiveness of
such an approach through some preliminary results for linear timedependent OCP(µ)s. They will be the stepping stones for a more
complicated problem in environmental sciences: a nonlinear timedependent application for coastal safeguard management.
◦ Chapter 5. A further step in the model reduction for OCP(µ)s is
here considered: the space-time Greedy. Unlike the data compression
algorithms (such as POD), in this Chapter, we propose an iterative
procedure to build the reduced spaces based on a posteriori error
estimator between the high fidelity approximation and the reduced
one. The error certification for linear problems is proved both for
time-dependent and for steady cases and the strategy is validated
through some numerical tests.
♦ Part III. The last part of the thesis is dedicated to the application of
OCP(µ)s to several examples of interest, from environmental sciences to
heamodynamics. We will deal with stochastic equations and bifurcating
nonlinear systems. Furthermore, for the first time in the thesis, artificialintelligence-based approaches are studied and employed.
This part is divided into three Chapters. Chapter 6 is based on two works:
an accepted paper with R. Mosetti, collaborator affiliated to the National
Institute of Oceanography and Applied Geophysics (OGS) [145] and a
submitted preprint in collaboration with G. Carere and R. Stevenson, from
University of Amsterdam [33]. Chapter 7 entirely describes the submitted
preprint in collaboration with F. Pichi [118]. Finally, Chapter 8 describes
a part of an ongoing project carried out with N. Demo [46].
◦ Chapter 6. In this Chapter we will focus on the application of reduced
techniques to problems of actual interest in environmental sciences: a
pollutant release control in the Gulf of Trieste, Italy, and a forecasting
oceanographic model for the North Atlantic Ocean dynamic. The
models will be discussed both in their deterministic and stochastic
versions. In the latter case, we will describe and exploit tailored
reduction techniques for stochastic inputs and we will show some
heuristic conclusions on how much convenient is to use these specific
strategies with respect to standard model order reduction.
◦ Chapter 7. The topic of this Chapter concerns the role of optimal
control on bifurcating phenomena arising in nonlinear PDE(µ)s. We
tested several control actions to understand how the features related
to the loss of uniqueness might change under the influence of external
variables.
◦ Chapter 8. The last Chapter is about the use of artificial intelligence
and machine learning to deal with OCP(µ)s. Indeed, we propose
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Introduction
physics informed neural network strategies to supply fast parametric
predictions in an optimal control context. We here maintain the
fashion of offline-online decomposition for parametric systems, but
with a different flavour.

Finally, some conclusions and perspectives follow.
In this thesis we are not going to present the results obtained from a collaboration with M. Girfoglio and T. Iliescu from Virginia Tech [149]: the preprint is
about model order reduction for convection dominated Navier-Stokes equations
and, since unrelated to the main topic of this thesis, it has been omitted from
this contribution.
We would like to remark that all the numerical results shown in this thesis have
been coded with multiphenics [1] and RBniCS libraries [2], developed at SISSA
mathLab. They are python-based libraries, built on FEniCS [98]. RBniCS is
conceived to simulate parametric systems in a model order reduction framework,
while multiphenics aims at easily defining multiphysics and coupled problems.
We acknowledge the developers, the contributors and the maintainers of all the
cited libraries.

Part I

High Fidelity Parametric
Optimal Control Problems

Chapter 1

An Introduction to Parametric Optimal
Control Problems
This Chapter deals with optimal control problems (OCP(µ)s) governed by
parametrized partial differential equations (PDE(µ)s). Our goal is to provide an
overview on their formulation, from nonlinear time-dependent systems to linear
steady ones. First of all, in Section 1.1, we present the Lagrangian formalism
[59, 67, 72] as a suitable approach to solve OCP(µ)s making no distinction on
the governing equation. Then, we will analyse specific features related to the
linear governing equations and the well-posedness of such systems [111, 146] in
Section 1.2. Finally, we propose an alternative formulation for the OCP(µ)s
following [148]: this will be the topic of Section 1.3.

1.1

Lagrangian approach for OCP(µ)s

In the following Section, we provide the analytical formulation for nonlinear
time-dependent OCP(µ)s at the continuous level. After stating the problem
setting, we will briefly describe the Lagrangian formalism [59, 67, 72] to tackle
the minimization of quadratic cost functionals constrained to nonlinear timedependent PDE(µ)s. The proposed description focuses on Hilbert spaces, for
the sake of clarity. However, all the concepts still hold in the Banach spaces
framework.

1.1.1

Problem Formulation

Let us define as Ω ⊂ Rd , with d = 2, 3 a spatial domain where a physical event
occurs in a time interval, say [0, T ]. We suppose that the phenomenon we are
interested in is described by a nonlinear time-dependent PDE(µ). To represent
and study such an evolution, we rely on the function spaces
Y0 = {y ∈ L2 (0, T ; Y ) such that yt ∈ L2 (0, T ; Y ∗ ) with y(0) = 0}

(1.1)

and
Q = L2 (0, T ; Y ),

(1.2)

for a Hilbert space Y . Let us assume to be provided by a nonlinear timedependent state equation G : Y0 → Q∗ that reads
G(y; µ) = f.

(1.3)
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Here, y := y(µ) ∈ Y0 is the state variable, i.e. the physical quantity we are
focusing on, while f := f (µ) ∈ Q∗ is an external forcing term. The parameter
µ is considered in the parameter space D ⊂ RD , of dimension D ≥ 1. The value
of µ may represent physical and/or geometrical features of the system solution.
With the notation L(·, ·), we indicate the space of the continuous linear functions
between two function spaces. The state equation we consider is described by a
PDE(µ) of the following form:
G(y; µ) = yt + En` (y; µ) + E` (y; µ),

(1.4)

where E` ∈ L(Y0 , Q∗ ) and En` are the linear and the nonlinear contributions to
the system, respectively. The time evolution of the solution is represented by
the time derivative yt . Now, let us suppose that the state variable y must reach
a desired profile yd := yd (µ) ∈ Yobs ⊇ Y0 , where Yobs := L2 (0, T ; Yobs ) with
Yobs ⊃ Y . The observation in taken along all the time interval in a physical
observation domain Ωobs ⊂ Ω. To steer the state solution towards the desired
profile, we introduce a control variable u := u(µ) ∈ U, where U = L2 (0, T ; U )
with U another Hilbert space defined over the control domain Ωu ⊂ Ω. When
Ωu = Ω, we say that the OCP(µ) is distributed. Namely, the variable u will act
on the system and will change the behaviour of the state to achieve the data
solution yd . Theoretically, this action is represented by the controlled equation
E(y, u; µ), where E : Y0 × U → Q∗ reads:
E(y, u; µ) := G(y; µ) − C(u) − f = 0.

(1.5)

Here, C ∈ L(U, Q∗ ) is the control operator that influences the system in order
to change its original state variable. The goal of an OCP(µ) is reached though
the following constrained minimization problem: given a µ ∈ D find the pair
(y, u) ∈ Y0 × U which solves
min

y∈Y0ad ⊂Y0 ,u∈Uad ⊂U

J(y, u; yd ) subject to E(y, u; µ) = 0,

(1.6)

where J : Y0 × U × Yobs → R is the following cost functional:
J(y, u; yd ) :=

α
1
ky − yd k2Yobs + kuk2U ,
2
2

(1.7)

with α ∈ (0, 1] penalization parameter. The value of α changes the role of the
control variable: indeed, a larger value of α do not let the variable u to highly
affect the original system, while the contrary happens when α is small. The
minimization problem (1.6) has a solution when [67, Section 1.5.2]:
(i) Uad ⊂ U is convex, bounded and closed;
(ii) Y0ad ⊂ Y0 is convex and closed;
(iii) for every µ ∈ D, the controlled system E(y, u; µ) = 0 has a bounded
solution map u ∈ U 7→ y(u) ∈ Y0 ;
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(iv) for a given µ ∈ D, the map (y, u, µ) ∈ Y0 × U → E(y, u; µ) ∈ Q∗ is weakly
continuous with respect to (w.r.t.) the first two arguments;
(v) for a given yd ∈ Yobs , the objective functional J(y, u; yd ) is weakly lower
semicontinous w.r.t. the first two arguments.
Here, we considered Y0ad and Uad as feasible sets for the optimal solutions.
However, from now on, we will indicate them with Y0 and U, since these are
the spaces considered in the numerical tests of this contribution. The OCP(µ)
can be solved through a Lagrangian argument. To this end, let us consider the
arbitrary adjoint variable z := z(µ) ∈ YT ⊂ Q, where
n
o
YT = z ∈ L2 (0, T ; Y ) s.t. z t ∈ L2 (0, T ; Y ∗ ) such that z(T ) = 0 .
(1.8)
The employment of the adjoint variable will recast the problem (1.6) in an
unconstrained minimization framework. For the sake of notation, we define the
global variable X := X(µ) = (y(µ), u(µ), z(µ)) ∈ X0,T := Y0 × U × YT and
thus, we consider the Lagrangian functional L : X0,T × Yobs → R
L (X; yd , µ) := J(y, u; yd ) + hz, E(y, u; µ)iQQ∗ ,

(1.9)

where h·, ·iQQ∗ is the duality pairing of the spaces Q and Q∗ . Furthermore we
assume that:
(vi) U is nonempty;
(vii) J : Y0 × U × Yobs → R and E : Y0 × U → Q∗ are continuously Fréchet
differentiable w.r.t. the first two arguments;
(viii) given µ ∈ D, the controlled system E(y, u; µ) = 0 has a unique solution
y = y(u) ∈ Y0 for all u ∈ U;
(ix) given µ ∈ D, Dy E(y, u; µ) ∈ L(Y0 , Q∗ ) has a bounded inverse for all
u ∈ U.
In assumption (ix), with Dy we indicate the Fréchet derivative w.r.t. the state
variable and we will exploit this notation for u and z as well, with Du and Dz ,
respectively. For a given µ ∈ D, assumptions (vi) - (ix) assure the existence of
an adjoint variable z ∈ YT related to the solution pair (y, u) ∈ Y0 × U of (1.6),
which satisfies the following optimality system [67]:


 Dy L (X; yd , µ)[ω] = 0 ∀ω ∈ Q,
Du L (X; yd , µ)[κ] = 0 ∀κ ∈ U,


Dz L (X; yd , µ)[ζ] = 0 ∀ζ ∈ Q,

(1.10)
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which in strong form reads:

∗

 y + Dy E(y, u; µ) (z) = yd ,
∗
αu − C (z) = 0,


E(y, u; µ) = 0.

(1.11)

In the system, Dy E(y, u; µ)∗ ∈ L(Q, Y0∗ ) represents the adjoint operator of the
Fréchet differencial of E(y, u; µ) w.r.t. the state variable and it has the following
form:
Dy E(y, u; µ)∗ (z) = −zt + Dy En` (y; µ)∗ z + E` (y; µ)∗ z.
(1.12)
We remark that the dual variable z is considered in YT in order to guarantee a
proper definition of the backward time evolution of the form −zt in the expression of the operator Dy E(y, u; µ)∗ . For the sake of clarity, we underline that
we have chosen to work with the Hilbert space Y also for the adjoint variable,
rather then another Hilbert space, say Z. The reason of this choice is postponed in the thesis, see Section 1.2. In the same fashion, with C ∗ ∈ L(Y0 , U ∗ )
we indicate the adjoint of the control operator. For the sake of notation, it can
be useful to recast the optimality system (1.10) in the following compact form:
given µ ∈ D, find X ∈ X0,T such that
G(X; µ) = F,
with



y + Dy E(y, u; µ)∗ (z)

αu − C ∗ (z)
G(X; µ) := 
G(y, µ) − C(u)

(1.13)
 
yd
and F :=  0  .
f

A crucial step to solve problem (1.13) is to analyse it in variational form. To
this end, let us define the form G : X0,T × Xtest → R and a function space
Xtest ⊆ Q × U × Q such as
G(X, Ξ; µ) = hG(X; µ), ΞiX0,T ∗ ,Xtest

∀X ∈ X0,T , ∀Ξ ∈ Xtest .

(1.14)

Thus, the optimality system (1.10) is equivalent to the variational formulation
of (1.11) and reads: for a given µ ∈ D, find the solution X ∈ X0,T of
G(X, Ξ; µ) = hF, ΞiX0,T ∗ ,Xtest

∀Ξ ∈ Xtest .

(1.15)

For now, we will always restrict to the case of well-posedness of the governing
equation, i.e. we will assume its local invertibility, assured by hypotheses (viii)
and (ix), that will guarantee the existence and the uniqueness of the state y
for a given u. Moreover, we will work with the assumption of existence and
uniqueness of the global optimal solution X. In other words, we consider the
optimality system G to be injective and surjective for every µ ∈ D. While, this
is provable for linear equations, it might not be the case for nonlinear controlled
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equations. The analysis of this issue is postponed in Chapter 7, where we will
describe the loss of uniqueness of the solution related to bifurcation theory, as
presented in [118]. In the next Section, we will focus our attention on the specific
case of linear problems, both steady and time-dependent, underlining the saddle
point structure arising from the optimality system.

1.2

Saddle Point Structure for Linear Problems

This Section deals with linear governing equations and the saddle point structure
related to the optimization problem (1.6) under linear constraints. We will start
with the simplest case of steady equations (Section 1.2.1) and, then, we will
analyse the time-dependent case (Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3). For both the classes
of problems, we will state the well-posedness through the Brezzi Theorem [28], a
classical choice in this setting. The literature is quite complete w.r.t. the saddle
point framework arising from the Lagrangian formalism applied to steady linear
constraints: an overview on the topic can be found in [26, 67]. We will present
the main of these works and, moreover, we will, therefore, extend them to timedependent ones [146], building on the setting proposed in [65, 143, 144].

1.2.1

Linear Steady OCP(µ)s

Let us consider steady linear quadratic problems. All the concepts defined in
Section 1.1 are still valid, however they have to be simplified in the following
way:
◦ the state variable is y ∈ Y , the control variable u ∈ U and the desired state
yd ∈ Yobs . Namely, since no time evolution is present, we focus only on
the space domain Ω. The definitions of control and observation domains
still hold. The forcing term f is now considered in Y ∗ .
◦ The cost functional J : Y × U × Yobs → R has the following form
α
1
ky − yd k2Yobs + kuk2U ,
2
2

(1.16)

E(y, u; µ) := E` (y; µ) − C(u) − f = 0,

(1.17)

J(y, u; yd ) :=
constrained to

where E : Y × U → Y ∗ is the steady linear controlled equation.
Here, we used the same notations of the general problem of Section 1.1.1, however, there is no risk of misinterpretation, since we are only simplifying the context, retaining the general problem structure. Furthermore, also in this case,
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we omit the explicit µ-dependency of the involved quantities. The steady minimization problem reads: given a parameter µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, u) ∈ Y × U
which minimizes (1.16) and solves (1.17). Once again, we rely on the Lagrangian
formalism to build an optimality system based on the differentiation w.r.t. the
problem variables. The main goal of this Section is to highlight the saddle point
structure arising in this specific linear optimization setting. To this end, we
need to define the following quantities:
◦ the state bilinear form a : Y × Y → R, i.e. the weak form of the state
operator E` (y; µ);
◦ the control bilinear form c : U × Y → R, i.e. the weak form of the control
operator C(u).
In this way, the weak formulation of the whole controlled state equation reads:
a (y, ζ; µ) − c (u, ζ; µ) − hf (µ) , ζi = 0,

∀ζ ∈ Y.

(1.18)

α
1
m(y − yd , y − yd ; µ) + n(u, u; µ).
2
2

(1.19)

We now recast the functional (1.16) as
J(y, u; yd ) =

where m : Y × Y → R and n : U × U → R are two bilinear forms describing the
L2 −products over the observation and the control domains, respectively. The
parameter dependence might arise if a geometrical parametrization is present:
we postpone this topic in the next Section. From now on, in the linear cases, we
will limit our analysis to the case of the following assumptions being verified.
Assumptions 1 the bilinear forms c(·, ·; µ), a(·, ·; µ), n(·, ·; µ) and m(·, ·; µ)
verify the properties
(a) a(·, ·; µ) is continuous and coercive of constants ca (µ) and γa (µ), respectively;
(b) c(·, ·; µ) is continuous of constant cc (µ);
(c) n(·, ·; µ) is symmetric, continuous and coercive of constants cn (µ) and
γn (µ), respectively;
(d) m(·, ·; µ) is symmetric, continuous and positive definite.
We remark that hypotheses (a) and (b) ensure the existence of a unique y ∈ Y ,
solution to (1.18), for a given u ∈ U and µ ∈ D. As did in Section 1.1.1, we
define the adjoint variable z ∈ Y and the steady Lagrangian functional as
L (y, u, z; µ) := J(y, u; yd ) + hz, E (y, u; µ)iY Y ∗

(1.20)
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The optimization problem relies on the solution of the optimality system given
by the differentiation of (1.20) w.r.t. the state, the control and the adjoint
variables, respectively, building a steady linear analogous of system (1.11), where
X := (y, u, z) ∈ X := Y × U × Y and
Dy E(y, u; µ)∗ (z) = E` (y; µ)∗ z,

(1.21)

due to the linearity of the governing equation.
We can now bring to the light the saddle point structure of the optimality
system. Indeed, we define the state-control variable x = (y, u) ∈ X := Y × U
and the bilinear forms A : X × X → R and B : X × Y → R and the functional
H ∈ Y ∗ as
A(x, ξ; µ) = m(y, ω; µ) + αn(u, κ; µ) ∀ξ := (ω, κ) ∈ X,
B(x, ζ; µ) = a(y, ζ; µ) − c(u, ζ)
∀ζ ∈ Y,
hH(µ), ξi = m(yd , ω; µ)
∀ξ := (ω, κ) ∈ X.

(1.22)

From simple computations, exploiting the definitions (1.22), the optimality system deriving from the differentiation of the Lagrangian Functional (1.20) can be
recast in mixed formulation as follows: given µ ∈ D, find the pair (x, z) ∈ X ×Y
which verifies

A(x, ξ; µ) + B(ξ, z; µ) = hH(µ), ξi ∀ξ ∈ X,
(1.23)
B(x, ζ; µ) = hF (µ), ζi
∀ζ ∈ Y,
where F ∈ Y ∗ encodes the forcing term and the boundary conditions of the
controlled state equation. The well-posedness of the system (1.23) relies on the
following Theorem.
Theorem 1 (Brezzi Theorem) The parametric problem (1.23) admits a unique
solution (x, z) ∈ X × Y if:
◦ A(·, ·; µ) is continuous and weakly coercive on the set X0 which denotes
the kernel of B(·, ·; µ), i.e, for a positive constant βA (µ), it holds
inf

sup

x∈X0 \{0} ξ∈X0 \{0}

A(x, ξ; µ)
≥ βA (µ) > 0,
kxkX kξkX
and

A(x, ξ; µ)
≥ 0.
kxk
ξ∈X0 \{0} x∈X0 \{0}
X kξkX
inf

sup

◦ B(·, ·; µ) is continuous and inf-sup stable of positive constant βB (µ), i.e.
inf

sup

ζ∈Y \{0} x∈X\{0}

B(x, ζ; µ)
≥ βB (µ) > 0.
kxkX kζkY

(1.24)
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The choice of z ∈ Y and Assumptions 1 make Theorem 1 provable: see [111] and
the references therein. The goal of the next Section is to extend this structure to
linear time-dependent problems, proposing an analysis of their well-posedness.
Remark 1.2.1 (Steady Nonlinear OCP(µ)s) We stress that, once defined
y, z ∈ Y , u ∈ U , yd ∈ Yobs , one can deal with nonlinear steady problems and
solve the minimization of (1.16) constrained to
E(y, u; µ) := En` (y; µ) + E` (y; µ) − C(u) − f = 0,

(1.25)

where E : Y × U → Y ∗ is the steady nonlinear controlled equation. To tackle
this problem, one may exploit the Lagrangian techniques building a steady version of the optimality system (1.10), where the adjoint equation will present the
following term
Dy E(y, u; µ)∗ (z) = Dy En` (y; µ)∗ z + E` (y; µ)∗ z,

(1.26)

i.e. (1.12) without backward time evolution. For nonlinear problems there is
not a general theory which is able to recast them into saddle point problems: it
is strictly related to the state equation at hand, see for example [100, 168] for
the Navier-Stokes equations. However, at the algebraic level one can recover
this peculiar structure for nonlinear equations. In Section 2.2, we will show
nonlinear an example for governing equations which depend quadratically w.r.t.
the state y.

1.2.2

Parabolic Time-Dependent OCP(µ)s

In this Section, parabolic time-dependent OCP(µ)s are recast in a saddle point
framework. Building on standard approaches for stationary linear state equations [79, 110, 111, 135], we provide the well-posedness of the saddle point
structure in a space-time formulation. In this context, we consider the spatial
state space Y verifying Y ,→ H ,→ Y ∗ , with H another Hilbert space. In the
following we assume that Y, H and U are contained in L2 (Ω), a typical framework for the parabolic OCP(µ)s we are dealing with. In Section 1.1.1 we have
already defined the Hilbert spaces suited for the problem at hand. Now, we
endow Y0 and U with the following norms, respectively:
kyk2Y0 =

Z
0

T

kyk2Y dt +

Z
0

T

2

ky t kY ∗ dt

and

kuk2U =

Z

T

kuk2U dt.

0

The adjoint space YT is characterized by the same norm of the state space.
Namely, we will use k · kY0 and k · kYT , interchangeably. Time-dependent
OCP(µ)s read as follows: for a given µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, u) := (y(µ), u(µ)) ∈
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Y0 × U which solves
min

(y,u)∈∈Y0 ×U

J((y, u); µ) =

1
2

T

Z

m(y − yd , y − yd ; µ) dt
0

+

α
2

Z

T

n(u, u; µ) dt,

(1.27)

0

governed by

S(µ)y t + Da (µ)y = C(µ)u + f (µ)




 y = g(µ)
∂y

=0


∂n


y(0) = 0

in Ω × (0, T ),
on ΓD × (0, T ),
on ΓN × (0, T ),

(1.28)

in Ω.

Here,
◦ Da (µ) : Y → Y ∗ is a general differential state operator,
◦ S(µ) : Y ∗ → Y ∗ is a function representing the time evolution,
◦ C(µ) : U → Y ∗ is an operator describing the control action,
◦ f (µ) denotes external sources,
◦ ΓD is the portion of the boundary ∂Ω where Dirichlet boundary conditions

are applied, and g(µ) represents Dirichlet data,
◦ ΓN is the portion of the boundary ∂Ω where Neumann boundary condi-

tions are applied,
◦ m(·, ·; µ) : Y × Y → R, related to the operator M (µ) : Y → Y ∗ , and

n(·, ·; µ) : U × U → R, related to the operator N (µ) : U → U ∗ , are the
two bilinear forms defined in Section 1.2.1.

In this setting, µ might also represent some geometrical features: we will assume
to have already traced back the problem to the reference domain that we will call
Ω with abuse of notation, and that S(µ), Da (µ), C(µ), M (µ), N (µ), and f (µ)
encode information about the pulled back operators, see e.g. [134]. Without
loss of generality, we assume C(µ) and S(µ) to be both the identity map, or
its trace back. Hence, S(µ) and C(µ) are self-adjoint and, when a geometrical
parameter is present, they have the following forms
QS
X
i

ciS (µ)χΩiS

and

QC
X
i

ciC (µ)χΩiC ,

(1.29)
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respectively, for QS , QC ∈ N and ciS (µ), ciC (µ) positive constants resulting from
the trace back of indicator functions χΩiS , χΩiC which verify
Q
[S

ΩiS = Ω

i

and

Q
C
[

ΩiC = Ωu .

i

This scenario complies with literature related to OCP(µ)s and does not limit
the applicability of the model. The state equation at hand can be recast in weak
formulation as follows: given µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, u) ∈ Y0 × U which verifies
Z
T



s(y, ζ; µ) dt



0

Z T
Z T



+
a(y, ζ; µ) dt =
c(u, ζ; µ) dt
(1.30)
0
0
Z T





+
hF (µ), ζiY ∗ ,Y dt ∀ζ ∈ Q,



0

 y(0) = 0
in Ω,
where a : Y × Y → R and c : U × Y → R are the bilinear forms related to Da (µ)
and C(µ), respectively, already defined in Section 1.2.1. In the same Section,
we also defined F (µ) ∈ Y ∗ , as a functional giving information about forcing
terms and spatial boundary conditions deriving from the weak state equation.
Moreover,
s(y, ζ; µ) = hS(µ)y t , ζiY ∗ Y .
(1.31)
Now, the OCP(µ) has the following form: given µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, u) ∈
Y0 × U which satisfies
min

(y,u)∈Y0 ×U

J((y, u); µ)

such that (1.28) holds.

(1.32)

Also this minimization problem can be solved through a Lagrangian approach,
defining an adjoint variable z := z(µ) ∈ YT . We stress that the adjoint variable
has the same regularity in space w.r.t. the state variable. This assumption is
crucial to prove the well-posedness results presented in [146]. The obtained
optimality system is: for a given µ ∈ D, find (y, u, z) ∈ Y0 × U × YT such that

M (µ)yχΩobs − S(µ)z t + Da (µ)∗ z = M (µ)yd in Ω × (0, T ),




 αN (µ)u − C(µ)zχΩu = 0
in Ω × (0, T ),



 S(µ)y + D (µ)y − C(µ)u = f (µ)
in Ω × (0, T ),
t
a
(1.33)

y(0)
=
y
in
Ω,
0





z(T ) = 0
in Ω,



boundary conditions
on ∂Ω × (0, T ),
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here Da (µ)∗ is the dual operator of Da (µ), while χΩobs and χΩu are the indicator functions of the observation domain Ωobs and the control domain Ωu ,
respectively. We now recover the saddle point structure already presented in
Section 1.2.1. First of all, as did in the steady case, we define the state-control
variable x = (y, u) ∈ X := Y0 × U and the bilinear forms A : X × X → R and
B : X × Y0 → R and the functional H ∈ Y ∗ as:
T

Z
A(x, ξ; µ) =

m(y, ω; µ) dt
0

T

Z
T

Z
B(x, ζ; µ) =

H(ξ; µ) =

T

∀ξ := (ω, κ) ∈ X ,

0
T

(1.34)

a(y, ζ; µ) dt
Z T
−
c(u, ζ; µ) dt
Z 0T
hH(µ), ωi dt =
m(yd , ω; µ) dt

0

Z

n(u, κ; µ) dt

+α
Z
s(y, ζ) dt +

0

0

∀ζ ∈ Y0 ,
∀ω ∈ Y0 .

0

After having applied a Lagrangian argument, the optimality system (1.10) with
the new definitions (1.34) can be written in the following form:

z; µ) = H(ξ; µ)
 A(x, ξ; µ) + B(ξ,
Z

∀ξ ∈ X ,

 B(x, ζ; µ) =

∀ζ ∈ Y0 .

T

hF (µ), ζi dt

(1.35)

0

Namely, the typical saddle point structure of steady linear quadratic OCP(µ)s
is preserved also in the linear time-dependent case. As in the steady case, we can
prove the well-posedness of the problem at hand thanks to the Brezzi theorem
[27, 28]:
Theorem 2 (Brezzi Theorem, time-dependent case) The parametric problem (1.35) admits a unique solution (x, z) ∈ X × YT if:
1. A(·, ·; µ) is continuous and weakly coercive on the set X0 which denotes
the kernel of B(·, ·; µ), i.e. for a positive constant βA (µ), it holds
A(x, ξ; µ)
> βA (µ) > 0
ξ∈X0 \{0} x∈X0 \{0} kxkX0 kξkX
inf

sup

(1.36)

and
inf

sup

x∈X \{0} ξ∈X0 \{0}

A(x, ξ; µ)
> 0.
kxkX0 kwkX

(1.37)
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2. B(·, ·; µ) is continuous and inf-sup stable of positive constant βB (µ) , i.e.
B(x, ζ; µ)
= βB (µ) > 0.
ζ∈YT \{0} x∈X \{0} kxkX kζkYT
inf

sup

(1.38)

Furthermore, if one assumes the bilinear form A(·, ·; µ) to be symmetric, nonnegative, and coercive on X0 , then the minimization of the functional (1.27) constrained to equation (1.28) and the saddle point problem (1.35) are equivalent.
Our aim is to prove the Theorem 2 as did in [146]. Here, however, we propose
some modifications related to the setting of the geometrical parametrization.
To reach this goal, besides the Assumptions 1, we will exploit the following
relations:
(I) by definition, for every y ∈ Y0 and u ∈ U it holds:
ky t kY ∗ ≤ kykY0 , kykY ≤ kykY0 , kykY0 ≤ kxkX and kukU ≤ kxkX ; (1.39)
(II) for y solution of a parabolic PDE(µ) with forcing term f and y(0) = y0 ,
there exists k(µ) > 0 such that:
kykY0 ≤ k(µ)(kf kQ + ky0 kY ).

(1.40)

We stress that Y0 and YT share the same norm: thus the inequalities in (I)
also hold true for y ∈ YT . Moreover, in order to guarantee the inf-sup stability
(1.38) we need the two following Lemmas.
Lemma 1.1 Let ζ be a function in Y0 (or in YT ), then the following inequality
holds:
kζk2Y
1
≥ .
kζk2Y0
6
Proof. To tackle the proof, we study to separate cases.
Case 1. Let us assume kζ t kY ∗ ≤ kζkY then kζk2Y0 ≤ 2kζk2Y . This leads to
kζk2Y
kζk2Y
1
1
≥
= > .
kζk2Y0
2kζk2Y
2
6
Case 2. We now focus on ζ ∈ Y0 such that kζ t kY ∗ > kζkY . This assumption
results in the following relation:
2kζk2Y < kζk2Y0

⇒

1
1
>
,
2
2kζkY
kζk2Y0

(1.41)
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and, by definition of kζkY0 ,
2

1

2

kζk2Y0 + 2 kζ t kY ∗ ≥ 3 kζ t kY ∗ ⇒ −

kζk2Y0

+

2
2 kζ t kY ∗

≥−

1
2

3 kζ t kY ∗

.

(1.42)

Then, we can prove that
kζk2Y
2kζk2Y
=
2
kζk2Y0
2kζk2Y + 2 kζ t kY ∗

≥
|{z}

for (1.41)

2

=
≥

2kζk2Y
2

kζk2Y0 + 2 kζ t kY ∗

2

2kζk2Y + kζ t kY ∗ − kζ t kY ∗
2

kζk2Y0 + 2 kζ t kY ∗
2
min{1, 2}kζk2Y0
kζ t kY ∗
−
2
max{1, 2}kζk2Y0
kζk2Y0 + 2 kζ t kY ∗
2

≥
|{z}

for (1.42)

kζ t kY ∗
1 1
1
1
−
= − = .
2 3 kζ t k2Y ∗
2 3
6

As previously specified, in order to prove the well-posedness of the problem at
hand, we still need the next Lemma.
Lemma 1.2 Given a function v ∈ Y0 , there exists ȳ ∈ Y0 which verifies:
Z TD
Z T
Z T
E
ȳ t , ζ dt +
a(ȳ, ζ; µ) dt =
a(v, ζ; µ) dt
∀ζ ∈ Y0 ,
(1.43)
0

0

0

with ȳ(0) = 0. Moreover, there exists a positive constants k̄(µ) such that the
following inequality holds:
kȳkY0 ≤ k̄(µ)kvkY .

(1.44)

Proof. For the existence of the solution ȳ to the specific auxiliary problem
(1.43) we refer to the proof of property (A.3) of the Theorem 5.1 in [139], where
the existence of ȳ ∈ Y0 is guaranteed for a given v ∈ Y ⊃ Y0 and for every
initial condition. Thus, for t ∈ (0, T ), we consider the linear state operator
Da (µ) : Y → Y ∗ defined by hDa v, ζiH ∗ ,H . We call CDa (µ) := kDa kH ∗ which is
finite due to the continuity of the operator. Furthermore, since ȳ verifies (1.43),
from (1.40) we may assert
kȳkY0 ≤ k(µ)kDa vkL2 (0,T ;H) ≤ k(µ)CDa kvkL2 (0,T ;H) .
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Since Y ,→ H, it holds kζkH ≤ C̄kζkY , then, calling k̄(µ) = k(µ)CDa C̄, we can
prove the statement.

Thanks to these two Lemmas, we are now able to prove the time-dependent
Brezzi theorem hypotheses in the following well-posedness theorem.
Theorem 3 The saddle point problem (1.35) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 under the Assumptions 1, and, thus, it is well-posed.
Proof. Let us consider the continuity of A(·, ·; µ).
|A(x, w, µ)| ≤ cn (µ)kykY0 kzkY0 + αkukU kvkU
≤ max{cn (µ), α}kxkX kwkX .

Here, we exploited the continuity of
Z T
m(·, ·; µ) dt and
0

Z

T

n(·, ·; µ) dt,
0

which can be shown through simple computations, see e.g. [146] for details.
Furthermore, the hypothesis (c) and (d) assure the symmetry, the positive definiteness of the form A(·, ·, µ). It remains the coercivity of A(·, ·, µ) over the
kernel of the controlled state equation. If x ∈ X0 , then it holds
Z
0

QS
T X
i

ciS (µ)χΩiS hyt , ζi

Z
dt +

T

Z

T

a(y, ζ; µ) dt =
0

s(y, ζ; µ) dt
0

Z

T

a(y, ζ; µ) dt

+
0

Z

T

c(u, ζ; µ) dt,

=
0

and thus, without loss of generality, we can exploit (1.40) where the forcing term
in weak form is represented by
Z T
c(u, ζ; µ) dt,
0

obtaining kykY0 ≤ k(µ)(kukU + ky0 kH ) = k(µ)kukU since y0 = y(0) = 0,
where, with the constant k(µ), we are hiding the contribution of the geometrical
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parametrization. Then, it holds:
α
α
kuk2 + kuk2U
2 nU
2
α
αo
α
2
+ kukU ≥ min
,
kxk2X .
2
2k(µ)2 2

A(x, x; µ) = m(y, y, µ) + αn(u, u, µ) ≥
≥

α
kyk2Y0
2k(µ)2

For the sake of brevity, we do not report the computations needed to prove the
continuity of B(·, ·; µ) which relies on the continuity assumption for a(·, ·; µ) and
c(·, ·; µ). However, the interested reader may refer once again to [146, Theorem
1]. Although, we report the proof of the fulfillment of the inf-sup condition for
the controlled state equation. First of all, let us consider ζ ∈ YT and ȳ ∈ Y0
the solution of the auxiliary problem (1.43) in Lemma 1.2 where v ≡ ζ. Then,
for x 6= 0,
T

Z
sup
x∈X

0

Z

0

T

0

≥
|{z}

T

c(u, ζ; µ) dt
0

kxkX kζkY0
Z T
QS
D
E
X
i
cS (µ)χΩiS ȳ t , ζ dt +
a(ȳ, ζ; µ) dt
0

i

kȳkY0 kζkY0

x=(ȳ,0)

max

Z
a(y, ζ; µ) dt −

s(y, ζ; µ) dt +

B(x, ζ; µ)
= sup
kxkX kζkY0
x∈X

(Q
S
X

)Z

≥

T

ciS (µ), 1

a(ζ, ζ; µ) dt
0

i

kȳkY0 kζkY0
≥
|{z}

T

Z

Lemma 1.1

≥
|{z}

Lemma 1.2

Ma (µ)kζk2Y
k̄(µ)kζk2Y0

Ma (µ)
> 0,
6k̄(µ)

nP
o
QS i
where Ma (µ) := max
cS (µ), 1 γa (µ). Since we have proved the inequali
ity for all ζ ∈ YT , it holds:
inf

sup

06=ζ∈YT 06=x∈X

B(x, ζ; µ)
Ma (µ)
:= βB (µ) > 0.
≥
kxkX kζkY0
6k̄(µ)

This theorem guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the optimal solution
for time-dependent OCP(µ)s, governed by parabolic state equations. The next
Section deals with OCP(µ)s governed by time-dependent Stokes equations. Also
in this case, we will show how the saddle point structure is preserved and how
Brezzi Theorem assures the well-posedness of such a formulation.
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1.2.3

Time-Dependent Stokes OCP(µ)s

This Section focuses on distributed OCP(µ)s governed by time-dependent Stokes
equations and provides a proof of well-posedness in a saddle point framework,
as we did for the parabolic case in Section 1.2.2. We define V := [HΓ1D (Ω)]2 and
P := L2 (Ω). Thus, we consider
V0 :=


v ∈ L2 (0, T ; V ) such that v t ∈ L2 (0, T ; V ∗ ) such that v(0) = 0

and P = L2 (0, T ; P ). The state variable is the pair y := (v, p) ∈ Y0 := V0 ×P. It
.
is influenced by the control variable u ∈ U := L2 (0, T ; U ), where U = [L2 (Ω)]2 .
With analogous arguments w.r.t. Section 1.2.2, we define the velocity-pressurecontrol variable x ∈ X := Y0 × U, where x := (y, u). We endow the space X
with the following norm
kxk2X = kvk2V0 + kpk2P + kuk2U .
In this specific context, we want to minimize the cost functional
α
1
kv − vd k2L2 (0,T ;Vobs ) + kuk2U ,
2
2
under the following constraint


v t − µ∆v + ∇p = u





div(v)
=0


∂v
=0

∂n



v=g



 v(0) = v
0

(1.45)

in Ω × (0, T ),
in Ω × (0, T ),
on ΓN × (0, T ),

(1.46)

on ΓD × (0, T ),
in Ω × {0},

where vd ∈ L2 (0, T ; Vobs ) is a desired velocity profile taken in the observation
domain Ωobs and Vobs := L2 (Ω). As the reader may notice, in this setting, we
are assuming no geometrical parametrization, for the sake of clarity. However,
all the following arguments can be easily extended to the case of geometrical
parametrization, exploiting the same techniques of Section 1.2.2. Furthermore,
for the same reason, we are restricting ourselves to the case where only a parameter is present, a diffusivity coefficient µ. In the numerical results of Section
4.2.2, we will treat a more complicated problem with geometrical parametrization, also. However, we decided that presenting this simpler setting is useful to
state in a clearer way the framework we are dealing with. In order to build the
optimality system, we exploit a Lagrangian argument after defining the adjoint
variable z := (zv , zp ) ∈ YT , where YT := VT × P, with
VT :=



v ∈ L2 (0, T ; V ) such that v t ∈ L2 (0, T ; V ∗ ) such that v(T ) = 0 .
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For a given µ ∈ D, we want to find (x, z) ∈ X × YT which solves:


Dv L ((v, p), u, (zv , zp ); µ)[ωv ] = 0 ∀ωv ∈ V0 ,





 Dp L ((v, p), u, (zv , zp ); µ)[ωp ] = 0 ∀ωp ∈ P,
Du L ((v, p), u, (zv , zp ); µ)[κ] = 0
∀κ ∈ U,



Dzv L ((v, p), u, (zv , zp ); µ)[ζv ] = 0 ∀ζv ∈ V0 .



 D L ((v, p), u, (z , z ); µ)[ζ ] = 0 ∀ζ ∈ P.
zp
v p
p
p

(1.47)

The aforementioned problem can be rewritten in strong form as follows:

v t − µ∆v + ∇p = u
in Ω × (0, T ),




 div(v) = 0
in
Ω × (0, T ),





v=g
on ΓD × (0, T ),




∂v


=0
on ΓN × (0, T ),


∂n



 v(0) = v0
in Ω × {0},
(1.48)
v − zv t − µ∆zv + ∇zp = vd
in Ω × (0, T ),




div(zv ) = 0
in Ω × (0, T ),





z
(t)
=
0
on ∂Ω × (0, T ),

v



 zv (T ) = 0
in Ω × {T },





αu
=
z
in Ω × (0, T ),
v



boundary conditions
on ∂Ω × (0, T ).
Now, we define the bilinear forms A : X × X → R and B : X × Y0 → R and the
functional H ∈ Y ∗ as already did in (1.34), where the state equation is defined
by
Z
Z
Z
a(y, z; µ) = hv t , zv i+µ
∇v·∇zv dΩ− pdiv(zv ) dΩ− div(v)zp dΩ. (1.49)
Ω

Ω

Ω

Moreover, let us define the bilinear forms involved in the Stokes equations as:
Z
a : V × V → R,
a(v, z; µ) = hv t , zv i + µ
∇v · ∇zv dΩ,
(1.50)
Ω
Z
b : V × P → R,
b(zv , p) = −
pdiv(zv ) dΩ.
(1.51)
Ω

Here, we are facing a nested saddle point. Indeed, not only the global optimality
system presents this peculiar structure, but also the state equation itself can be
written as:
Z T
Z T


a(v, ζv ; µ) dt +
b(ζv , p) dt = 0 ∀ζv ∈ V0 ,

0
Z0 T
(1.52)



b(v, ζp ) dt = 0
∀ζp ∈ P,
0
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but, due to the linearity of the state equations, also the optimality system can
recast written in a saddle point framework as:

Z T

A(x, ω; µ) + B(ω, z; µ) =
hH(µ), ωi dt ∀ω ∈ X ,
(1.53)
0

B(x, ζ; µ) = 0
∀ζ ∈ YT .
We want to prove the well-posedness of the system (1.53). To do so, also in
this case, we rely on two Lemmas. The first one proves the well-posedness of
the mixed Stokes optimality system (1.53), that will be exploited to guarantee
the second hypothesis of the Brezzi Theorem for the controlled state equation
B(·, ·; µ).
Lemma 1.3 Time-dependent Stokes equations in their saddle point structure
(1.52) verifies the Brezzi Theorem.
Proof. First of all, it is a matter of simple computations to prove the continuity
of a(·, ·; µ) and of b(·, ·). The inf-sup condition for the bilinear form b(·, ·) follows
from [58, Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 2.2].
It still remains to prove that a(·, ·; µ) is weakly coercive over the kernel of b(·, ·).
In our case, the bilinear form a(·, ·; µ) is actually coercive over V0 since
Z T
Z T
Z TZ
a(v, v; µ) dt =
hv t , vi dt + µ
∇v · ∇v dΩdt
0

0

0

Ω

1
= kv(T )k2L2 (Ω) + µkvk2V
2
kvk2V0
≥ µkvk2V
≥
|{z}
kvk2V0

µ
kvk2V0 .
6

for Lemma 1.1

We still need a Lemma to prove the coercivity of the bilinear form A(·, ·). Also
in this case, we denote the kernel of B(·, ·, µ) with X0 . This Lemma proves a
norm equivalence which will be used in the proof of the well-posedness of the
whole optimality system (1.53).
Lemma 1.4 On the space X0 , the norm k · k2X is equivalent to k · k2V0 + k · k2U .
Proof. Let us consider x = (y, u) in the kernel of B(·, ·, µ). By definition,
k · k2X ≥ k · k2V0 + k · k2U . This means that we only need to prove that there exists
a positive constant Ce (µ) such that
k · k2X ≤ Ce (µ)(k · k2V0 + k · k2U ).

(1.54)
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If x ∈ X0 , it holds that
Z

T

Z

T

Z

Z

Z

Ω

T

hv t , ωi dt

∇v·∇ω dΩdt−
0

0

0

T

c(u, ω) dt−µ

b(ω, p) dt =

∀ω ∈ V0 .

0

Then, we can derive the following inequalities for all ω ∈ V0 :
b(ω, p) ≤ kukU kωkV + µkvkV kωkV + kv t kV ∗ kωkV
≤ min{1, µ}(kvkV0 + kukU )kωkV0 .
The above inequality does not depend on the choice of ω and p. Thus, from
Lemma 1.3 we have the following relation
β̄kpkP kωkV0 ≤ inf

sup b(ω, p) ≤ min{1, µ}(kvkV0 + kukU )kωkV0 .

06=p∈P 06=ω∈V0

Now, thanks to Young’s inequality, we obtain
kpk2P ≤

min{1, µ}2
min{1, µ}2
2
(kvk
+
kuk
)
≤
2
(kvk2V0 + kuk2U ).
V
U
0
β̄ 2
β̄ 2

 min{1, µ}2 
2
, the constant Ce (µ) = min{1, C̄e (µ)}
β̄ 2
verifies the inequality (1.54).

Thus, calling C̄e (µ) =

These two Lemmas will prove the following theorem concerning the existence
and uniqueness of the optimal solution for OCP(µ)s governed by time-dependent
Stokes equations.
Theorem 1.5 The saddle point problem (1.53) admits a unique solution.
Proof. Once again we rely on the Brezzi Theorem to prove the well-posedness
of the problem at hand. By definition, A(·, ·) is trivially symmetric and positive definite. Futhermore, the same arguments presented in Theorem 3 can be
applied in this specific case to show the continuity of the bilinear forms A(·, ·)
and B(·, ·; µ). Now, we will focus on the coercivity of A(·, ·) over the kernel of
the controlled state equation, i.e., there exists a positive constant C such that
A(x, x) ≥ Ckxk2X ,
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for all x ∈ X0 . However, since we prove the equivalence between the norms k·k2X
and k · k2V0 + k · k2U in Lemma 1.4, we will use the following relation
A(x, x) ≥ C(kvk2V0 + kuk2U ).
Indeed, x ∈ X0 translates in a pair (v, p) that is solution to the Stokes equations
with the control as forcing term. This implies the following well known result:
the existence of a constant k(µ) > 0 such that kvkV0 ≤ k(µ)kukU , see [128,
Chapter 13]. Thus, for x ∈ X0 , it holds:
α
α
α
α
kvk2V0 + kuk2U
A(x, x) ≥ kvk2L2 (0,T ;H) + αkuk2U ≥ kuk2U + kuk2U ≥
2
2
2
2k(µ)
2
n α
αo
2
2
,
(kvkV0 + kukU ).
≥ min
2k(µ)2 2
It remains to prove that
inf

sup

06=ζ∈YT 06=x∈X

B(x, ζ; µ)
> β(µ) > 0.
kxkX kζkYT

(1.55)

To this end, we consider the bilinear form A : Y0 × YT → R defined as
Z T
Z T
Z T
A((v, p), (ζv , ζp ); µ) =
a(v, ζv ) dt +
b(ζv , p) dt +
b(v, ζp ) dt.
0

0

0

We now follow [110, Appendix A.1]. Lemma 1.3 shows that the mixed operator
A(·, ·; µ) is invertible and then the Babuška inf-sup constant βB (µ) is well defined
as

βB (µ) =

inf

sup

06=(v,p)∈Y0 06=(ζv ,ζp )∈YT

=

inf

sup

06=(ζv ,ζp )∈YT 06=(v,p)∈Y0

A((v, p), (ζv , ζp ); µ)
k(v, p)kY0 k(ζv , ζp )kY0
A((v, p), (ζv , ζp ); µ)
,
k(v, p)kY0 k(ζv , ζp )kY0

see the classical reference [11]. We are now able to prove the following inequalities:
sup
06=x∈X

B(x, ζ; µ)
kxkX kζkYT

≥
|{z}

sup

x=(v,p,0)

≥

06=(v,p)∈Y0

inf

A((v, p), (ζv , ζp ); µ)
k(v, p)kY0 k(ζv , ζp )kY0

sup

06=(ζv ,ζp )∈Y0 06=(v,p)∈Y0

A((v, p), (ζv , ζp ); µ)
≥ βB (µ).
k(v, p)kY0 k(ζv , ζp )kY0
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The above inequality does not depend on the choice of ζ ∈ Y0 , then the inf-sup
condition (1.55) is verified and the problem is well-posed.

In the previous Sections, we highlighted the saddle point structure for several
linear state equations. We will now explore a new framework where the control
is hidden in the action of the adjoint variable: the no-control framework, which
will be the content of the following Section.

1.3

The No-Control Framework

This Section presents an equivalent formulation for the linear OCP(µ)s we are
dealing with. In this framework, we exploited the relation between control and
adjoint variable to get rid of an equation. The usefulness of this peculiar formulation will be clearer in Chapter 5. For now, we will discuss this formulation
at the continuous level for linear time-dependent and steady linear OCP(µ)s, in
Section 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 proposing and alternative proof of their well-posedness,
as presented in [148].

1.3.1

Parabolic Time-Dependent OCP(µ)s

We recall that in Section 1.2.2, after the differentiation of the Lagrangian functional (1.9), we obtain a three equation system that, in strong form, reads as
(1.33). For the sake of clarity, we will call the first equation of system (1.33)
adjoint equation, the second one optimality equation and the last one as state
equation. It is natural to consider the relation given by the optimality equation
αN (µ)u − C(µ)zχΩu = 0 in Ω × (0, T ).

(1.56)

By definition, C(µ) and N (µ) are both the L2 -scalar product over the the
control domain (or its possible trace back). Thanks to this assumption the
three equation system (1.33) reads: given µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, z) ∈ Y0 × YT
such that the following system is verified


M (µ)yχΩobs − S(µ)z t + Da (µ)∗ z = M (µ)yd



1



 S(µ)y t + Da (µ)y − α C(µ)zχΩu = f
y(0) = y0




z(T ) = 0



 boundary conditions

in Ω × (0, T ),
in Ω × (0, T ),
in Ω,
in Ω,
on ∂Ω × (0, T ).

(1.57)
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We call the system (1.57) the no-control framework. From now on, in this
Section, we will focus on this formulation where the control variable is eliminated
from the system, following the structure presented in [89]. This choice is opposite
to classical optimality systems used, for example, in [79, 80, 110, 111, 127, 146].
However, we do not lose any information. Indeed, the control variable can be
recovered in post-processing using the optimality equation (1.56). The proposed
system (1.57) can be recast in a mixed variational formulation as: given µ ∈ D,
find the pair (y, z) ∈ Y0 × YT such that
B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) = F(µ), (ω, ζ)

∀(ω, ζ) ∈ Q × Q.

(1.58)

with
Z

T

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) =

Z
s(y, ζ; µ) dt +

0

T

a(y, ζ; µ) dt

(1.59)

0

−

1
α

T

Z

Z

T

c(z, ζ; µ) dt +
0

m(y, ω; µ) dt
0

Z
−

T

Z
s(z, ω; µ) dt +

0

and
Z
F(µ), (ω, ζ) =

a(ω, z; µ) dt.
0

T

Z
m(yd , ω; µ) dt +

0

T

T

G(µ), ζ dt.

(1.60)

0

In order to prove the well-posedness of (1.58), we want to exploit the NečasBabuška theorem [108]. It is straightforward to prove the continuity of the
bilinear form (1.59) thanks to the Assumptions 1 and the definition (1.31).
Indeed there exists a positive constant cB (µ) such that:
q
q
B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) ≤ cB (µ) kyk2Y0 + kzk2YT kωk2Q + kζk2Q .

(1.61)

From now on, we will need the following relations, that are verified thanks to
the assumptions Y ⊂ Yobs and Y ⊂ U (natural consequence of the definitions
of Section 1.2.2):
kykYobs ≤ cobs kykY ,

∀y ∈ Y,

(1.62)

kykU ≤ cu kykY ,

∀y ∈ Y.

(1.63)

where cobs and cu are positive constants. Moreover, we will use two Lemmas
to prove the injectivity and surjectivity of (1.59), to recover the hypotheses
of the Nečas-Babuška theorem. The first one is about the surjectivity of the
adjoint form of (1.59). The proof combines strategies from [156, Proposition 2.2]
that were successfully exploited for the parabolic equations and the techniques
presented in [89] for distributed OCP(µ)s.
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Lemma 1.6 (Surjectivity of B ∗ ) There exists β(µ) > 0 such that
βB (µ) > β(µ), where
βB (µ) :=

inf

sup

(y,z)∈(Y0 ×YT ) (ω,ζ)∈(Q×Q)

q

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
q
,
+ kzk2YT kωk2Q + kζk2Q

(1.64)

kyk2Y0

with both (y, z) 6= 0 and (ω, ζ) 6= 0.

Proof. Let us consider 0 6= (y, z) ∈ Y0 × YT and let us define
ζy = (Da (µ)∗ )−1 y t

and ωz = −Da (µ)−1 z t .

(1.65)

Case 1. We focus first on the case Ωu = Ωobs .
In this case, c(·, ·, µ) ≡ m(·, ·; µ), since both represent the L2 -scalar product
over the same domain, due to the coincidence of the control and the observation
domains. Furthermore, it is clear that (αcz y + cζy ζy , cz z + ωz ) ∈ Q × Q, where
the positive constants cζy and cz will be determined afterwards. Thus, for
(ω, ζ) 6= 0, we can state the following:
sup

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥ B((y, z), (αcz y + cζy ζy , cz z + ωz ); µ)

(ω,ζ)∈(Q×Q)

Z T
α
2
2
≥ cz cS (µ)ky(T )kH + αcz γa (µ)kykQ − cz
c(z, y; µ) dt
2
0
Z T
Z T
cζ
c(z, ζy ; µ) dt
+ cζy s(y, ζy ; µ) + cζy
a(y, ζy ; µ) dt − y
α 0
0
Z T
cS (µ)
kz(0)k2H + cz γa (µ)kzk2Q
+ cz
m(y, z; µ) dt +
2
0
Z T
Z T
+
m(y, ωz ; µ) dt − s(z, ωz ; µ) +
a(ωz , z; µ) dt.
0

0

Here, we used the coercivity of a(·, ·; µ) and the following relation
Z
0

T

1
s(w, w; µ) dt =
2
≥

QS
T X

Z
0

ciS (µ)χΩiS

i

min{cis (µ)}
i
|

{z

cS (µ)



dkw(t)k2H
dt
dt

1
1
kw(T )k2H − kw(0)k2H
2
2


(1.66)

}

1
≥ cS (µ) kw(T )k2H
2

∀w ∈ Y0 ,
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1
which reads, analogously, −s(w, w; µ) ≥ cS (µ) kw(0)k for all w ∈ YT . Fur2
thermore, we observe that
D
E
D
E
a(y, ζy ; µ) = Da (µ)y, (Da (µ)∗ )−1 y t
= y, y t
Y ∗Y

=

1
2

Y ∗Y
dky(t)k2H

dt

,

(1.67)

and
D
E
a(ωz , z; µ) = − Da (µ)(Da (µ))−1 z t , z

Y ∗Y

D
E
= − zt, z
=−

1
2

Y ∗Y
dkz(t)k2H

dt

,

(1.68)

which, if integrated in time, are non negative quantities due to the initial and
final time conditions for the state and the adjoint variable, respectively. Furthermore, we recall that m(y, ω; µ) = c(ω, y; µ) since Ωu = Ωobs . Exploiting the
inequalities
s(y, ζy ; µ) =

QS
X

ciS (µ)χΩiS a(ζy , ζy ; µ) ≥ cS (µ)γa (µ)kζy k2Y ,

(1.69)

i

and
− s(z, ωz ; µ) =

QS
X

ciS (µ)χΩiS a(ωz , ωz ; µ) ≥ cS (µ)γa (µ)kωz k2Y ,

(1.70)

i

together with the Young’s inequality and the continuity assumption of the bilinear form m(·, ·; µ), we can state that, for (ω, ζ) 6= 0,
sup

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥ αcz γa (µ)kyk2Q + cζy cS (µ)γa (µ)kζy k2Q

(ω,ζ)∈(Q×Q)

Z
cc (µ)cζy T
kzkU kζy kY dt + cz γa (µ)kzk2Q
−
α
0
Z T
− cm (µ)
kykY kωz kY dt + cS (µ)γa (µ)kωz k2Q
0

 αc γ (µ) c (µ) 
αcz γa (µ)
z a
m
≥
kyk2Q +
−
kyk2Q
2
2
2η2
 c c (µ)γ (µ) c (µ)c η 
cζ cS (µ)γa (µ)
ζy S
a
c
ζy 1
+ y
kζy k2Q +
−
kζy k2Q
2
2
2α
 c γ (µ) c (µ)c c (µ) 
cz γa (µ)
c
ζy u
z a
+
kzk2Q +
−
kzk2Q
2
2
2αη1
 c (µ)γ (µ) c (µ)η 
cS (µ)γa (µ)
S
a
m
2
+
kωz k2Q +
−
kωz k2Q ,
2
2
2
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for some positive η1 and η2 , and cu (µ) is the constant of (1.63). Choosing
cz cS (µ)γa (µ)2 α2
,
cc (µ)2 cu (µ)

η1 =

αcS (µ)γa (µ)
,
cc (µ)

η2 =

γa (µ)cS (µ)
cm (µ)2
, and cz =
,
cm (µ)
cS (µ)γa (µ)2 α

cζy =

it holds, for (ω, ζ) 6= 0,

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥

sup
(ω,ζ)∈(Q×Q)

cm (µ)2
kyk2Q
2cS (µ)γa (µ)
+

cm (µ)2 cS (µ)γa (µ)α
kζy k2Q
2cc (µ)2 cu (µ)
cm (µ)2
+
kzk2Q
2cS (µ)γa (µ)α
cS (µ)γa (µ)
kωz k2Q .
+
2

We now use that
ky t kY ∗ = kDa (µ)∗ ζy k
≤ ca (µ)kζy kY

and

kζ t kY ∗ = k − Da (µ)ωz k
≤ ca (µ)kωz kY ,

(1.71)

thus, for (ω, ζ) 6= 0,
B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)

sup
(ω,ζ)∈(Q×Q)

≥ min

n

cm (µ)2
cm (µ)2 cS (µ)γa (µ)α cS (µ)γa (µ) o
,
,
(kyk2Y0 + kzk2YT ).
2cS (µ)γa (µ) 2cc (µ)2 cu (µ)ca (µ)2
2ca (µ)2

Now, we will tackle the denominator of (1.64). Defining

βa (µ) :=

inf

sup

φ∈Y \{0} ψ∈Y \{0}

a(ψ, φ; µ)
,
kφkY kψkY

(1.72)
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we have, being α ≤ 1,
q
kαcz y + cζy ζy k2Q + kcz z + ωz k2Q
q
≤ 2(α2 c2z kyk2Q + c2ζy kζy k2Q + c2z kzk2Q + kωz k2Q )
v
u 
c2ζy Z T
u
2
u2 α2 c2z kyk2Q +
ky t kY ∗ dt
u
2
β
(µ)
a
0
≤u
Z T
u

t
1
2
2
2
+ cz kzkQ +
dt
kz
k
∗
t
Y
βa (µ)2 0
s
n
c2ζy
1 o
≤ 2 max c2z ,
,
(kyk2Y0 + kzk2YT ).
2
βa (µ) βa (µ)2
The proposed estimates do not depend on the choice of (y, z) ∈ Y0 × YT , then,
relation (1.64) holds with
o
n
2
2
(µ)γa (µ)
m (µ)
, cm (µ) 2cS (µ)γa (µ)α2 , cS2c
min 2cSc(µ)γ
2
a (µ) 2cc (µ) cu (µ)ca (µ)
a (µ)
r
.
β(µ) =
n
o
c2ζ

y
1
2 max c2z , βa (µ)
2 , β (µ)2
a

Case 2. We now take into account the case Ωu 6= Ωobs . This assumption means
that at least one of the two between the control and the observation domain is
not Ω. Indeed, if both are Ω, once again, we are considering Case 1. In this
proof we choose1 Ωobs 6= Ω. Also in this case, inequality (1.64) holds. Indeed,
let us define κ := κ(µ) ∈ Y0 solution of the following auxiliary problem for a
given µ ∈ D, a positive constant cy and a given y ∈ Q:
Z T


s(κ, r; µ) dt




0
Z T





+
a(κ, r; µ) dt =

0 Z
Z
T
cy T


−
m(y, r; µ) dt +
c(r, y; µ) dt


α 0

0




κ(0) = 0



κ≡0

(1.73)
∀r ∈ Q,
in Ω,
in Ωobs .

The parabolic problem (1.73) is well-posed: indeed m(y, r; µ) and c(r, y; µ) are
continuous and the continuity and coercivity of a(·, ·; µ) are preserved in Ω\Ωobs .
We consider the element (cy y + cζy ζy , z + ωz + κ) ∈ Q × Q. Also in this case, we
1 The choice has been driven by the numerical experiments we will show in Section 5.2.2.
However, we will propose a generalization to Ωu 6= Ω in Remark 1.3.1.
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want to determine the value of the two constants cy , and cζy . Thus, it holds,
for (ω, ζ) 6= 0,

sup

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥ B((y, z), (cy y + cζy ζy , z + ωz + κ); µ)

(ω,ζ)∈(Q×Q)

Z
cy T
cy
ky(T )k2H + cy γa (µ)kyk2Q −
c(z, y; µ) dt
2
α 0
Z
Z T
c ζy T
+ cζy s(y, ζy ; µ) + cζy
c(z, ζy ; µ) dt
a(y, ζy ; µ) dt −
α 0
0
Z T
cS (µ)
kz(0)k2H + γa (µ)kzk2Q
+
m(y, z; µ) dt +
2
0
Z T
Z T
+
m(y, ωz ; µ) dt −
s(z, ωz ; µ) dt

≥ cS (µ)

0

0

Z

T

Z

T

a(ωz , z; µ) dt +

+
0

m(y, κ; µ) dt
0

Z
−

T

Z
s(z, κ; µ) dt +

0

T

a(κ, z; µ) dt
0

Now, exploiting the definition of κ in (1.73) we obtain:

Z
−

T

Z

0

Z
κ(0)z(0) dΩ −

s(κ, z; µ) dt =

Ω
Z T

Z
κ(T )z(T ) dΩ +

Ω

T

s(κ, z; µ) dt
0

s(κ, z; µ) dt,

=
0

and m(y, κ; µ) = 0, which combined with (1.66), (1.67), (1.68), (1.69), (1.70)
and the hypotheses (b), together with the definition of n(·, ·; µ) and m(·, ·; µ),
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we get the following relation for (ω, ζ) 6= 0,
B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥ cy γa (µ)kyk2Q + cζy cS (µ)γa (µ)kζy k2Q

sup
(ω,ζ)∈(Q×Q)

−

cc (µ)cζy
α

Z

T

0
Z T

− cm (µ)

kzkU kζy kY dt + γa (µ)kzk2Q
kykY kωz kY dt + cS (µ)γa (µ)kωz k2Q

0

 c γ (µ) c (µ) 
cy γa (µ)
y a
m
≥
kyk2Q +
−
kyk2Q
2
2
2η2
 c c (µ)γ (µ) c (µ)c η 
cζ cS (µ)γa (µ)
ζy S
a
c
ζy 1
+ y
kζy k2Q +
−
kζy k2Q
2
2
2α
 γ (µ) c (µ)c c (µ) 
γa (µ)
c
ζy u
a
kzk2Q +
−
kzk2Q
+
2
2
2αη1
 c (µ)γ (µ) c (µ)η 
cS (µ)γa (µ)
S
a
m
2
+
kωz k2Q +
−
kωz k2Q ,
2
2
2
for some positive η1 and η2 , resulting from the Young’s inequality. Thus, with
η1 =

αcS (µ)γa (µ)
,
cc (µ)

cζy =

cS (µ)γa (µ)2 α2
,
cc (µ)2 cu (µ)

cm (µ)2
cS (µ)γa (µ)
, and cy =
,
cm (µ)
cS (µ)γa (µ)2 α
and exploiting (1.71), we obtain
η2 =

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥

sup
(ω,ζ)∈Q×Q

min

n

cm (µ)2
cS (µ)γa (µ)3 α2
cS (µ)γa (µ) γa (µ) o
,
,
,
(kyk2Y0 + kzk2YT ).
2cS (µ)γa (µ) 2cc (µ)2 cu (µ)ca (µ)2
2ca (µ)2
2

It remains to estimate the denominator (1.64). Thus, we use r = κ in (1.73)
and the relation (1.66), to prove the following inequality:
γa (µ)kκk2Q ≤

cy cc (µ)cu
cy cc (µ)cu
kκkQ kykQ ⇒ kκkQ ≤
kykQ .
α
αγa (µ)

(1.74)

This implies that
q
kαcy y + cζy ζy k2Q + kz + ωz + κk2Q
q
≤ 2(c2y kyk2Q + c2ζy kζy k2Q + kzk2Q + kωz k2Q + kκk2Q )
v
(
u

2 )
u
c2ζy
1
cy cc (µ)cu
t
2
≤ 2 max cy ,
,
,
(kyk2Y0 + kzk2YT ).
βa (µ)2 βa (µ)2
αγa (µ)
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Namely, the surjectivity condition (1.64) holds with
o
n
2
cS (µ)γa (µ)3 α2
cS (µ)γa (µ) γa (µ)
m (µ)
,
,
,
min 2cSc(µ)γ
2
2
2ca (µ)2
2
s (µ) 2cc (µ) cu (µ)ca (µ)
s
β(µ) =
> 0.




2
c2ζ
cy cc (µ)cu
y
1
2
2 max cy , βa (µ)2 , βa (µ)2 , αγa (µ)

(1.75)

Besides the surjectivity inequality (1.64) for OCP(µ)s governed by linear timedependent parabolic equations, in order to guarantee the well-posedness of the
whole optimality system (1.58), we need to exploit another Lemma, that combined to Lemma 1.6, will assure the existence and uniqueness of the optimal
solution to (1.58).
Lemma 1.7 (Injectivity of B ∗ ) The bilinear form (1.59) satisfies the following inf-sup stability condition:
inf

sup

(ω,ζ)∈(Q×Q) (y,z)∈(Y0 ×YT )

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
q
q
> 0.
kyk2Y0 + kzk2YT kωk2Q + kζk2Q

(1.76)

for (ω, ζ) 6= 0 and (y, z) 6= 0.
Proof. First of all, we devide the proof in two cases, one dealing with Ωu =
Ωobs and otherwise.
Case 1. Let us consider Ωu = Ωobs . In this specific case, for every r, w ∈ Y , the
action of m(r, w; µ) and c(w, r; µ) coincide. It is clear that, for (y, z) 6= 0
sup

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥ B((1/α)ȳ, z̄), (ω, ζ); µ),

(y,z)∈(Y0 ×YT )

where ȳ ∈ Y0 and , z̄ ∈ YT have been properly chosen with these properties:
ȳ t = ζ

and z̄ t = −ω.

(1.77)

This implies
1
B((1/α)ȳ, z̄), (ω, ζ); µ) =
α

Z

T

Z

T

1
a(ȳ, ζ; µ) dt
α
0
0
Z
Z
1 T
1 T
−
c(z̄, ζ; µ) dt +
m(ȳ, ω; µ) dt
α 0
α 0
Z T
Z T
−
s(z̄, ω; µ) dt +
a(ω, z̄; µ) dt.
s(ȳ, ζ; µ) dt +

0

0

(1.78)
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Thanks to (1.77), we notice that:
s(ȳ, ζ; µ) ≥ cS (µ)kζk2Q

− s(z̄, ω; µ) ≥ cS (µ)kωk2Q .

and

(1.79)

Furthermore, by the definition of c(·, ·, µ) and m(·, ·, µ) and from the time
boundary conditions for state and adjoint variables, we obtain the following
relation
Z T
Z TZ X
QC
cC (µ)i χΩiC z̄ ȳ t dΩdt =
(1.80)
−
c(z̄, ζ; µ) dt = −
0

Ω

0

Z

T

=
0

Z X
QC
Ω

i
T

Z

i

cC (µ) χΩiC ȳz̄ t dΩdt = −

i

m(ȳ, ω; µ) dt.
0

The aforementioned properties implies
B((1/α)ȳ, z̄), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥

cS (µ)
1
kζk2Q +
α
α

Z

T

a(ȳ, ȳ t ; µ) dt
0

+ kωk2Q −

Z

T

a(z̄ t , z̄; µ) dt.
0

Here, we are assuming that the time derivative commutes with the bilinear form
operators2 . Thanks to this assumption, we finally prove the relation
Z T
cS (µ)
1
d a(ȳ, ȳ; µ)
kζk2Q +
dt
B((1/α)ȳ, z̄), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥
α
2α 0
dt
Z
1 T d a(z̄, z̄; µ)
dt
+ cS (µ)kωk2Q −
2 0
dt
cS (µ)
γa (µ)
≥
kzk2Q +
ky(T )k2Y
α
2α
γa (µ)
kz(0)k2Y > 0.
+ cS (µ)kqk2Q +
2
Since the aforementioned relation does not depend on the choice of ω and ζ, we
have proved (1.76).
Case 2. We now consider Ωu 6= Ωobs 3 , assuming Ωobs 6= Ω. Thus, we consider
ȳ as (1.77) and the indicator function χΩ\Ωobs , by definition. Using the same
arguments exploited in Case 1:
B((ȳχΩ\Ωobs , 0), (ω, ζ); µ) = s(ȳχΩ\Ωobs , ζ; µ)
Z T
+
a(ȳχΩ\Ωobs , ζ; µ) dt

(1.81)

0

≥ kζχΩ\Ωobs k2Q +

γa (µ)
ky(T )k2Y ,
2

2 This is always the case for the Hilbert spaces considered for the numerical experiment
presented in Section 5.2.2.
3 See Footnote 1.
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where m(ȳχΩ\Ωobs , ω) = 0 for all ω ∈ Q. Since (1.81) does not depend on the
choice of the test functions, inequality (1.76) holds.

Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1.7 guarantees the hypotheses of Nečas-Babuška theorem and, thus, we can now state the following well-posedness result:
Theorem 1.8 For a given µ ∈ D, the problem (1.58) has a unique solution
pair (y, z) ∈ Y0 × YT .
Remark 1.3.1 (Ωu 6= Ω, time-dependent OCP(µ)s) In all the proofs we
assumed Ωobs 6= Ω. However, Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1.7 are still provable
assuming Ωu 6= Ω. For the sake of completeness, we outline the ideas behind the
proofs that are very similar to the previous cases.
◦ Lemma 1.6. One can consider (cy y + cζy ζy + κ, z + ωz ) ∈ Q × Q, where
κ ∈ YT is the solution of the following backward parabolic problem: given
µ ∈ D and z ∈ Q
 Z T


s(κ, r; µ) dt
−



0
Z T





+
a(r, κ; µ) dt =

0
Z T
Z
cy T


−
m(z,
r;
µ)
dt
+
c(r, z; µ) dt


α 0

0




κ(T ) = 0



κ≡0

(1.82)
∀r ∈ Q,
in Ω,
in Ωu .

The inf-sup condition is still verified with the following µ−dependent constant:
o
n
2
cS (µ)γa (µ)3 α2
cS (µ)γa (µ) γa (µ)
m (µ)
,
,
min 2cSc(µ)γ
2 c (µ)c (µ)2 ,
2
(µ)
2c
(µ)
2c
(µ)
2
s
c
u
a
a
s
, (1.83)
β(µ) =


2 
c2ζ
c
(µ)c
y
1
m
obs
2 max c2y , βa (µ)2 , βa (µ)2 ,
γa (µ)
having applied
γa (µ)kκkY ≤ cm (µ)cobs kzkY .

(1.84)

Here, we used (1.62) together with m(κ, z; µ) as right hand side of (1.74).
◦ Lemma 1.7. The inequality (1.76) is verified when the chosen representative is (0, z̄χΩ\Ωu ) with z̄ as in (1.77).
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1.3.2

Steady OCP(µ)s: Problem Formulation

In this Section, we provide a no-control framework analysis for steady problems
too. Namely, the variables are y, z ∈ Y , and u ∈ U , while yd ∈ Yobs and no time
integration is considered. The whole optimality problem reads: given µ ∈ D,
find the pair (y, u) ∈ Y × Y such that
B s ((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) = hFs (µ), (ω, ζ)i

∀(ω, ζ) ∈ Y × Y.

(1.85)

where the left hand side is given by B s : (Y × Y ) × (Y × Y ) → R with
B s ((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) = a(y, ζ; µ) −

1
c(z, ζ; µ) + m(y, ω; µ) + a(ω, z; µ),
α

while the right hand side is
hFs (µ), (ω, ζ)i = m(yd , ω; µ) + hG(µ), ζi .
As already did in the time-dependent case, we would like to use the NečasBabusǩa theorem to assure the existence and uniqueness of the optimal solution.
Namely, we aim at proving a steady version of Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1.7
exploiting arguments not so different from the ones used in the time-dependent
framework. For the sake of completeness and clarity, we will report them.
Lemma 1.9 (Surjectivity of B s ∗ ) For the bilinear form (1.85), the following
inf-sup stability condition holds: there exists βs (µ) > 0 such that βBs (µ) >
βs (µ) > 0 with
βBs (µ) :=

inf

sup

(y,z)∈(Y ×Y ) (ω,ζ)∈(Y ×Y )

p

B s ((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
p
,
+ kzk2Y kωk2Y + kζk2Y

kyk2Y

(1.86)

for (y, z) 6= 0 and (ω, ζ) 6= 0.
Proof. Case 1. Let us suppose Ωu = Ωobs , as in Lemma 1.64 . Choosing ω = αy
and ζ = z leads to
sup
(ω,ζ)∈(Y ×Y )\{(0,0)}

p

B s ((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
p
≥ αγa (µ),
kωk2Y + kζk2Y

kyk2Y + kzk2Y

(1.87)

since, when Ωu = Ωobs , the action of c(z, y; µ) and m(y, z; µ) coincide. The
inf-sup condition (1.86) holds: indeed, the inequality does not depend on the
choice of y and z.
4 Once

again, we postpone the analysis of case Ωu 6= Ω to Remark 1.3.2.
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Case 2. Now, let us take into account Ωu 6= Ωobs , where Ωobs 6= Ω5 . Here, we
chose ω = y and ζ = z + κ, where κ is the solution to the following equation

 a(κ, r; µ) = −m(y, r; µ) + 1 c(r, y; µ) ∀r ∈ L2 (Ω),
(1.88)
α
κ ≡ 0
in Ω .
obs

cc (µ)cu
kykY exploiting the
αγa (µ)
same arguments already presented in Lemma 1.6. Thus, (1.86) holds with

Thanks to these assumptions, we obtain kκkY ≤

βs (µ) = s

γa (µ)
> 0.
 
2 
cc (µ)cu
2 max 1, αγa (µ)

It only remains to prove the steady version of (1.76).
Lemma 1.10 (Injectivity of B s ∗ ) The bilinear form (1.59) satisfies the following inf-sup stability condition:
inf

sup

(ω,ζ)∈(Y ×Y ) (y,z)∈(Y ×Y )

B s ((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
p
p
> 0,
2
kykY + kzk2Y kωk2Y + kζk2Y

(1.89)

for (ω, ζ) 6= 0 and (y, z) 6= 0.
Proof. The proof, as usual, is divided in two cases.
Case 1. Let us assume Ωu = Ωobs . The same arguments of Case 1 of Lemma 1.9
can be applied choosing y = αω and z = ζ, obtaining (1.87) also in the steady
case, where the supremum is considered in the space Y × Y , which already
proves (1.89).
Case 2. Now, we consider Ωu 6= Ωobs and, once again, Ωobs 6= Ω, without loss of
generality6 . To prove the inequality (1.89), we take z = 0 and y = ωχΩ\Ωobs to
obtain
sup
(y,z)∈(Y ×Y )\{(0,0)}

B s ((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) ≥ γa (µ)kωχΩ\Ωobs k2Y ,

proving the estimate.

Moreover, the continuity of Bsocp (·, ·; µ) is directly inherited from the continuity
of the various bilinear forms of the equation. Now, exploiting the continuity of
Bsocp (·, ·, µ) and Fs (µ) combined with Lemma 1.9 and Lemma 1.10, the NečasBabuška theory is verified and the following theorem holds.
5 See
6 See

Footnote 4.
Footnote 4.
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Theorem 1.11 For a given µ ∈ D, problem (1.85) has a unique solution
(y, z) ∈ Y × Y .
Remark 1.3.2 (Ωu 6= Ω, steady OCP(µ)s) Also for the steady case, we considered Ωobs 6= Ω guided by the results in Section 5.2.2. We can prove Lemma
1.9 and Lemma 1.10 also assuming Ωu 6= Ω in a steady framework.
◦ Lemma 1.9. Let us consider ω = y + κ and ζ = z, where κ is the solution
of

 a(r, κ; µ) = −m(r, z; µ) + 1 c(z, r; µ) ∀r ∈ L2 (Ω),
α
κ ≡ 0
in Ωu ,
for a given µ ∈ D and z ∈ Y . Exploiting the continuity and the coercivity properties of the considered bilinear form, we obtain kκkY ≤
cm (µ)cobs
kykY , using the strategies of Lemma 1.9. Thus, the relation
γa (µ)
(1.86) holds with
γa (µ)
βs (µ) = s
> 0.
 
2 
cm (µ)cobs
2 max 1, αγa (µ)
◦ Lemma 1.10. To prove (1.89) we simply consider y = 0 and z = ζχΩ\Ωu .

In this context, the analysis had the only purpose to prove the well-posedness of
the problems we will deal with along the Thesis, in order to apply a numerical
discretization to simulate the optimality system for a given parameter µ ∈
D. The next Chapter describes the concept of high fidelity approximation of
OCP(µ)s based on space-time formulations, see e.g. [53, 65, 67, 66, 156, 165, 166]
and its adaptation to the problems we introduced along this Chapter.

Chapter 2

Space–time Approximation for Parametric
Optimal Control Problems
In this Chapter, we will introduce space-time approximation for OCP(µ)s. This
µ) in
discretization technique have been successfully applied to parabolic PDEs(µ
[53, 89, 156, 165, 166] and also to linear constrained optimization problems in a
non-parametric setting, see e.g. [65, 66, 143, 144]. We will focus on the versatility
of such an approach, that highlights the algebraic saddle point structure of
discretized OCP(µ)s and easily adapts to several settings, as presented in [16,
146, 150]. Along the Chapter, we might refer to the space-time approximation as
the high fidelity approximation: the reason of this choice is postponed in Chapter
3. The structure is discussed for several governing equations. For all of them,
we exploited a optimize-then-discretize approach: namely, the discretization is
applied only once we have built the optimality system (1.10). The interested
reader may refer to [49, 59] for an overview on the topic and on the alternative
approaches. A brief outline of the Chapter follows. First of all, Section 2.1 will
describe Galerkin approach in a space-time fashion and its well-posedness. In
Section 2.2 we will focus on the algebraic structure of nonlinear time-dependent
OCP(µ)s. The construction will be adapted to linear problems in Section 2.3.
For both these last two Sections, we will briefly describe the steady versions of
the algebraic systems at hand.

2.1

The High Fidelity Approximation

This Section focuses on the numerical approximation of OCP(µ)s. First, we will
briefly introduce the Galerkin projection strategy and thus we will discuss the
well-posedness of the OCP(µ)s presented in Chapter 1 but in a finite dimensional
setting. In the ROMs community, the high fidelity approximation represents a
first stage of discretization, characterized by high accuracy1 . We will employ
Galerkin projection based on space-time techniques [53, 89, 156, 165, 166] to
discretize the problem at hand. The detailed description of such an approximation will be postponed in the next Section. For now, let us assume to have
built space-time function spaces Y Ny and U Nu , finite dimensional subsets of
1 The high fidelity discretization might lead to unbearable simulations in terms of computational time, most of all in an OCP(µ)s setting, where many parameters evaluations are
needed for the system of three equation (1.10). However, this issue can be tackled following
the reduced techniques presented in Chapter 3.
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Y and U, respectively. Namely, we now want to solve the variational formulation of (1.13) exploiting a Galerkin projection into the finite dimensional space
XN := Y Ny × U Nu × Y Ny . Thus, the high fidelity space-time problem reads: for
a given µ ∈ D, find the solution X N ∈ XN such that
G(X N , Ξ; µ) = hF, ΞiXN ∗ ,XN

∀Ξ ∈ XN .

(2.1)

In this approximation context, we are assuming that the the test space and
the solution function space coincide, which is not a restrictive hypothesis for
the problems we will deal with, as we will see later on in this Chapter and in
the numerical results we are going to present in this Thesis. Let us recall that
Y0 ⊂ Q. Thus, for general nonlinear problems, the existence is guaranteed by
the fulfillment of (i)-(ix), also at the discrete level.
Now, focusing on the linear cases, we will, once again, specify the space-time
saddle point structure. We first define the combined function space for state
and control as X Nx := Y Ny × U Nu , with Nx = Ny + Nu . The finite dimensional
optimality system reads: for a given µ ∈ D, find the pair (xNx , z Ny ) ∈ X Nx ×
Y Ny such that:

 A(xNx , ξ; µ) + B(ξ, z Ny ; µ) = H(ξ) ∀ξ ∈ X Nx ,
Z T
(2.2)
 B(xNx , ζ; µ) =
hF (µ), ζi dt
∀ζ ∈ Y Ny ,
0

where the involved bilinear forms have been already defined both for OCP(µ)s
governed by parabolic and Stokes equations, in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, respectively. The well-posedness is assured by Theorem 2 in both cases, assuming the
state space and the adjoint space coinciding, see e.g. [146]. The same argument
holds for steady problems. Indeed, let us assume to have build a discretization
(only in
space) for Y and U . The resulting function spaces will be denoted
y
u
x
by Yy NF E and U NF E . Furthermore, we define the state-control space X NF E as
u
NF E
NF
Y
× U E . Thus, in the steady
context, discrete
OCP(µ)s read: for a given
y
y
x
x
µ ∈ D, find the pair (xNF E , z NF E ) ∈ X NF E × Y NF E such that:


x

y

A(xNF E , ξ; µ) + B(ξ, z NF E ; µ) = hH(µ), ξi
x
B(xNF E , ζ; µ) = hF (µ), ζi

x

∀ξ ∈ X NF E ,
y
∀ζ ∈ Y NF E .

(2.3)

Also in this case, the Brezzi Theorem is verified using the same techniques of
the ycontinuous problem, assuming both the state and the adjoint variables in
Y NF E , see e.g. [110, 111].
The last case we want to address is the no-control framework. In this specific
setting, the proof of the well-posedness of such a problem is more involved
and we would like to report the main results proposed in [148] on this topic.
Nevertheless, the Theorems and the proofs we are going to present will be of
utmost importance for Chapter 5.
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Well-Posedness of the No-Control Problem

This Section deals with the well-posedness of the space-time discretize version
of the optimality system (1.58), i.e. the system describing OCP(µ)s governed by
linear time-dependent equations in a no-control framework. Here, we want to
solve a discretized version of (1.58), thus, we have to define high fidelity spacetime function
spaces. First of all, we take into consideration the FE function
y
space Y NFE = Y ∩ K1 where
K1 = {v ∈ C 0 (Ω) : v|K ∈ P1 , ∀ K ∈ T },
with P1 set of all the polynomials of degree at most equal to 1 and with K an
element of a triangulation T of the spatial domain Ω. Thanks to this definition,
the semi-discrete function spaces
n
o
y
y
y
∗
Y NFE = y ∈ L2 (0, T ; Y NFE ) s.t. y t ∈ L2 (0, T ; (Y NFE ) ) ,
y

y

y
and QNFE = L2 (0, T ; Y NFE ) can be defined, with NFE
representing the FE
dimension for the state and the adjoint variables. After addressing the space
discretization, we can deal with time approximation in order to obtain the spaceNy
Ny
time function spaces, say YNtFE and QNFE
where Nt is the dimension of the
t
time discretization. For this specific problem formulation, we assume that the
same space-time discretization technique might be employed both for state and
Ny
Ny
adjoint, namely YNtFE ≡ QNFE
[89, 148]. For the sake of notation, in the not
control formulation, we will refer to this common space as QNy . The high fidelity
optimality system is: given µ ∈ D, find the pair (y N , ζ N ) ∈ QNy × QNy such
that

B((y N , z N ), (ω, ζ); µ) = F(µ), (ω, ζ)

∀(ω, ζ) ∈ QNy × QNy .

(2.4)

We remark that the global dimension is N = 2Ny = 2NFy E ·Nt . In order to prove
the well-posedness of this space-time optimality system, we exploit the NečasBabuška theorem, as in the continuous case. Namely, we require the discrete
inf-sup stability conditions in the discretized space QNy to be verified together
with the continuity of (1.58). The latter property is directly inherited from the
continuous system. Thus, we only need to provide the following Lemma that
proves the inf-sup stability condition w.r.t. the discretized spaces.
Lemma 2.1 (Discrete Surjectivity of B ∗ ) There exists β N (µ) > 0 such that
βBN (µ) ≥ β N (µ), where βBN (µ) is
inf

(y,z)∈(QNy ×QNy )

sup
(ω,ζ)∈(QNy ×QNy )

for (y, z) 6= 0 and (ω, ζ) 6= 0.

q

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
q
,
kyk2Q + kzk2Q kωk2Q + kζk2Q

(2.5)
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Proof. Case 1. Let Ωu and Ωobs coincide. Now, choosing (ω, ζ) = (αy, z),
applying c(z, y; µ) = m(y, z; µ) as we already did in the continuous case, (1.66)
and the coercivity of the state equation, we obtain, for (ω, ζ) 6= 0,

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
q
q
(ω,ζ)∈(QNy ×QNy )
kyk2Q + kzk2Q kωk2Q + kζk2Q
sup

≥q

B((y, z), (αy, z); µ)
q
kyk2Q + kzk2Q kαyk2Q + kζk2Q

=

αcS (µ)ky(T )k2H + αγa (µ)kyk2Q + cS (µ)kz(0)k2H + γ(µ)kzk2Q
kyk2Q + kzk2Q

≥

min{αγa (µ), γa (µ)}(kyk2Q + kzk2Q )
kyk2Q + kzk2Q

≥ αγa (µ).

Case 2. We now focus on the case Ωu 6= Ωobs . Furthermore, without loss of
generality, we can consider at least one between the two sets different from the
whole spatial domain, say Ωobs 2 . In this case we define κ ∈ QNy , solution of the
auxiliary problem (1.73) with cy = 1. Choosing (ω, ζ) = (y, z + κ) and recalling
that, for each pair of elements in QNy , holds

Z
−

T

Z

0

Z
κ(0)z(0) dΩ −

s(κ, z; µ) dt =

Ω
Z T

Z
κ(T )z(T ) dΩ +

Ω

T

s(κ, z; µ) dt
0

s(κ, z; µ) dt,

=
0

2 The

arguments of Footnote 1 and Remark 1.3.1 hold also in this space-time setting.
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thus, for (ω, ζ) 6= 0:
sup
(ω,ζ)∈(QNy ×QNy )

q

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
q
+ kzk2Q kωk2Q + kζk2Q

kyk2Q

B((y, z), (y, z + κ); µ)
q
≥q
kyk2Q + kzk2Q kyk2Q + 2(kzk2Q + kκk2Q )
=

cS (µ)ky(T )k2H + γa (µ)kyk2Q + cS (µ)kz(0)k2H + γ(µ)kzk2Q
q
√ q
2 kyk2Q + kzk2Q kyk2Q + kzk2Q + kκk2Q
Z T
Z
1 T
m(y, z; µ) dt −
c(z, y; µ) dt
α 0
0
q
+√ q
2 kyk2Q + kzk2Q kyk2Q + kzk2Q + kκk2Q
Z T
Z T
Z T
m(y, κ; µ) dt +
s(κ, z; µ) dt +
a(κ, z; µ) dt
0
0
q
q
+ 0
√
2 kyk2Q + kzk2Q kyk2Q + kzk2Q + kκk2Q

γa (µ)(kyk2Q + kzk2Q )
q
≥√ q
.
2 kyk2Q + kzk2Q kyk2Q + kzk2Q + kκk2Q
Furthermore, we are going to prove the existence of a constant c̄ > 0 such that:
kκkQ ≤ c̄kykQ .
This goal can be reached through relation (1.74), with cy = 1, which reads
cc (µ)cu
c̄ =
. Thus, for (ω, ζ) 6= 0, this leads us to the following estimate:
αγa (µ)
sup
(ω,ζ)∈(Q

Ny

Ny

×Q

)

q

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
γa (µ)
q
.
≥p
2
2
2
2(max{1,
c̄2 })
+ kzkQ kωkQ + kζkQ

kyk2Q

The inequality (2.1.1) does not depend on the pair (y, z) ∈ QNy × QNy , thus
the inf-sup condition (2.5) holds true both when Ωu = Ωobs and otherwise.

We stress that in the finite dimensional case there is no need to prove a discrete
equivalent of (1.76), indeed, see e.g. [11, 163], since (1.76) coincides with:
inf

sup

(ω,ζ)∈(QNy ×QNy ) (y,z)∈(QNy ×QNy )

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
q
q
,
2
kykQ + kzk2Q kωk2Q + kζk2Q
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for (ω, ζ) 6= 0 and (y, z) 6= 0. Thanks to the continuity of (2.4) and Lemma 2.1
we can state the well-posedness of the discretized problem (2.4) in a space-time
fashion since the Nečas-Babuška theory applies, proving the following theorem:
Theorem 2.2 For a given µ ∈ D, the problem (2.4) has a unique solution
(y, z) ∈ QNy × QNy .
Remark 2.1.1 (Steady Case) We remark that the well-posedness of the nocontrol framework in the steady setting can be proved adapting the strategies we
just presented for time-dependent equations. First of all, here we are dealing with
a pure FE space of dimension 2NFy E . Steady OCP(µ)s in no-control framework
y
y
reads: given µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, z) ∈ Y NF E × Y NF E such that
B s ((y, z), (ω, ζ)) = hFs (µ), (ω, ζ)i

y

y

∀(ω, ζ) ∈ Y NF E × Y NF E .

(2.6)

The following holds:
Ny

Theorem 2.3 For a given µ ∈ D and for a given observation yd ∈ YobsF E ,
y
y
problem (2.6) has a unique solution (y, z) ∈ Y NF E × Y NF E .
Proof. Also in this case, the well-posedness is an application of the NečasBabuška theorem. First of all, the continuity directly derives from the continuous
forms. Furthermore, Lemma 1.9 can be easily adapted in this setting defining
Ny
βB F E (µ) as
s

sup

inf

(y,z)∈(Y

y
y
N
N
F E ×Y F E )

(ω,ζ)∈(Y

Ny

y
y
N
N
F E ×Y F E )

y
NF
E

and, thus, proving that βB F E ≥ βs

p

B s ((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ)
p
,
kωk2Y + kζk2Y

kyk2Y + kzk2Y

(µ) > 0 for (y, z) 6= 0 and (ω, ζ) 6= 0.

s

Furthermore, we would like to point out that Remark 1.3.2 is still valid in
the space-time framework. The next Section focuses on the algebraic structure of the OCP(µ)s that we have introduced along this contribution, moving
from time-dependent nonlinear governing equations to linear steady problems.

2.2

Space–time nonlinear OCP(µ)s

We are now interested in the numerical simulation of nonlinear systems of the

2.2 Space–time nonlinear OCP(µ)s
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type of (1.13), to study several parametric features varying µ ∈ D in a spacetime fashion. Here, we follow the structure of [16, 66, 147]. First of all, we
will introduce a general algebraic framework that is suited to time-dependent
nonlinear problems with quadratic nonlinearity w.r.t. the state variable3 . Then,
we will drop the time-dependency and we will simplify the setting to deal with
steady nonlinear OCP(µ)s as already presented in Remark 1.2.1.

2.2.1

Nonlinear Time-Dependent OCP(µ)s

Our goal is to find a numerical approximation for the optimal solution X of
(1.13). We briefly introduced the discretization technique in the previous Section, however here we use a more general formulation. First, for the sake of
clarity, we will focus on the space discretization. Only subsequently we will
describe how we treated the time approximation. As already specified in the
no-control framework of Section 2.1.1, the applications presented in this contribution are FE-based. Thus, a brief
introduction of FE based on general
y
u
polynomial degree follows. Let Y NFE = Y ∩ Kry and U NFE = U ∩ Kru be the
FE function spaces. Here, we define
Kr = {v ∈ C 0 (Ω) : v|K ∈ Pr , ∀ K ∈ T },
where Pr is the space of all the polynomials of degree at most equal to r and K
is an element of a triangulation T of the spatial domain Ω. Once employed this
first stage of discretization, we can define the semi-discrete function spaces
n
o
y
y
y
∗
Y NFE = y ∈ L2 (0, T ; Y NFE ) s.t. y t ∈ L2 (0, T ; (Y NFE ) ) ,
y

y

u

u

y
represents the
QNFE = L2 (0, T ; Y NFE ) and U NFE = L2 (0, T ; U NFE ), where NFE
u
FE dimension for the state and the adjoint variables, while NFE
is the analogous
dimension of the control space. Once the space approximation is performed, we
can deal with time in order to achieve the final space-time function spaces, say
Ny
Ny
Nu
YNtFE , QNFE
and UNtFE , where Nt is the number of the considered timesteps
t
taken in the time interval [0, T ], i.e. the time dimension of the discrete space.
Also in this case, as already did in [89, 148], we use the same discrete strategy to
Ny

Ny

represent Y0 , YT and Q, namely, at the discrete level YNtFE ≡ QNFE
. The spacet
time function spaces will be indicated as Y Ny ≡ QNy and U Nu , for the state/the
adjoint and the control variables, respectively. Consequently, XN := QNy ×
U Nu × QNy , where N = 2Ny + Nu , is the global dimension of the space-time
y
u
· Nt and Nu = NFE
· Nt . The discrete problem
optimal variable with Ny = NFE
in this framework translates as: given µ ∈ D, find X N := X N (µ) ∈ X N such
that
G(X N ; µ) = F.
(2.7)
3 The quadratic nonlinearity assumption is guided by the numerical results we are going
to present in the following Chapters. However, the construction can be adapted to more
complicated nonlinear problems.
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In this contribution, the time discretizations we used are Euler-based. However, this approach is consistent with the space-time formulation presented in
many works in literature, see e.g. [156, 165, 166]: indeed, the backward Euler
scheme in time, for example, coincides with a piecewise constants Discontinuous
Galerkin discretization [48]. Although, for the sake of clarity, we will always talk
about Euler’s schemes. In this framework, we divide the time interval [0, T ] in
Nt equispaced subintervals of length ∆t. The generic time instance is tk = k∆t
N
for k = 0, . . . , Nt . We can consider the variables ykN , uN
k and zk , i.e. the state,
the adjoint and the control variables evaluated at tk , respectively. They are
y
u
NFE
NFE
represented by the FE basis {φi }i=1
and {ψ i }i=1
as follows
y
NFE

ykN

=

X
1

y
NFE

u
NFE

yki φi ,

uN
k

=

X

uik ψ i

and

zkN

=

1

X

zki φi .

(2.8)

1

Thanks to the expansions (2.8), we can consider the space-time state, control
and adjoint vectors given by
 




z̄1
ū1
ȳ1
 .. 
 .. 
 .. 
y =  .  , u =  .  , and z =  .  .
z̄Nt
ūNt
ȳNt
Here, ȳk , ūk and z̄k are the column vectors consisting in the FE coefficients of the
variables at the time instance tk for k = 1, . . . , Nt . An analogous construction
can be performed for the state initial condition, the desired state and the forcing
term, defining
 


 ¯ 
f1
ȳ0
y¯d 1
0
 y¯d 2 
 f¯2 
 




y0 =  .  , yd =  .  , and f =  .  ,
 .. 
 .. 
 .. 
0
y¯d N
f¯N
t

t

respectively. A separate discretization analysis of the three equations of the
optimality system (1.10) follows.
The State Equation. Let us focus on a single time instance tk . Employing
the FE method to the controlled state equation (1.5), one derives the following
matrix expression for the operators
En` (µ) + E` (µ) − C,

(2.9)

where, for now, we are omitting the time action. Furthermore, for the sake of
notation, we are also omitting the yk −dependence of En` (µ). Calling with My
and Mu the mass matrices for state (or adjoint) and control spaces, respectively,
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it is clear that, at each timestep, exploiting backward Euler in order to simulate
the evolution of the state equation, the following system has to be solved:
My ȳk + ∆t (En` (µ) + E` (µ)) ȳk − ∆tCūk = My ȳk−1 + ∆tf¯k ,
|
{z
}

(2.10)

E(µ)

for k ∈ {1, . . . , Nt }. Thus, the whole space-time system reads



My + ∆tE(µ)
ȳ1
  ȳ2 

−My
My + ∆tE(µ)



  ȳ3 

−M
M
+
∆tE(µ)
y
y



  .. 

..
..



.
.
. 
−My My + ∆tE(µ)
ȳNt
|
{z
}
K(µ)


C



−∆t 



 

My ȳ0 + ∆tf¯1
  0 + ∆tf¯2 
 

  0 + ∆tf¯3 
=
.
 

..
 

.
¯
ūNt
0 + ∆tfNt


C
C
..

.

ū1
  ū2

  ū3

  ..
 .
C

The space-time state equation can be written in compact form as
K(µ)y − ∆tCst u = My st y0 + ∆tf,

(2.11)

where the subscript “st” indicates the all-at-once space-time matrices, namely
Cst is the block-diagonal matrix which entries are given by C of dimension
RNy × RNu and My st is the block-diagonal matrix consisting of My on the diagonal, of dimension RNy × RNy .

The Optimality Equation. Fixing a time instance tk , the optimality equation
reads
α∆tMu ūk − ∆tCT z̄k = 0
for k ∈ {1, . . . , Nt },
(2.12)
or, equivalently, in compact form
α∆tMust u − ∆tCTst z = 0,

(2.13)

where Must is the block-diagonal matrix of dimension RNu ×RNu which presents
Mu on the diagonal.

The Adjoint Equation. The algebraic structure of the adjoint equation is a
little bit more involved due to the presence of nonlinear terms still depending
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on the state y. First of all, we need an explicit matrix notation for Dy E(y, u; µ).
Under the assumption of the quadratic nonlinearity in the state variable, the
Fréchet derivative of the controlled state equation w.r.t. the state y can be written as follows: E0n` [y](µ) + E` (µ). Here, the linear state structure is preserved,
while the nonlinear operator is linearized in E0n` [y], which, however, still depends
on the state variable. We remark that the control operator is not involved in
the formulation since it does not depend on y. Thus, employing a forward Euler
method which is equivalent to an implicit scheme due the backward parabolic
nature of the adjoint equation, at each time instance the equation reads:
My z̄k−1 = My z̄k + ∆t(−Mobs ȳk−1 −E0n` [y]T (µ) − ET` (µ) p̄k−1 + Mobs ȳdk−1 ),
{z
}
|
−Eadj T (µ)

for k ∈ {Nt −1, Nt −2, . . . , 1}, where Mobs is the state mass matrix restricted to
the observation domain. the global space-time adjoint system has the following
form:

 
T
My + ∆tEadj (µ) −My
z̄1

 
.
.

  z̄2 
..
..

 . 

 . 
T

 .
My + ∆tEadj (µ)
−My
T
adj
z̄Nt
My + ∆tE
(µ)
{z
}
|
Kadj (µ)T


Mobs


+∆t 




ȳ1
  ȳ2

  ..
 .

Mobs
..

.
Mobs

ȳNt





∆tMobs ȳd1
  ∆tMobs ȳd2
 
=
..
 
.




.


∆tMobs ȳdNt

Thus, in a compact notation, the adjoint equation reads:
Kadj (µ)T z + ∆tMobsst y = ∆tMobsst yd ,

(2.14)

where Mobsst ∈ RNy × RNy is the block-diagonal matrix which entries are given
by Mobs .

The Global System. If we collect all the aforementioned information, we can
define the following all-at-once system:
G(X;µ)

z
∆tMobsst

0
K(µ)

}|

0
α∆tMust
−∆tCst

F

}|
  { z
{
y
∆tMobsst yd
K (µ)
,
0
−∆tCTst  u = 
z
Myst y0 + ∆tf
0
|{z}
adj

T

X

(2.15)
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that in residual formulation reads
R(X; µ) := G(X; µ) − F = 0,

(2.16)

where R(X; µ) will be called the global residual of the optimality system. We
tackled the nonlinear system (2.15) with Netwon’s method: namely we iteratively solve
Xj+1 = Xj + Jac(Xj ; µ)−1 (F − G(Xj ; µ)),

j ∈ N,

(2.17)

stopping the iterations thanks to a residual based convergence criterion. We
point out that the matrix Kadj (µ) still depends on the state vector y in the
term E0n` [y]T . Then, performing a linearization of Kadj (µ)[z] w.r.t. the variable
y leads to a new matrix in the formulation:
Dy (E0n` [yj ]T )[zj ].

(2.18)

The new term (2.18) does not depend on the state variable anymore, however
still depends on the j-th evaluation of the adjoint variable. The final Jacobian
matrix has the following form:


∆tMobsst + Dy (E0n` [yj ]T )[zj ]
0
Kadj (µ)T
0
α∆tMust −∆tCTst  , (2.19)
Jac(Xj ; µ) = 
adj
K (µ)
−∆tCst
0
Thanks to this linearization process, we can bring to light the saddle point
structure arising from the constrained optimization in this dicretized setting, in
total analogy with Section 1.2.2. Indeed, the Jacobian (2.19) can be written as


A BT
j
Jac(X ; µ) =
,
(2.20)
B 0
where

∆tMobsst + Dy (E0n` [yj ]T )[zj ]
0
A=
0
α∆tMust





and B = Kadj (µ) −∆tCst .

(2.21)
The discrete analogous of the Brezzi Theorem relies on the invertibility of A
over the kernel of B and on the discrete Brezzi inf-sup condition that reads:
β N (µ) := inf sup
06=z 06=x

zT Bx
≥ β̂ N (µ) > 0,
kxkX kzkY0

(2.22)

 
y
where x =
. In the space-time context, the inequality (2.22) holds when the
u
function spaces for state and adjoint coincide [89, 110, 111, 146]: this assumption
is guaranteed at the discrete level too, since z lives in QNy .
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Remark 2.2.1 (Steady nonlinear OCP(µ)s) We now want to adapt the aforementioned structure to steady nonlinear problems. It is clear that, in this case,
the discretization is performed
only in space,
namely the considered discrete
y
y
u
variable is in XN := Y NF E × U NF E × Y NF E , of dimension N = 2NFy E + NFu E .
The FE approximation of parametric OCP(µ)s governed by nonlinear equations
as defined in (1.25) reads: given µ ∈ D, find XN := X N (µ) ∈ XN such that
Gs (XN ; µ) = Fs .

(2.23)

With abuse of notation, we use here the same symbols used in Section 2.2.
Indeed, we believe that this choice is not misleading, rather it will highlight the
similarities with the space-time approach. Here y, u and z indicate the column
vectors which entries are given by the FE coefficients of the state, the control
and the adjoint variables in their approximated spaces, respectively. The vectors
of the FE coefficients for the desired state and the forcing term are denoted with
yd and f, respectively. In the FE context, we are dealing with a state equation
of the form (2.9). Moreover, we call My and Mu the mass matrices for the state
(and the adjoint) and th control, respectively. The global matrix formulation of
the optimization system (2.7) is
G(X;µ)

z


My

0
En` + E`

F

}|
  { z }| {
0
E0n` [y]T + ET`
y
My yd
 u =  0  .
αMu
−CT
z
f
−C
0
|{z}

(2.24)

X

Also in the steady case, the system (2.24) can be written in residual form as
in (2.16) and it can be solved with Netwon-based algorithm. As in the timedependent setting, the arguments for the algebraic structure of Dy E(y, u; µ) applies. Indeed, the Jacobian matrix presents the saddle point structure (2.20):
indeed, applying a proper definition to A and B, i.e.




My + Dy (E0n` [yj ]T )[zj ]
0
A=
and B = E0n` [yj ] + E` −C , (2.25)
0
αMu
we recover (2.20).
In the next Section we will deal with linear time-dependent equations, mirroring
and adapting the aforementioned contents to that simpler setting.

2.3

Space–time linear OCP(µ)s

In this Section, we show the algebraic formulation of the space-time discretization related to linear OCP(µ)s. The exploited structure is totally analogous
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to the one presented in Section 2.2.1, however, we have decided to highlight
the discretized structure we are dealing with also in this case, for the sake of
clarity. First of all, we will describe the parabolic case and then we will move
towards the Stokes problem, in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, respectively. Along
the Sections, we will adapt the time-dependent setting to the steady and the
no-control framework.

2.3.1

Parabolic Time-Dependent OCP(µ)s

Let us focus on the discretization of the continuous parabolic problem described
in Section 1.2.2. For the sake of completeness, we report the algebraic structure in presence of geometrical parametrization. We remark that we use the
space-time strategy presented in Section 2.2.1. Namely, we consider the state
and the adjoint variable QNy and the control in U Nu . We recall that the spacetime variables are y, u and z, while the desired state is yd , the initial condition
is y0 and the forcing term is f. Here, we present the classical saddle point
framework already showed in several works, see e.g. [65, 143, 144, 146, 148],
adapted to the case of geometrical parametrization. In this setting, we introduce two further matrices: S(µ) and Da (µ), defined as S(µ)ij = s(φj , φi ; µ) and
Da (µ)ij = a(φj , φi ; µ), for i, j = 1, . . . , NFy E , respectively, where s(·, ·; µ) and
a(·, ·; µ) represent the time evolution and the state operators, respectively, as
already defined in Section 1.2.2. In the following, once again, we will separately
focus on the three equations of the optimality system (1.10), for the sake of
clarity.

The State Equation. Here, as already specified in the previous Sections, we
use a backward Euler approximation for the time evolution, i.e. for each time
instance we deal with the following equation:
S(µ)ȳk + ∆tDa (µ)ȳk − ∆tC(µ)ūk = S(µ)ȳk−1 + f¯k ∆t,

(2.26)

for k ∈ {1, . . . , Nt }. We stress that, where the geometrical parametrization is
not present, as one can notice from equation (2.10), the matrix S(µ) is replaced
by My . The algebraic system related to the state equation is

S(µ) + ∆tDa (µ)

−S(µ)
S(µ) + ∆tDa (µ)



|

{z

K(µ)


..

.

..

.
−S(µ) S(µ) + ∆tDa (µ)

ȳ1
  ȳ2

  ..
 .
ȳNt
}
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S(µ)ȳ0 + ∆tf¯1
  0 + ∆tf¯2 

 
.
=
..

 
.
ūNt
0 + ∆tf¯N




C(µ)

C(µ)

−∆t 


..

.

ū1
  ū2

  ..
 .
C(µ)

t

In compact form, the state equation space-time system can be written as
K(µ)y − ∆tC(µ)st u = S(µ)y0 + ∆tf,

(2.27)

where C(µ)st is the block-diagonal matrix of entries C(µ) which takes into account a possible trace back of the L2 −product restricted to the control domain.

The Optimality Equation. This equation can be exactly defined as already
did in (2.12) for each time instance. Furthermore, it can be recast in compact
form as we did in (2.13).

The Adjoint Equation. We now focus on the discretization of the adjoint
equation for each instance tk through a forward Euler method:
S(µ)z̄k−1 = S(µ)z̄k + ∆t(−M(µ)obs ȳk−1 − Da (µ)T z̄k−1 + M(µ)obs ȳdk−1 ),
for k ∈ {Nt − 1, Nt − 2, . . . , 1}. This equation in compact form reads:



S(µ) + ∆tDa (µ)T −S(µ)
z̄1
  .. 

..
..
 . 

.
.



 z̄Nt −1 

S(µ) + ∆tDa (µ)T
−S(µ)
z̄Nt
S(µ) + ∆tDa (µ)T
|
{z
}
K(µ)T


M(µ)obs


+∆t 




ȳ1
  ȳ2

  ..
 .

M(µ)obs
..

.
M(µ)obs

ȳNt





∆tM(µ)obs ȳd1
  ∆tM(µ)obs ȳd2
 
=
..
 
.




.


∆tM(µ)obs ȳdNt

We recall that the matrices are, eventually, the trace back of the ones already
defined in Section 2.2.1: this is the reason why we decided to explicit the dependence on the parameter µ. The space-time adjoint equation reads as:
K(µ)T z + ∆tM(µ)obsst y = ∆tM(µ)obsst yd ,

(2.28)

where M (µ)obsst is the global observation mass matrix (the possible trace back)
define din Section 2.2.1.
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The Global System. Combining the aforementioned algebraic systems, we
obtain the following global optimality system:
G

z
∆tM(µ)obsst

0
K(µ)

}|
0
α∆tM(µ)u st
−∆tC(µ)st

F

z
}|
{   
{
y
∆tMobsst yd
K(µ)T
,
0
−∆tC(µ)Tst  u = 
z
S(µ)y0 + ∆tf
0
|{z}

(2.29)

X

where M(µ)u st is the block diagonal matrix which entries are given by the possible trace back of the control mass matrix. In the following, we rewrite the
linear space-time system (2.29) as:
GX = F,
where G can be interpret in a saddle point framework recasting it as


A BT
G=
,
B 0
defining

∆tM(µ)obsst
A=
0

0
α∆tM(µ)u st





and B = K(µ) −∆tC(µ)st .

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)

Namely, the saddle point structure directly arises from the optimization problem
at hand, as one might expect from the continuous version of the OCP(µ)s.
Remark 2.3.1 (Steady Linear OCP(µ)s) As already presented in Remark
2.2.1, it is straightforward to adapt the aforementioned structure to the steady
case.
Here, we focusy on steady linear OCP(µ)s, where, once again, XN =
y
u
NF
E
Y
× U NF E × Y NF E is the global space of dimension N = 2NFy E + NFu E :
namely, the variables are purely FE functions. Following the notation we introduced at the algebraic level for the system (2.29), the all-at-once steady problem
reads: given µ ∈ D, find the vector X := [y, u, z]T ∈ RN such that
Gs X = Fs .

(2.33)

Also in this case, we remark that using the same notation for the space-time
variables and the purely FE variables, is not misleading, rather shows how the
space-time structure is similar to standard steady one. The considered system
is defined as




M(µ)obs
0
Da (µ)T
M(µ)obs yd
.
0
αM(µ)u −C(µ)T  and Fs := 
Gs :=  0
(2.34)
f
Da (µ)
−C(µ)
0
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where yd and f are the vectors of the FE element coefficients for the desired state
and the forcing term. Once again, we can recast the problem in a saddle point
formulation, where


A BT
Gs =
,
(2.35)
B 0
with

M(µ)obs
A=
0

0
αM(µ)u




and B = D(µ)a


−C(µ) .

(2.36)

Remark 2.3.2 (The No-Control Global System) When we are dealing with
the no-control framework, a few modifications must be performed to the optimality system (2.31). First of all, exploiting (1.56), we consider only the state and
the adjoint variables, namely y and z, respectively. While the discretization of
the adjoint equation is totally equivalent to (2.28), for the state equation we have
S(µ)ȳk + ∆tDa (µ)ȳk −

∆t
C(µ)z̄k = S(µ)ȳk−1 + f¯k ∆t,
α

for k ∈ {1, . . . , Nt }. These equations, if combined together, result in:
  


∆tM(µ)obs st
K(µ)T
y
∆tMobsst yd
=
.
z
Sy0 + ∆tf
K(µ)
− ∆t
α C(µ)st

(2.37)

(2.38)

In this very specific case, the space-time optimal control is already a saddle point
system. It is clear that the no-control system (2.38) has 2Ny as global dimension.
Remark 2.3.3 (The Steady No-Control System) The no-control framework
can be easily adapted to steady problems. We apply ay few modifications
to rey
mark 2.3.1. We define the global space as XN = Y NF E × Y NF E of dimension
N = 2NFy E . Thus, the FE system to be solved is: given µ ∈ D, find the vector
y
X := [y, z]T ∈ R2NF E such that
nc
Gnc
s X = Fs ,

where
Gnc
s :=

2.3.2


M(µ)obs
Da (µ)

Da (µ)T
−C(µ)


and

Fnc
s :=



M(µ)obs yd
.
f

Time-Dependent OCP(µ)s governed by
Stokes Equations

This Section briefly describes how to deal with OCP(µ)s governed by Stokes
equations in a spece-time setting. Namely, we show the finite dimensional version of the optimization problem introduced in Section 1.2.3. Similarly to the
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previous cases, we define the space-time variables as
 p
 v






z̄1
z̄1
ū1
p̄1
v̄1
 .. 
 ..  v  .. 
 .. 
 .. 
p
v =  .  p =  .  u =  .  z =  .  and z =  .  ,
p
v
z̄N
z̄N
ūNt
p̄Nt
v̄Nt
t
t

(2.39)

to represent the state velocity, the state pressure, the control, the adjoint velocity and the adjoint pressure, respectively. Also in this case, the column vectors
v̄i , p̄i , ūi , z̄iv and z̄ip for 1≤ i ≤ Nt consist of the coefficients of the FE discretization for each time instance. Indeed, for the time tk , the space-time variables
can be expanded in the FE setting as
p
NFE

v
NFE

vkN =

X

vki φi ,

pN
k =

1

uN
k =

u
NFE

X

X

zv N
k =

1

pik ψ i ,

1
y
NFE

uik ϕi ,

X

y
NFE

zv ik φi

and

zp N
k =

v
NFE

p
NFE
{ψ i }i=1

1
v
NFE
{φi }i=1

X

zp ik ψ i .

1
p

In this specific setting,
are bases for V
,
are bases for P NFE
u
u
NFE
and {ϕi }i=1
for U NFE which represent, respectively, the FE spaces for V, P and
U , i.e. the function spaces for the velocity, the pressure and the control variables
as defined in Section 1.2.3. For the time discretization, the time interval [0, T ] is
divided in Nt subintervals of length ∆t. The forcing term, the desired velocity
and the initial condition space-time vectors are
 


 
v̄0
v¯d1
ḡ1
0
 .. 
 
 .. 
v0 =  .  , vd =  .  , and g =  .  ,
 .. 
v¯dNt
ḡNt
0
respectively. Here, in total analogy with the aforementioned variables, v̄0 and
v¯dk and ḡk and the column vectors of their FE coefficients, for k = 1, . . . , Nt .
We now have all the ingredients to discretize the optimality system related to
Stokes equations (1.48).

The State Equation. Let us start from the state equation that reads:
(
Mv v̄k + µ∆tKv̄k + ∆tDT p̄k = ∆tMu ūk + Mv v̄k−1 + ∆tḡk
(2.40)
Dȳk = 0
for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt }, where Mv , K and Mu are the velocity mass matrix, the
stiffness matrix and the control mass matrix related to the FE discretization,
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respectively. Furthermore, D is the differential operator derived from the incompressibility constraint. The system in compact form can be written as:
 
v
K
− ∆tCu u = Mv v0 + ∆tg,
p
where K is:

Mv − µ∆tK
0
···

D
0


−M
Mv − µ∆tK 0


0
D


..

.


0
···
0
···

0
···

∆tDT

···

0

0

∆tD

T

0

0

···

0

···
0

..

.
0

−M
0

Mv − µ∆tK
D



0 


,



0 ∆tDT 
···
0

and Cu ∈ RNu ·Nt × RNu ·Nt is the block-diagonal matrix which entries are given
by the mass matrix of the control space, while Mv ∈ RNv ·Nt × RNv ·Nt is the
analogous block-diagonal matrix which entries are [Mv , · · · , Mv ].

The Optimality Equation. We now discretize the optimality equation, which
has the following form:
α∆tMu ūk − ∆tMu z̄kv = 0



for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt }.

Thus, the global space-time optimality system is:
α∆tMu u − ∆tCTu zv = 0,
where Mu = Cu and Cu = CTu for the Stokes case we are analysing.

The Adjoint Equation. The last step of the approximation takes into account
the adjoint equation discretized with a forward Euler method as we did for the
parabolic case in Section 2.3.1. The adjoint problem at each timestep reads:
(
v
Mv z̄kv = Mv z̄k+1
+ ∆t(−Mv v̄k + µ∆tKz̄kv − ∆tDT z̄kp + Mv̄dk )
(2.41)
Dz̄kv = 0.
for k ∈ {Nt − 1, Nt − 2, . . . , 1}. Exploiting very familiar arguments by now, we
can write the adjoint equation in compact form as
 
T zv
= ∆tMv vd .
∆tMv v + K
zp
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The Global System. The whole optimality system now reads as
 
 
∆tMv vd




T


y
0
K
∆tM
0



T  u = 
 0
0
α∆tMu −∆tC

 ,


z
M
v
+
∆tg
K
−∆tC
0
v 0
0

(2.42)

where M ∈ R(Nv +Np )·Nt × RNv +Np ·Nt and C ∈ R(Nv +Np )·Nt × RNv ·Nt are the
following block diagonal matrices


 
Mv 0
C
(2.43)
M=
and C = u ,
0 0
0
 
 v
v
z
while y =
and and z = p . Also for the Stokes equations, it is possible to
p
z
highlight a saddle point structure arised from the optimization problem. Thus,
defining




∆tMv vd


∆tM
0

A=
, B = K −∆tC , F = 
0
0
α∆tMu
0


Mv v0 + ∆tg
, the optimality system (2.42) translates as:
and Gg =
0

A
B
once defined x =

 
y
.
u

BT
0

   
x
F
=
,
z
Gg

(2.44)
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This Chapter focused on the high fidelity space-time approximation for OCP(µ)s
and on their saddle point algebraic structure. We have shown several governing
equations, guided by the numerical results we will show later on in the thesis.
We introduced:
◦ time-dependent nonlinear problems,
◦ steady nonlinear problems,
◦ parabolic problems (both in the standard and in the no-control framework),
◦ steady linear problems,
◦ time-dependent Stokes equations.
The main reason why we highlighted the algebraic structure of OCP(µ)s relies in the issue of the computational costs needed for their simulations, most
of all in a time-dependent framework. Moreover, the required computational
resources grow in a parametric setting, where several instances of µ ∈ D are
studied and many simulations must be performed in a small amount of time.
Indeed, despite the versatility of the space-time structure, its dimensionality
drastically increases when mesh refinement both in space and time is employed.
The applications we are going to present, were solved through a direct solver, in
a one-shot fashion. This strategy can lead to unbearable simulations in the high
fidelity context. To tackle this problem, nevertheless, iterative algorithms based
on Krylov solvers and Schur preconditioning specifically built for saddle point
structures [21] can be exploited and they have been successfully exploited for
OCP(µ)s in [138, 144], for example. However, the proposed iterative methods
might be not enough to deal with many-query or real-time applications. Thus,
other techniques must be used aiming at exploiting the parametric structure of
the system at hand solving it in a low dimensional framework: the ROMs, that
will be the main topic of the next Chapters.

Part II

Model Order Reduction for
Parametric Optimal
Control Problems

Chapter 3

Reduced Order Methods for Parametric
Optimal Control Problems
The aim of this Chapter is to introduce ROMs for OCP(µ)s. The presented
strategies and concepts are suited to a broad class of governing equations, from
time-dependent nonlinear ones to steady linear problems. The ROMs are a
tool to exploit the parametric structure of the system at hand in order to solve
a complex parametric problem in a low dimensional framework, accelerating
the solution process. Indeed, many applications depend on parameters which
can represent several physical phenomena or geometrical structures and the
usefulness of PDE(µ) is unquestioned in this context. However, their simulation
can be computationally unfeasible with standard discretization techniques. This
issue is amplified for OCP(µ)where the high fidelity dimension grows due to the
optimality system nature. In this Chapter, we will present the ROMs in the
specific setting of OCP(µ)s problems. In Section 3.1, we will bring to light
the main ideas and the motivation behind the employment of ROMs. Thus we
will move towards specific techniques to ensure the well-posedness of OCP(µ)s
in a reduced saddle point setting, in Section 3.2. In this Chapter we will deal
with the three-equation setting, while the topic of the no-control framework is
postponed in Chapter 5.

3.1

Preliminaries

This Section focuses on the motivations and the assumptions underlying the
application of ROMs to OCP(µ)s. First, we will discuss how ROMs can be
employed in order to reach faster simulations w.r.t. standard space-time or FE
approximations. This will be the topic of Section 3.1.1. Then, in Section 3.1.2,
we will show some crucial assumptions to deal with efficient well-posed reduced
simulations for several parametric instances.

3.1.1

Reduced Order Approximation

In this Section, we aim at providing basic knowledge about ROMs for OCP(µ)s.
Along the Thesis, we tried to point out clear that OCP(µ)s are very useful and
complete models. OCP(µ)s have been employed as a data-assimilation tool in
several scientific fields. The importance of a parametric setting is undoubted
in many contexts: indeed, a parameter µ ∈ D ⊂ Rd can describe physical or
geometrical configurations and the OCP(µ)s are exploited to better study and
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deeply understand the considered physical phenomenon one is interested in. In
this specific context, the parametrization can be not only present in the physics
or the geometry of the optimality system, but it can also arise in the observation
and OCP(µ)s might be employed to respond to the need of driving the model
solution towards a parametric instance, this for several values of µ. However,
solving OCP(µ)s with standard discretization techniques, i.e. in a high fidelity
fashion, is related to large computational costs. Indeed:
◦ the optimal solutions derive from the system (1.10) which consists of three
equations, i.e. the state equation, the adjoint equation and the optimality
equation. This is a complication w.r.t. standard solutions of PDE(µ)s
which relies only on one forward problem;
◦ OCP(µ)s are usually related to time consuming activities such us inverse
problems, parameter estimation, statistical analysis... In other words,
they are usually combined to a large number of simulations for several
values of µ ∈ D.
Nevertheless, those optimality solutions are usually required in a small amount
of time. Indeed, in many applications, an optimization process based on optimal
control strategies must be performed in a real-time context as well as in a manyquery one. Namely, many evaluations of the optimal solution X(µ) are required,
and, furthermore, they are needed in a small amount of time. Among the
applications relying on such a paradigm we can mention forecasting modelling
and management plans modelling guided by data collection. This can be of
interest in many fields, from natural sciences to industrial applications. To
achieve the goal of dealing with OCP(µ)s models under parametric actions, we
rely on ROMs. This discretization approach exploits the parametric structure
of the problem builds a low dimensional subspace of the finite dimensional high
fidelity space to represent the changing of the system w.r.t. µ ∈ D. Thus, a
Galerkin projection can be performed in this low dimensional framework, say
the reduced space, to solve several parametric instances in a faster way. This
procedure gives us the opportunity to obtain information on the system at hand
in a small amount of time with less computational efforts. The computational
time gained can be employed to better study and analyse the optimal solutions
w.r.t. several parameters. For an introduction to ROMs and the strategies
that can be exploited to build the reduced space, the interested reader may
refer to [64, 123, 125, 133, 134]. For the sake of clarity, we will always specify
the explicit µ−dependency in the involved variables to stress the role of the
parametric setting. Let the value µ vary in the parameter space D. Thus, we
can define the ensemble of the parametric solutions of the optimality system in
X as
M := {X(µ) := (y(µ), u(µ), z(µ)) | µ ∈ D}.
Here, no distinction is made for steady and time-dependent problems. In the
first case we define X = Y × U × Y , while we will consider X = Y0 × U × YT
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for time-dependent OCP(µ)s. We assume that the set M, i.e. the continuous
solution manifold, to be smooth w.r.t. the parameter µ. Now, let us suppose
to have applied some kind of approximation of the continuous space X: namely
let XN ⊂ X be an high fidelity approximation of the continuous function space.
Here, we consider both steady and time-dependent problems. Indeed:
◦ for steady OCP(µ)s, N will represent the global dimension of a FE space,
◦ for space-time OCP(µ)s, the N will represent the global space-time dimension.
If we take into consideration this high fidelity approximation, we can define the
set of all the high fidelity solutions as:
MN := {X(µ)N := (y(µ)hy , u(µ)hu , z(µ)hy ) | µ ∈ D},
where hy is NFy E for the steady case and hy = Ny for the time-dependent spacetime approximation. The same argument applies to the control variable that
is sought in a discrete function space of dimension hu = NFu E in the steady
framework, while hu = Nu in the space-time setting. It is clear that if N is
large enough, MN is a good approximation of M. The goal of ROMs is to represent the structure of the high fidelity solution manifold MN with a reduced
space of low dimension built through the employment of a linear combination
of snapshots, i.e. high fidelity evaluations of the optimal solution X(µ) computed in properly chosen parameters values. The snapshots are collected and
manipulated through the employment of algorithms based on data exploring
techniques. In this contribution we will focus on Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [15, 30, 35, 64] and Greedy algorithm [29, 64]. Their description
is postponed in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. For now, let us assume to have
build a low dimensional framework XN ⊂ XN able to capture the behaviour of
the global solution X N (µ) w.r.t. some changes in the parameter µ. Namely,
XN := YyN × UN × YzN , where YyN and YzN are the reduced space for the state
and the adjoint variables, respectively, and UN is the reduced function space
for the control variable. Here, we are highlighting a very important concept:
even if the space-time of the FE approximation coincide for state and adjoint,
the reduced function spaces can be different since they are based on the linear combination of snapshots of different problem variables. Once provided of
these reduced function spaces, a standard Galerkin projection is performed in
the reduced space in order to find a low dimensional optimal solution in a small
amount of time not paying in accuracy w.r.t. the high fidelity optimal solution.
Indeed, the reduced problem reads: given µ ∈ D, find X N (µ) ∈ XN such that
G(X N (µ), Ξ; µ) = hF, ΞiXN ∗ ,XN

∀Ξ ∈ XN .

(3.1)

Once again, we do not distinguish between steady or time-dependent problems.
Indeed, the techniques that we are going to present can adapt to both the
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formulations. In Chapter 2 we already pointed out that the strength of the
space-time formulation relies in its similarity with the steady framework. Thus,
the standard reduced techniques we are going to present apply to both the
typologies of OCP(µ)s. The main idea behind the ROMs application is that
N is much lower than the high fidelity dimension N . While the building phase
still depends on N , the projection phase can be performed rapidly for each new
parametric evaluation. In the next Section, we will describe the offline-online
paradigm, which assures an efficient and fast solution of the reduced system for
each new value of µ ∈ D.

3.1.2

Offline-Online Decomposition

This Section focuses on some crucial assumptions one has to guarantee in order
to rely on an efficient application of the ROMs. Indeed, one of the main goals of
reduced approaches is to achieve a rapid solution of the problem at hand. This
aim can be reached assuming that the ROMs can be divided in two stages, an
offline phase and an online phase. The construction of the bases is the crucial
process of the offline phase together with the assembly and the storage of all
the µ-independent quantities. After this procedure, given a parameter µ ∈ D,
the reduced optimality system (3.1) can be written as follows:

y

 Dy L (X N (µ); yd , µ)[ω] = 0 ∀ω ∈ YN ,
(3.2)
Du L (X N (µ); yd , µ)[κ] = 0 ∀κ ∈ UN ,


z
Dz L (X N (µ); yd , µ)[ζ] = 0 ∀ζ ∈ YN .
We recall that YyN , UN and YzN are the reduced spaces obtained by the manipulation of the state, the control and the adjoint snapshots, respectively. As
already specified, the Galerkin projection (3.2) is preferable to be performed
in a small amount of time. Let us assume that the equations of (3.2) can be
written as:
Dy L (X N , yd , µ)[ω] =

Qy
X

Θqy (µ)Dy L q (X N ; yd )[ω],

q=1

Du L (X N ; yd , µ)[κ] =

Qu
X

Θqu (µ)Du L q (X N ; yd )[κ],

(3.3)

q=1

Dz L (X N ; yd , µ)[ζ] =

Qz
X

Θqz (µ)Dz L q (X N ; yd )[ζ].

q=1

Here, the system can be seen as the product of µ−dependent smooth functions
Θqy (µ), Θqu (µ), Θqz (µ) and µ−independent forms
Dy L q (X N , yd )[ω], Du L q (X N ; yd )[κ], and Dz L q (X N ; yd )[ζ].
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In this case, we say that the system respects the affine decomposition paradigm.
It is now clear that, when this happens, the ROMs approach can be divided
efficiently in:
◦ an offline stage, where the snapshots are manipulated and the basis functions are built. Here, all the quantities that are µ−independent are precomputed and stored. This stage, that still depends on the global dimension N , is performed only once.
◦ An online stage, where the µ−dependent quantities are evaluated and
the optimality system (3.2) is assembled and solved. This stage does
not depend on the high fidelity dimension and assures the solution of
the system in a smaller amount of time w.r.t. standard FE or space-time
approaches.
Namely, the reduced projection might be preceded by a more expensive offline
stage, consisting in the bases construction and the assembly of the quantities
that do not depend on µ. After this possibly costly phase which, however, is performed only once, the fast projection-based online phase follows. In this stage,
the optimality system (3.2) is solved for several evaluations of the parameter µ.
Remark 3.1.1 In the nonlinear case, even when the structure (3.3), i.e. the
affinity w.r.t. the parameter µ, is verified, the nonlinear forms still depends on
X N (µ). Thus, both the offline and the online stages involve the assembly (and
projection) of the high fidelity solution. This issue can be tackled through the
employment of hyper-reduction techniques such as the Empirical Interpolation
Method (EIM). The interested reader may refer to [17] or to [64, Chapter 5].

We have underlined the usefulness of reduced approaches and how they can be
applied to accelerate simulations. We stressed that this is of utmost importance
most of all in a parametric optimal control context, where a system of three
equations must be solved for several parametric instances. The following Section
deals with the reduced structure of the problem at hand and the techniques that
are usually employed to guarantee the well-posedness of the reduced optimality
system (3.2).

3.2

Well-Posedness of Reduced Order OCP(µ)s

This Section focuses on the structure of the reduced optimality system and on
the specific techniques that assure its well-posedness in most of the PDE(µ)s
we have introduced in the previous Chapters. We start highlighting the reduced
saddle point structure in Section 3.2.1. Then we will introduce the aggregated
spaces strategy together with the supremizer stabilization for Stokes and NavierStokes problems in Section 3.2.2.
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Reduced Order Saddle Point Structure

As already specified in Chapters 1 and 2, PDE(µ)s constrained optimization
problems lead to an optimality system that can be recast in saddle point formulation. Let us take into consideration the linear problems. At the continuous
level, this holds when the constraints are linear PDE(µ)s, both in the steady
[21, 26, 67, 111, 110, 144] and in the time-dependent case [65, 66, 111, 110, 143,
144, 146, 150]. However, we have shown that this still holds true at the discrete
level [65, 66, 143, 144, 146, 150]. For the sake of clarity, we recall the high
fidelity structure of the linear problem at hand. In Chapter 2, we showed that
the discretized OCP(µ)s can be written as follows, for a given µ ∈ D:
GX = F,
where G has the following saddle point structure


A BT
G=
.
B 0

(3.4)

(3.5)

In order to lighten the notation, we are omitting the parameter dependence
from the matrices and from the vectors of the discrete system we are analysing.
The main features of the saddle point structure proposed in (3.5) is that its
well-posedness strictly relies on the the inf-sup condition of the state equation
represented by the matrix B, besides the invertibility of A. Namely, w.r.t. the
state equation, given a µ ∈ D, the following inequality must hold:
inf sup

06=z 06=x

zT Bx
≥ β̂ N (µ) > 0,
kxkY×U kzkY

(3.6)

see [11, 27, 28] as references. In Chapter 2, at the discrete level, we showed that
the relation (3.6) is verified thanks to the assumption of the coinciding space for
the state and the adjoint variable, while A the invertibility simply derives from
its features. However, as already specified, in the ROMs setting, even if the high
fidelity space is the same for both the variables, the two reduced spaces YyN and
YzN may not coincide. Indeed, the ROMs bases construction relies on snapshots
manipulation and the space spanned by the state variable can be different from
the one spanned by the adjoint one. Let us suppose to have applied a standard
reduction algorithm that led us to basis functions for the state, the control and
the adjoint variables respectively defined as:
YyN = span {χyn , n = 1, . . . , N },
UN = span{χun , n = 1, . . . , N },
YzN = span {χzn , n = 1, . . . , N }.
Here, for the sake of clarity, we are assuming that all the three reduced spaces
have all dimension N . Thus, we can build the basis matrices
 
 
Z
Z
Zx = y ,
Zz
and
Z= x ,
Zu
Zz
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where Zy = [χy1 | · · · |χyN ] ∈ Rhy ×N and an analogous definition can be given for
the matrices Zu ∈ Rhu ×N and Zz ∈ Rhy ×N . When the spaces have been built,
the optimality system (3.4) is solved in a low dimensional framework through
a Galerkin projection into the reduced spaces. The reduced system, for each
parametric instance µ, thus, reads:
GN XN = FN ,

(3.7)

where
GN := ZT G,

XN := ZT X,

and

FN := ZT F.

Here,
GN =


AN
BN


BTN
,
0

(3.8)

with AN = ZxT AZx and BN = ZTz BZx . The just presented framework is typical of
linear OCP(µ)s [110, 111, 145, 146]. However, the same saddle point structure
is present in the solution of nonlinear problems through Newton’s method, as
we have already seen at the high fidelity level in Section 2.2. Here, we report
the reduced version of nonlinear OCP(µ)s. Once again, we are not making
difference between time-dependency or steadiness, since the algorithms we are
going to show in Chapters 4 and 5 are suited to both the problem formulations.
We recall that, in the nonlinear setting, we want to solve a problem like
G(X)X = F,

(3.9)

where the right hand side still depends on the global high fidelity variable X.
Employing a Galerkin projection into the reduced spaces, as we did for the linear
case, we obtain the following reduced nonlinear optimality system:
GN (XN )XN = FN ,

(3.10)

where GN (XN ) := ZT G(ZXN ) and FN is defined in analogy with the linear case.
The system (3.10) inherits the nonlinearity from the high fidelity one. Also in
the reduced setting we can rely on Newton’s method and iteratively solve
j+1
j
j −1
j
j
XN
= XN
+ JacN (XN
) (FN − G(XN
)XN
),

where the Jacobian matrix is ohf the form

A
JacN (XN )XN = N
BN

BTN
0

j ∈ N,

 
xN
,
zN

(3.11)

(3.12)

with JacN (XN ) = ZT Jac(ZXN )Z, AN = ZTx AZx and BN = ZTz BZx .
These formulations imply that, also at the reduced level, we need to guarantee
the fulfillment of the reduced inf-sup condition of the form
inf sup
06=zN 06=xN

zTN BN xN
≥ β̂N (µ) > 0.
kxN kY×U kzN kY

(3.13)
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It is clear that the inequality is provable when the reduced spaces for the state
and the adjoint variables coincide. However, we already pointed out that this
property does not directly derive from the coincidence of the spaces at the high
fidelity discrete level. To assure the well-posedness of the system, then, we need
to modify the bases functions. In the next Section, we will show the techniques
we exploit to reach this goal.

3.2.2

Aggregated Spaces and Supremizer Stabilization

In this Section, we will introduce two techniques which will guarantee the fulfillment of the inf-sup stability condition for reduced OCP(µ)s: the aggregated
space strategy and the supremizer enrichment. The aggregated space technique
has been widely exploited in the steady setting [12, 13, 44, 51, 79, 80, 110, 111,
127]. However, it can be applied also to more general problems, such as timedependent and nonlinear ones [147, 146, 148]. As already specified in Section
3.1.2, we are assuming that standard reduced algorithms might lead to three
different spaces for the state, the control and the adjoint variables. Besides, we
already remarked that, if the state and the adjoint spaces coincide at the high
fidelity level, they might be different at the reduced one. The aggregated space
manipulates the basis functions in order to prove the inequality (3.13). The
aggregated space reaches this goal building a common space for both the state
and adjoint variables. Namely, the new spaces are given by
YN = span {χyn , χzn , n = 1, . . . , N },
UN =

span{χun ,

n = 1, . . . , N }.

After this procedure, the basis matrices are:
 
Z
Z= x
and
Zz

(3.14)
(3.15)


Zx =


Zy
,
Zu

where Zy ≡ Zz = [χy1 | · · · |χyN |χz1 | · · · |χzN ] ∈ Rhy ×2N and Zu = [χu1 | · · · |χuN ] ∈
Rhu ×N . This technique is actually increasing the dimension of the global system since the global reduced dimension is 5N . Still, exploiting aggregated ROMs
for OCP(µ)s will result in a computational advantage in terms of time needed
for parametric simulations.
Now, we are going to introduce the supremizer enrichment. We recall that the
OCP(µ)s governed by Stokes equations can be recast in saddle point framework,
as we said in Section 2.3.2. The same also holds for the evaluation of the Jacobian of the Navier-Stokes equations which can be recast in a saddle point due
to the linearization of the nonlinear framework proposed in Section 2.2. Dealing
with Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations leads to a nested saddle point structure. Indeed, not only the global inf-sup condition (3.13) has to be taken into
account, but also the inf-sup condition related to the controlled state equation.
Let us recall the main ingredients of a Stokes (or Navier-Stokes) problem. The
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variables involved are v ∈ V, p ∈ P and u ∈ U: they represent the velocity state
variable, the pressure state variable and the control variable, respectively. As
we already specified, in this Chapter the notation V comprises both the steady
and the time-dependent case. The same applies to the other function spaces P
and U. Now, defining the continuity matrix as
Dij = b(φi , ψ j ),

(3.16)

Np

Nv

FE
FE
where {φk }k=1
and {ψ k }k=1
are the FE basis functions for the velocity and
pressure spaces V and P and b(·, ·) represents the continuity constraint of Stokes
(and Navier-Stokes) equations. Thus, the following inf-sup stability condition
must be verified

β S (µ) := inf sup
06=p 06=v

pT Dv
≥ β̂ S (µ) > 0.
kvkV kpkP

(3.17)

The inf-sup stability condition (3.17) is essential in Stokes (and Navier-Stokes)
problem to guarantee the solvability of the system. Indeed, the saddle point
structure of the state equation is quite straightforward to visualize in the steady
case, see e.g. [128], but also in the time-dependent framework as one can notice
from the continuous formulation in equation (1.52) and in the discretized setting
of the form (2.40). At the reduced level, once performing a Galerkin projection,
we end up with DN := ZTp DZv , where Zv and Zp are the basis function matrices
for velocity and pressure, respectively. Now we want to understand the velocity
space that will be able to guarantee the following reduced inf-sup condition:
S
βN
(µ) := inf sup

06=pN 06=vN

pTN DN vN
S
≥ β̂N
(µ) > 0.
kvN kV kpN kP

(3.18)

To build the reduced velocity space, we employed the supremizer stabilization,
see e.g. [136] This approach is based on a supremizer operator T µ : Php → Vhv
as follows:
(T µ s, φ)V = b(φ, s; µ),
∀φ ∈ Vhv .
(3.19)
Then, the reduced velocity space is enriched thanks to the the pressure supremizers as follows:
Tz

VN = span{χvn , χTnp , χznv , χn p , n = 1, . . . , N },
T

Tz

where χnp and χn p are the supremizers basis functions obtained through the
state and the adjoint pressure snapshots, respectively. Enlarging in this way
the reduced space for the velocity variable will guarantee the fulfillment of the
inf-sup condition (3.18). The stability of this strategy has been numerically
demonstrated in [15, 51, 110, 133, 135]. Here, for the sake of clarity, we report
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the final reduced spaces employed for all the considered variables:
Tz

VN = span{χvn , χTnp , χznv , χn p , n = 1, . . . , N },
PN = span{χpn , χznp , n = 1, . . . , N }
UN = span{χun , n = 1, . . . , N },
where VN and PN have been exploited both for the state and the adjoint velocity
and pressure variables. This reduced technique, that relies on the supremizer
stabilization and the aggregated spaces, guarantees the inf-sup stability of a
whole optimlaity system based on Stokes or Navier-Stokes equations. Even
if the reduced dimension increases from 3N to 13N , the ROMs will be still
convenient if compared with the high fidelity approximation.
Remark 3.2.1 We stress that, while in the linear context the inveritibility A is
inherited from the continuous well-posedness of the problem1 , at the nonlinear
level, the definition of A comprises some additional terms deriving from the
linearization of the adjoint equation w.r.t. the state variable and the (problem
dependent) proof might be not so straightforward.

In the next Chapter, we will show some first numerical results through the
employment of the POD, aiming at showing how ROMs for OCP(µ)s can be
useful in many scientific contexts. Among them, we will focus on environmental
sciences, proposing some OCP(µ)s based on real case scenario studies, from
pollutant release control to coastal management.

1 The assumption of the coercivity of the bilinear form A(·, ·; µ) over the kernel of B(·, ·; µ)
is still provable with Brezzi Theorem standard argument.

Chapter 4

Space-Time Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition for Parametric Optimal
Control Problems
This Chapter focuses on the POD Galerkin algorithm applied to time-dependent
OCP(µ)s [16, 146, 147, 150] in a space-time fashion. The space-time POD is
a very versatile technique. Its strength relies in the capability to be adapted
to a broad class of governing equations. After a brief description of the algorithm in Section 4.1, we will first present some preliminary results for linear
time-dependent equations in Section 4.2. Thus, in Section 4.3, we will move
towards a more complicated problem: a coastal management application governed by nonlinear viscous Shallow Waters Equations (SWEs). This model is
more difficult to analyse, however we will show the advantages deriving from
the space-time POD, even in this complex context.
We recall that the algorithm will be described making no distinction between
time-dependency and steadiness. Indeed, the technique easily adapts to steady
problems and the related numerical results are postponed in Chapters 6 and 7.

4.1

The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

In this contribution, we will mainly rely on two different strategies to perform the building phase of the reduced framework for OCP(µ)s: the POD
[15, 30, 35, 64] and the Greedy algorithm [51, 64, 110, 111, 136]. This Section presents the first strategy, while we will address the latter in Chapter 5.
The main feature of the POD is that it can be applied to any governing state
equation: indeed, it does not require, as Greedy-based techniques, an error estimator. Such an estimator, for example, is still not available for nonlinear
time-dependent OCP(µ)s, i.e. the type of problem we are going to treat in
Section 4.3. Let us start describing the algorithm and how it manipulates the
snapshots in order to build the basis functions for the state, the adjoint and the
control variables.
max
First of all, the POD-Galerkin algorithm collects Nmax snapshots {X(µi )}N
i=1
with µi ∈ DNmax ⊂ D. The set DNmax will be called the training set. Besides
this exploratory phase, a compressing stage is performed, where N < Nmax basis
functions are built through snapshots manipulation getting rid of the redundant
features of the system at hand, retaining the most important parametric information, only. Namely, the POD wants to compress the data related to sampled
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manifold
N
N
MN
Nmax := {X (µ) | µ ∈ DNmax } ⊂ M .

It is clear that, when Nmax is large enough, the sampled manifold MN
Nmax is a
reliable representation of the high fidelity solution ensemble MN . The numerical
tests we are going to show in this thesis have been reduced through a partitioned
approach: i.e. the POD algorithm have been separately exploited for each involved variable1 . The partitioned procedure provides (at least) three different
N −dimensional reduced spaces which minimizes the following quantities:
s
X
1
min ky Ny (µ) − ωN k2Y ,
Nmax
ωN ∈Yy
N
µ∈DNmax

s

1
Nmax

s

1
Nmax

X
µ∈DNmax

X
µ∈DNmax

min kuNu (µ) − κN k2U ,

κN ∈UN

min kz Ny (µ) − ζN k2Y .

ζN ∈YzN

For the sake of brevity, we will describe the data compression phase only for
the state variable y(µ). However, the proposed techniques identically apply
to the control and the adjoint variables as well. Let us consider the set of
ordered parameters µ1 , . . . , µNmax ∈ DNmax . This parametric set is related to
the ordered snapshots y Ny (µ1 ), . . . , y Ny (µNmax ). Let Cy ∈ RNmax ×Nmax be the
correlation matrix of the snapshots of the state variable, i.e.:
Cyml =

1
Nmax

(y Ny (µm ), y Ny (µl ))Y ,

1 ≤ m, l ≤ Nmax .

First of all, the following eigenvalue problem is solved:
Cy xyn = λyn xyn ,

1 ≤ n ≤ N,

where kxyn kY = 1. Let us sort the eigenvalues λy1 , . . . , λyNmax in decreasing order
and let us retain the first N ones, namely λy1 , . . . , λyN together with the related
eigenvectors xy1 , . . . , xyN . Here, (xyn )m represents the m-th component of the
state eigenvector xyn ∈ RNmax . Once the compression process is terminated,
the following relation between basis functions and eigenvalues-eigenvectors pairs
holds:
Nmax
1 X
χyn = √ y
(xyn )m y Ny (µm ),
1 ≤ n ≤ N.
(4.1)
λn m=1
1 The main motivation for the use of three different PODs is given by the better performances in the errors between reduced and high fidelity solutions. Indeed, employing a partitioned approach combined with aggregated space technique is a common choice in many works
in literature. The benefits of this strategies have been experimentally shown, for example, in
[13, 80, 110, 110, 145, 168].
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Equation (4.1) is well-known in data-compression-based algorithms, see e.g. [64,
125].
Remark 4.1.1 As already specified in Chapter 3, in the presented context, no
distinction between time-dependent and steady problems is made. Indeed, when
dealing with time-dependent OCP(µ)s, the time instances are not separated in
the POD procedure. Namely, the space-time problem is treated as a steady one
and each snapshot carries all the information about time evolution.
It still remains to give a criterion to decide the values of Nmax and N . The
choice can be made performing an eigenvalue analysis of the correlation matrix.
Indeed, the following relation holds [64, 125]:
v
v
u
u Nmax
max
u 1 NX
u X
t
2
N
N
y
y
ky (µm ) − ΠN (y (µm ))kY = t
(4.2)
λym ,
Nmax m=1
m=N +1

where ΠN : Y → YN projects functions in Y onto the state reduced space
YN . The right hand side of (4.2) gives information on how well the space is
approximated using N basis over the chosen training set. A tricky aspect to take
care of is the sampling strategy for the Nmax parameters employed in the POD.
The sampling can be guided by some previous knowledge about the system.
This topic will be treated in detail in Chapter 6.
As pointed out in Chapter 3, the same high fidelity representation for the state
and the adjoint variables does not guarantee the coincidence of the reduced state
space and the reduced adjoint space merely applying a standard POD approach.
Thus, we employed aggregated space technique as described in Section 3.2.2.
Namely, the final spaces are:
YN = span {χyn , χzn , n = 1, . . . , N },

(4.3)

while for the control variable we rely on the standard space construction, i.e.
UN = span{χun , n = 1, . . . , N }.

(4.4)

As already pointed out in Remark 4.1.1, the proposed POD-Galerkin technique
is suited to both steady and time-dependent problems. However, in the following
Sections, we will focus on the time-dependent cases and we will show some first
numerical results to heuristically prove the advantages of exploiting POD for
time-dependent nonlinear OCP(µ)s.

4.2

Some Preliminary Numerical Results

In this Section we propose some first results on space-time POD-Galerkin applied to linear time-dependent OCP(µ)s. We will focus on two test cases
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◦ (Section 4.2.1) a boundary control for a Graetz flow;
◦ (Section 4.2.2) a distributed control for a Stokes cavity flow problem.

The two examples are the ones presented in [146]. They aim at paving the way
to the application of the POD-Galrkin approach to more complicated equations,
as we will see in Section 4.3.

4.2.1

The Graetz flow OCP(µ)

Here, we present results concerning a time dependent OCP(µ) governed by
a Graetz flow under physical and geometrical parametrization. Indeed, the
parameter is µ = [µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ] ∈ D = [1/20, 1/6] × [1/2, 3] × [1, 3]. In this specific
context, µ3 will represent the geometrical parameter, while µ1 and µ2 denote,
respectively, the diffusivity coefficient of the system and the temperature profile
yd we want to reach in the observation domain Ωd (µ3 ) := [1, 1 + µ3 ] × [0, 0.2] ∪
[1, 1 + µ3 ] × [0.8, 1]. The whole physical domain Ω is shown in Figure 4.1. The
control variable acts over the boundary ΓC = ([1, 1+µ3 ]×{0})∪([1, 1+µ3 ]×{1}).
The portion of the boundary ΓD = ({0} × [0, 1]) ∪ ([0, 1] × {0}) ∪ ([0, 1] × {1})
is where Dirichlet boundary conditions have been applied, while, in ΓN (µ3 ) =
{1 + µ3 } × [0, 1] Neumann boundary conditions apply. Namely, the value of
µ3 stretches the length of the subdomains Ω2 (µ3 ) := [1, 1 + µ3 ] × [0.2, 0.8] and
Ωd (µ3 ). For this test case, we consider y ∈ Y0 with Y = HΓ1D (Ω(µ3 )) and u ∈ U
where U = L2 (ΓC (µ3 )). The PDE-constrained minimization problem reads:
given µ ∈ D, find the state-control variable (y, u) ∈ Y0 × U such that:
1
min
Y0 ×U 2

Z
0

T

Z

α
(y − yd (µ2 )) dxdt +
2
Ω3 (µ3 )
2

Z
0

T

Z

u2 dxdt,

(4.5)

ΓC (µ3 )

constrained to the equation

∂y


=0
in Ω(µ3 ) × (0, T )
yt + µ1 ∆y + x2 (1 − x2 )


∂x

1



y=1
on ΓD (µ3 ) × (0, T ),


∂y
µ
=u
on ΓC (µ3 ) × (0, T ),
 1 ∂n



∂y


µ1
=0
on ΓN (µ3 ) × (0, T ),



∂n

y = y0
in Ω(µ3 ) × {0}.

(4.6)

Here, x1 and x2 are the spatial coordinates, y0 is the null function in Ω which
respects the boundary conditions, T = 5 and yd (µ2 ) ≡ µ2 is the desired state
field. The first step of the solution of this OCP(µ) relies in its trace back in the
reference domain that correspond to µ3 = 1.

4.2 Some Preliminary Numerical Results

(0, 1)

(1, 1)
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ΓC (µ3 )

(1 + µ3 , 1)

Ω3 (µ3 )
ΓD

Ω2 (µ3 )

Ω1

ΓN (µ3 )

Ω4 (µ3 )
(0, 0)

(1, 0)

(1 + µ3 , 0)

Figure 4.1:

Graetz flow, boundary control. Domain Ω. Observation domain: Ωd (µ3 ) =
Ω3 (µ3 ) ∪ Ω4 (µ3 ), Control domain: ΓC (µ3 ) (red dashed line). Blue solid line: Dirichlet boundary conditions. The reference domain Ω is given by µ3 = 1.

Figure 4.2:

Graetz flow, boundary control. Left. FE state solutions for t=1s,4s for µ =
(12.0, 2.5, 2.0). Right. Reduced state solutions for t=1s,4s for µ = (12.0, 2.5, 2.0).

Figure 4.3:

Graetz flow, boundary control. Left. FE adjoint solutions for t=1s,4s for µ =
(12.0, 2.5, 2.0). Right. Reduced adjoint solutions for t=1s,4s for µ = (12.0, 2.5, 2.0).
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Graetz flow, boundary control. Comparison between high fidelity and reduced control
variables for µ = (12.0, 2.5, 2.0). Left. Solutions for t = 1s. Right. Solutions for
t = 4s. In both cases, the two approaches coincide.
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Figure 4.5:

Graetz flow, boundary control. Averaged relative log-error for the variables.

The time step interval is given by ∆t = 1/6 which divides [0, T ] in Nt = 30
subintervals. While the time discretization has been performed by means of
Euler schemes, the FE spatial approximation involves P1 elements for all the
variables. The global space-time dimension is N = 3130 830. The POD-Galerkin
algorithm has been applied to compress the information of Nmax = 70 snapshots2 . We consider N = 35 basis functions for each variable, separately. Thus,
after employing the space aggregation technique, the reduced system presents
2 The number of collected snapshots was highly affected by the complexity of the space-time
system, characterized by high computational costs.
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a global dimension of 5N = 175. The approach gives promising results, as can
be noticed in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 where some representative space-time
solutions and ROM solutions are compared for different time instances and
µ = (12.0, 2.5, 2.0), for the state, the adjoint and the control variables, respectively. The space-time POD is able to recover the high fidelity fields, regardless
the time value tk taken into account. Furthermore, we studied the accuracy of
the reduced model studying the behaviour of the log-error plot in Figure 4.5.
The error has been averaged over a testing set of 50 uniformly distributed parameters. We notice that the POD-Galerkin approach is very effective for all
the involved quantities reaching values around 10−4 for the state and the control
variables, and around 10−3 for the adjoint variable. Furthermore, we conclude
analysing the speedup index. With this terminology, we define the number of reduced systems that can be solved in the time of an high fidelity solution. In this
case, the speedup is remarkable, reaching values around the order of O(105 ).
This is an experimental proof of the advantages given by the use of ROMs for
time-dependent OCP(µ)s. The next Section focuses on a classical example in
fluid dynamics: an OCP(µ) governed by Stokes equations. Also in this setting,
we will show how convenient using ROM might be in order to study several
parameterized configurations in a space-time fashion.

4.2.2

Cavity Viscous Flow OCP(µ)

We now propose a time-dependent OCP(µ) governed by Stokes equations in
a cavity flow setting. The test case has been analysed in [146] and it is an
extension of the numerical experiments presented in [65, 144] under physical
and geometrical parametrization. Since we are dealing with Stokes equations,
we exploited a standard FE P2 − P1 pair to deal with the state and adjoint
variables, composed by the velocity field together with the pressure field.
(0, 1)

(1, 1)

(µ2 , 1)

(1, 0)

(µ2 , 0)

ΓIN (µ2 )
ΓD (µ2 )

(0, 0)

Figure 4.6:

Stokes flow, distributed control. Domain Ω. The reference domain is given by µ2 = 1.

At the high fidelity level, the control variable has been discretized with P2 FE.
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Recalling Section 2.3.2, with NFv E , NFp E and NFu E we indicate the FE function
space dimensions for the state velocity and pressure fields (and by construction
of the related adjoint variables) and for the control variable, respectively. For
this specific test case, we obtain NFv E = NFu E = 4554 and NFp E = 591. The
dimensions derive from a triangulation over the domain depicted in Figure 4.6.
The considered problem deals with the minimization of the functional (1.45)
with (1.46) as state equation: i.e. a velocity solution tracking problem governed
by Stokes equations. We now summarize all the information about the numerical
test. As already specified in Section 1.2.3, the value of µ1 changes the diffusivity
action of the system, while the parameter µ2 affects the geometry of the spatial
domain, stretching it. First of all, as we did for the previous test case, the
domain is traced back into the two dimensional square Ω := (0, 1) × (0, 1) as
reference domain. The portion ΓIN = (0, 1) × {1} is the inlet boundary, while
ΓD = ∂Ω\ΓIN is where homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied.
Here, with the notation ΓD and ΓIN we refer to the traced back boundaries
ΓD (µ2 ) and ΓIN (µ2 ), respectively. Since Dirichlet boundary conditions apply
on the whole boundary ∂Ω, we assumed p ∈ P = L2 (0, T ; L20 (Ω(µ2 ))), where
L20 (Ω(µ2 )) is the space made by functions p ∈ L2 (Ω(µ2 )) which satisfy
Z
p dΩ = 0,
(4.7)
Ω

in order to guarantee a unique solution for the pressure variable3 . The parameter
space is D := [10−3 , 10−1 ] × [1, 2.5], while the velocity profile we want to reach is
the FE solution of the uncontrolled time-dependent Stokes equations endowed
with an inlet constant velocity of components (1, 0) in ΓIN and homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions in ΓD , for µ1 = 1 fixed. The simulation gives
the evolution of the target velocity in (0, T ) = (0, 1), which is the time interval
we are taking into consideration for this numerical test. We stress that for the
OCP(µ) at hand we used a different time-dependent inlet boundary condition,
i.e. v = (1 + 0.5 cos(4πt − π), 0) over ΓIN for t ∈ (0, T ) = (0, 1). The action of
the distributed control u reduces the impact of the periodic inlet over the system. The time discretization is Euler-based with ∆t = 0.05, i.e. Nt = 20. Thus,
the global dimension of the optimality system is N = 2960 880. The dimensionality of the system has been reduced exploiting a partitioned POD-Galerkin
approach over Nmax = 70 snapshots4 . For each correlation matrix we built
N = 25 basis functions. The global reduced dimension is 13N = 325, taking
into account supremizer stabilization combined to aggregated space technique
applied to tackle the nested saddle point problem that arises in OCP(µ)s governed by Stokes equations. A comparison between high fidelity and ROM state
3 In the reduced model we employed aggregated space technique after a post-processing
of the adjoint pressure variables. They have been made with null mean, since the reduced
variable pN still needs to verify the constraint (4.7). In this way, also the adjoint pressure
variable has a null mean, even if not required by the problem formulation.
4 See footnote 2.
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velocity and state pressure profiles is depicted in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively: the simulations coincide for different time instances for the representative
parameter µ = (10−2 , 1.5). For the sake of brevity, we did not show the control
and the adjoint variables, however, the accuracy of the model is visible in plots
in Figure 4.9, where the average relative log-error5 w.r.t. N is presented over a
testing set of 35 uniformly distributed parameters. The relative error is about
10−3 for all the involved variables. Also in this test case, the speedup reaches
very good values. For N = 25 the value is around 6·104 thus, the POD-Galerkin
approach could be very useful for this kind of system in a parametric setting.

Figure 4.7:

Stokes flow, distributed control. Left. FE state velocity solutions for t=0.35s,0.7s
for µ = (10−2 , 1.5). Right. Reduced state velocity solutions for t=0.35s,0.7s for
µ = (10−2 , 1.5).

5 To make the high fidelity and ROM adjoint pressures comparable for the error analysis
we define
Ny

zp

Ny

:= z̄p

Z
−

N

z̄p y dx,

Ω
N

where z̄p y is the high fidelity adjoint pressure, which is not required to verify the null mean
constraint.
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Figure 4.8:

Stokes flow, distributed control. Left. FE state pressure solutions for t=0.35s,0.7s
for µ = (10−2 , 1.5). Right. Reduced state pressure solutions for t=0.35s,0.7s for
µ = (10−2 , 1.5).
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Stokes flow, distributed control. Averaged relative log-error for the variables.

The next Section concerns a nonlinear time-dependent problem and it will treat
a coastal marine environmental application. Namely, these first results were
meant to validate the space-time POD procedure in a simpler setting in order
to apply it to more complicated problems, such as the one that follows.

4.3 The Nonlinear Viscous SWEs Model

4.3
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The Nonlinear Viscous SWEs Model

We now want to apply the space-time POD-Galerkin methodology to a more
involved problem: an OCP(µ) governed by viscous SWEs. The model is an
asset of growing impact in environmental sciences and, more specifically, in
coastal management. This kind of scientific field needs to be highly supported by
computational real-time simulations. The ultimate goal is to build an OCP(µ) s
based on such a model, able to forecast and eventually tackle possible dangerous
phenomena. In this contribution, we will focus on the formulation of [147] and
the numerical results presented in [16]. First of all, we are going to describe
the model at hand in Section 4.3.1, remarking its usefulness in coastal sciences.
Section 4.3.2 will test the space-time POD-Galerkin approach for a viscous SWE
model that presents physical and geometrical parametrization.

4.3.1

Problem Formulation

The viscous SWEs are a very versatile model in the marine environmental
field. Indeed, they have a remarkable impact on coastal engineering due to
its capability to study not only the marine behaviour on shores and coasts,
but also a wide range of marine phenomena such tsunamis waves, global currents dynamic... [34, 160]. The state equations together with its controlled
version have been tackled analytically and numerically in many works, see e.g.
[3, 4, 5, 6, 50, 105, 104, 103, 131, 132, 153]. However, few contributions have
been appeared in a reduced setting. A reduction of the time evolution through
POD has been exploited in [141, 142] for the uncontrolled state equation, while
in [16, 147] a space-time POD-Galerkin approach is used to study several parametric instances in an optimal control framework, building on the standard two
dimensional viscous model presented in [3, 105]. We now present the features of
the parametric setting proposed by [16, 147]. Let µ = (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 , µ4 ) ∈ D ⊂ R4
be a parameter that changes the physical behaviour of the system together with
the geometry of the domain we are dealing with. Indeed, the physics will be
represented by µ1 , µ2 and µ3 , while the latter parameter will act on the space
domain. We will describe them more specifically later on in the Section. For this
specific test case, we define the following function spaces Yv = HΓ1D (µ4 ) (Ω(µ4 )),
v
Yh = L2 (Ω(µ4 )) and the space U = L2 (Ω(µ4 )). The notation ΓDv (µ4 ) represents where Dirichlet boundary conditions have been imposed over the boundary
∂Ω(µ4 ). The variables of the state problem are:
◦ the vertically averaged velocity vector field v;
◦ the scalar surface elevation variable h.
The authors in [16, 147] restrict themselves to the setting of constant bottom
bathymetry zb . However, zb can represent more realistic bathymetry, such as
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slopes for examples, see e.g [50, 132, 131]. Figure 4.10 shows a schematic description of the quantities we have just introduced.
z

h

zb
x
Figure 4.10:

SWEs model. Notations: schematic representation.

The function spaces for the state velocity and the state height are, respectively:
n
o
Yv = v ∈ L2 (0, T ; [Yv ]2 ) such that v t ∈ L2 (0, T ; [Yv∗ ]2 ) ,
and
n
o
Yh = h ∈ L2 (0, T ; Yh ) such that ht ∈ L2 (0, T ; Yh∗ ) .
In this setting, the global state function space will be denoted by Y := Yv × Yh .
Moreover, another function space is needed for the control variable: thus, let
U := L2 (0, T ; [U ]2 ) be the function space where the control variable will be
sought. We present a distributed OCP(µ): in this setting, you are not actually
able to control the system since the forcing term represents natural quantities such as the bottom friction and the pressure on the surface of the fluid.
However, the OCP(µ) can be interpret as an inverse problem able to forecast
the external physical conditions needed to reach a desired velocity-height observation (v d , hd ) ∈ Yobs := Qv × Qh , where Qv := L2 (0, T ; [L2 (Ω(µ4 ))]2 ) and
Qh := L2 (0, T ; L2 (Ω(µ4 ))). The constrained minimization problem reads: given

4.3 The Nonlinear Viscous SWEs Model
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µ ∈ D find (v, h) ∈ Y which minimizes J((v, h), u, (v d , hd )), where
J((v, h), u; (v d , hd )) =

1
2

Z

T

Z

0

1
+
2

(h − hd (µ3 ))2 dΩ(µ4 )dt

(4.8)

Ω(µ4 )

Z

T

Z

0

+

(v − v d (µ3 ))2 dΩ(µ4 )dt

Ω(µ4 )

α
2

Z

T

Z

0

such that


 v t − µ1 ∆v + µ2 (v · ∇)v + g∇h − u = 0



 ht + div(hv) = 0

v = v0




h
= h0



v=0

u2 dΩ(µ4 )dt,

Ω(µ4 )

in Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T ),
in Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T ),
on Ω(µ4 ) × {0},
on Ω(µ4 ) × {0},
on ∂Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T ).

(4.9)

Remark 4.3.1 Here, the velocity is such that v ∈ L2 (0, T ; [Yv ]2 ) and v t ∈
L2 (0, T ; [Yv ∗ ]2 ), while h ∈ L2 (0, T ; Yh ), ht ∈ L2 (0, T ; Yh ∗ ) and the control u ∈
L2 (0, T ; [U ]2 ), where Yh = U = L2 (Ω(µ4 )) and Yv = HΓ1D (Ω(µ4 )). Thus, since
it holds
∗
Yv ,→ U ,→ Yv ,
the first equation makes sense as a sum of terms in L2 (0, T ; [Yv ∗ ]2 ). Instead,
the second equation can be interpret as a summation of terms in L2 (0, T ; Yv ∗ ).
Indeed, exploiting standard regularity results for Navier-Stokes equations [39], h
is actually in L2 (0, T ; Yv ) and thanks to the three-dimensional Sobolev embedding
theorems, we have hv ∈ L2 (0, T ; [Yh ]2 ) and div(hv) ∈ L2 (0, T ; Yv∗ ) to due the
∗
inclusion Yh∗ ,→ Yv .
From now on, we will assume that the OCP(µ) at hand is well-posed6 , The
SWEs (4.9) represent the free surface of incompressible flows verifying hydrostatic pressure: this assumption holds when the water height h is much lower
than the wavelength. This is a classical framework for coastal marine simulations.
For this specific test case, we have three physical parameters: µ1 and µ2 will
represent diffusive and convective actions of the fluid while µ3 will define the
6 To the best of our knowledge the well-posedness of OCP(µ)s governed by the twodimensional SWEs has not been treated in a Lagrangian context in a parametric setting.
We believe that the proof can be performed following the same techniques used in [67, Section
1.8.1] for Navier-Stokes equations.
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desired solution profile. The geometry changes through µ4 . The problem can
be solved exploiting the Lagrangian formulation described in 1.1.1. Here for the
sake of brevity, we will report only the final optimality system in strong form.
The reader interested in its variational formulation and in its detailed construction may refer to [147]. The problem reads: given µ ∈ D, find ((v, h), u, (z, q)) ∈
Y × U × Y such that


v − z t − µ1 ∆z − µ2 (v · ∇)z




+µ2 (∇v)T z − h∇q = v d (µ3 ) in Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T ),






h − q t − v · ∇q − gdiv(z) = hd (µ3 )
in Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T ),






z=0
on ∂Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T )





z
=
0
on Ω(µ4 ) × {T },



q=0
on Ω(µ4 ) × {T },
(4.10)

αu
=
z
in Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T )





v t − µ1 ∆v + µ2 (v · ∇)v + g∇h = u
in Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T ),






ht + div(hv) = 0
in Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T ),





v=0
on ∂Ω(µ4 ) × (0, T ),




v
=
v
on Ω(µ4 ) × {0},

0



h = h0
on Ω(µ4 ) × {0},
where the adjoint variable is represented by the pair (z, q).
The next Section will show the numerical results related to the optimality system
(4.10) together with a brief description of the high fidelity and reduced strategies
used for this specific test case.

4.3.2

Numerical Results

This Section presents the numerical results related to the application of a spacetime POD-gelerkin approach on the test case discussed in [147] where the authors recast the experiments of [50] in the parametric setting addressed in Section 4.3.1. The parameter is considered in D = (0.00001, 1.) × (0.01, 0.5) ×
(0.1, 1.) × (1., 1.5). Indeed, the spatial domain is given by Ω(µ4 ) = [0, 10µ4 ] ×
[0, 10]. For the sake of brevity, we do not report a Figure of the domain considered, since it is totally analogous to Figure 4.6, where the traced back domain
is given for µ4 = 1. In this specific test case, we considered zb = 0 and the wave
time evolution is simulated in the time interval [0, T ] with T = 0.8s. Furthermore, let us indicate with x1 and x2 the spatial coordinates of the domain. We
want to analyse an OCP(µ) that aims at decreasing the effects of the impact
of a mass of water spreading in the domain with an initial Gaussian distributed
elevation under a null initial velocity: i.e.
v 0 = 0,

x1

and h0 = 0.2(1 + 5e(−( µ4 −5)

2

−(x2 −5)2 +1))

).
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The optimality system at hand answers to this question: what are the forcing
terms (say wind, bottom friction...) that let us reach a desired state (µ3 v d , µ3 hd )?
Here, the desired state (v d , hd ) is the solution at time T of the uncontrolled state
equation (4.9), with
vd0 = 0,

and

x1

hd0 = 2e(−( µ4 −5)

2

−(x2 −5)2 +1)

,

and null external forces, i.e. u = 0.
Focusing on the high fidelity approximation, we exploited linear polynomials
for all the involved variables as proposed in [137]. The time approximation is
Euler-based and we divided the time interval in Nt = 8 time steps7 , employing
a ∆t = 0.1s. The final high fidelity dimension is N = 76352. Now, let us
focus on the reduced approximation. Also in this case, we used a partitioned
approach: five different POD data compression over a the correlation matrices of
dimensions Nmax = 100 have been performed. We ended up with the following
reduced spaces:
YvN = span{χvn , n = 1, . . . , N },
YhN = span{χhn , n = 1, . . . , N },
UN = span{χun , n = 1, . . . , N },
YzN = span{χzn , n = 1, . . . , N },
YqN = span{χqn , n = 1, . . . , N },

where we retained N = 30 basis functions for all the variables. Thus, after
the application of the space aggregation, we obtain a global reduced space dimension of 9N = 270. In this case, no supremizer stabilization is needed. The
SWEs in its uncontrolled version is an hyperbolic system and the exploited
space-time POD-Galerkin approach might give sub-optimal reduction results as
pointed out in several papers, see e.g. [57, 152]. However, this specific test case
seems not to present this case: first of all, it is a viscous SWEs model and,
moreover, the OCP(µ) framework changes the system in order to simulate a
less convection-dominated phenomenon. The accuracy of the proposed spacetime POD-Galerkin approach is tested by the relative log-errors in Figure 4.11.
These errors are averaged over 20 uniformly distributed parameters: the use of
N = 30 basis functions for each problem variable leads to values around 10−3
(it is slightly below for the control, the state and the adjoint elevation). For the
sake of clarity, we show a comparison between some representative space-time
solutions and their reduced counterpart in Figures 4.13, 4.12 and 4.14 for the
7 As already specified in Chapter 2, the time discretization can be refined considering iterative techniques [65, 66, 143, 144], for example. Although, in this contribution, for the sake
of simplicity, we always exploited a direct solver for (4.10).
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state velocity, the state elevation and the control at t = 0.1s, 0.4s, 0.8s, respectively. The last aspect to take care of is the computational time needed for a
reduced simulation.
High Fidelity vs ROM
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SWEs model. Averaged relative log-error for the variables.

SWEs model. Optimal high fidelity and reduced state elevation variable with α =
0.1 and µ = (0.1, .01, .1, 1.5). Top. High fidelity solutions for t = 0.1s, 0.4s, 0.8s.
Bottom. reduced solutions for t = 0.1s, 0.4s, 0.8s.
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Figure 4.13:

SWEs model. Optimal high fidelity and reduced state velocity variable with α =
0.1 and µ = (0.1, .01, .1, 1.5). Top. High fidelity solutions for t = 0.1s, 0.4s, 0.8s.
Bottom. reduced solutions for t = 0.1s, 0.4s, 0.8s.

Figure 4.14:

SWEs model. Optimal high fidelity and reduced control variable with α = 0.1 and
µ = (0.1, .01, .1, 1.5). Top. High fidelity solutions for t = 0.1s, 0.4s, 0.8s. Bottom.
reduced solutions for t = 0.1s, 0.4s, 0.8s.
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In this context, the speedup is slightly affected by the value of N and it is of
the order of O(20), regardless the dimension of the reduced space8 .

The next Chapter will present the second typical strategy to build the reduced
spaces: the Greedy algorithm. In this contribution, it will be addressed in a
space-time fashion suited to parabolic state equations in the setting of OCP(µ)s.
We will follow the work of [148], where the authors propose a new error certification for time-dependent linear OCP(µ)s. Then, we will move towards some
numerical experiments to test the capability of the discussed strategy.

8 The speedup had been influenced by the non-affine structure deriving from the nonlinearity
of the state equation at hand. However, we are confident that better results can be reached
exploiting the hyper-reduction techniques briefly introduced in Remark 3.1.1.

Chapter 5

A Certified Space-Time Reduced Basis
Method for Linear Parametric Parabolic
Optimal Control Problems
In this Chapter we discuss the use of a space-time Greedy approach for timedependent linear OCP(µ)s. We present the results of [148], where a new error
estimator suited to both time-dependent and steady problems is provided for
the no-control setting. In Section 5.1, we will recall some basic knowledge about
ROMs, adapting them to the no-control framework. In the proposed setting,
we will refer to ROMs also with the terminology Reduced Basis (RB). Section
5.2 shows some numerical tests that will validate the error certification for timedependent and steady problems, in different parametric settings.

5.1

Error Certification for Space-Time Parabolic
OCP(µ)s

This Section focuses on the description of a Greedy-based reduction strategy
and on the error certification needed in order to employ it in an efficient way.
First of all, in Section 5.1.1, we will recall the main ideas about ROMs. Indeed,
for the sake of clarity, we will adapt what was already introduced in Chapter 3 in
the no-control framework. As a matter of fact, for the Greedy-based reduction,
we will always work with this peculiar formulation, where the control variable
can be obtained from the adjoint variable in postprocessing. The no-control
setting will lead us to an explicit formulation of an error certification that does
not depend on the high fidelity dimension of the global system. Naturally, this
will lighten the building phase construction for space-time OCP(µ)s.

5.1.1

Reduced Formulation for No-Control Problems

In Chapter 3 we highlighted these following main aspects of the ROMs:
◦ the need of representing the solution manifold M in a reliable way through
reduced algorithms;
◦ the need of representing the solution manifold M in an efficient way though
affine decomposition;
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◦ the need of making provable the Brezzi Theorem at the reduced level
thanks to space aggregation (and supremizer stabilization when dealing
with a nested saddle point problem).

It is clear that in the no-control framework the fundamentals of the ROMs
change due to the different formulation of the problem at hand. For the sake of
clarity we will briefly report the new reduced structure we will deal with.
First of all, the solution manifold is of the following form
M = {(y(µ), z(µ)) | µ ∈ D}.
Indeed, the global solution is only given by the state and the adjoint variables
since the control variable can be recovered by the linear relation (1.56). Analogously the discrete solution manifold is
MN = {(y Ny (µ), z Ny (µ)) | µ ∈ D}.
We now aim at approximating the behaviour of MN through a reduced space
built by means of a Greedy approach. Here, N is the global dimension of the high
fidelity solution, given by N := 2Ny . To work with faster simulations, we are
looking for a surrogate low-dimensional space QN ×QN ⊂ QNy ×QNy ⊂ Y0 ×YT .
We recall that QNy is defined in Section 2.1.1 and represents the space-time
approximation for both the state and the adjoint variables. Namely, in this
context, we will specifically refer to time-dependent problems and we will mirror
all the arguments for steady ones, explicitly.
The reduced optimality system we are going to solve reads: given µ ∈ D, find
the optimal pair (yN (µ), zN (µ)) ∈ QN × QN such that
B((yN (µ), zN (µ)), (ω, ζ); µ) = hF(µ), (ω, ζ)i

∀(ω, ζ) ∈ QN × QN .

(5.1)

Once again, we underline that the convenience of the ROMs relies in an efficient
division between an offline and an online phase, that separates the basis construction stage and the Galerkin projection for a new parametric instance. This
is guaranteed when the affine decomposition holds for system (5.1), i.e. when
the forms of the optimality system can be written as:
Q

B((y, z), (ω, ζ); µ) =

B
X

ΘlB (µ)B l ((y, z), (ω, ζ)),

l=1

hF(µ), (ω, ζ)i =

QF
X

ΘlF (µ)hF l , (ω, ζ)i,

l=1

where QB and QF are some integers, with ΘlB , and ΘlF µ−dependent smooth
functions and B l and F l are forms that do not depend on the parameter. We
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recall that this structure allows us to assemble and store all the µ−independent
quantities and then to exploit them in the online phase, where, for a given
parameter, all the µ-dependent features are evaluated and the system (5.1) is
assembled and solved.

5.1.2

Greedy Algorithm for OCP(µ)s

This Section presents the space-time Greedy algorithm we used in order to build
the reduced framework for parabolic OCP(µ)s in the no-control setting. For a
general introduction to this algorithm the reader may refer to [29, 64]. This Section aims at extending it in a space-time fashion for parabolic OCP(µ)s. Indeed,
time-dependent OCP(µ)s have been tackled most of all with the POD-Greedy
algorithm [61, 64] in order to compress the data information given by the several time instances. Although, another approach can be employed: namely, the
space-time setting already exploited for parabolic problems in [156, 165, 166]
can be adapted to time-dependent linear parabolic OCP(µ)s (and we will specify it for steady ones).
The Greedy algorithm iteratively builds the basis functions of the reduced
framework: the main idea is to enrich the bases with new information given
by suitably chosen snapshots. At each step, a high fidelity solution of the timedependent (or steady) optimality system is computed: namely, to build a complete N −dimensional reduced function space, N space-time (or steady) optimal
solution must be evaluated. In order to introduce the space-time Greedy algorithm, we define the global error e between the space-time optimality solution
and the reduced one, i.e.
e := (y Ny − yN , z Ny − zN ).

(5.2)

The Greedy algorithm is based on an estimate of the norm of the global error
(5.2) which is independent from the high fidelity dimension of the system1 : to
this end, we define a N −independent quantity ∆N (µ) such that
kekQ×Q ≤ ∆N (µ).

(5.3)

Let us assume to have been provided of a such an estimator2 . The first step
of the space-time Greedy algorithm is to choose a finite set Dh ⊂ D consisting
in Nmax parameters. A large cardinality of Dh allows a good representation
of the discrete solution manifold MN . As already said, the reduced space is
built through an iterative procedure. Thus, we consider a tolerance τ and we
define the first-step aggregated reduced space for state and adjoint variables as
QN = span{y Ny (µ0 ), z Ny (µ0 )} for an initial parametric value µ0 . The n−th
1 Here, we are assuming that the space-time structure (or the pure FE discretization) is a
good approximation of the continuous optimal solution, in order to directly consider the error
(5.2) to represent the accuracy of the reduced model.
2 The explicit expression of ∆ (µ) is postponed in the next Section.
N
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step of the algorithm chooses the parameter
µn = arg max ∆N (µ),
µ∈Dh

(5.4)

and, then, the aggregated reduced space is enriched with the snapshots evaluated
in this chosen parameter µn , i.e.
QN = span{y Ny (µ0 ), . . . , y Ny (µn ), z Ny (µ0 ) . . . , z Ny (µn )}.
The iterative process stops when a selected parameter verifies ∆N (µ) ≤ τ . We
assume that the last step is the N −th step. We remark that the aggregated
space technique guarantees the well-posedness of the optimality system. Indeed,
also in the no-control framework, the reduced inf-sup stability constant βN (µ)
is defined as:
inf

sup

(yN ,zN )∈QN ×QN (ωN ,ζN )∈QN ×QN

B((yN , zN ), (ωN , ζN ); µ)
q
q
,
kyN k2Q + kzN k2Q kωN k2Q + kζN k2Q

for (yN , zN ) 6= 0 and (ωN , ζN ) 6= 0. The problem is well-posed when there exists
a positive constant β̂N (µ) such that βN (µ) > β̂N (µ). In this specific context,
the reduced framework has a global dimension of 4N since QN has dimension
2N and it is considered for both the variables. Although, we will show that using
such a enriched space is still convenient in terms of the computational speedup.
In the next Section we propose an explicit formulation for the error estimator
∆N (µ), that can be used both for time dependent and steady OCP(µ)s.

5.1.3

Rigorous a posteriori error estimate

The Greedy-based approaches rely on an a posteriori error estimate in order to
build a reliable reduced space. Indeed, the error estimation provides:
◦ a bound for the sampling strategy over the parametric space D in the

bases construction stage;
◦ for every µ ∈ D, a bound for the error between the high fidelity and the

reduced solution in the online stage.
We will define an a posteriori error estimate related to the classical Brezzi and
Nečas-Babuška stability analysis [11, 27, 108], as presented in [148] where seminal results in the context of steady OCP(µ)s, see e.g. [110, 111], have been
generalized to parabolic OCP(µ)s.
Namely, the goal is to explicit a formulation for an N −independent, and thus,
fast to compute, a posteriori error bound ∆N (µ) such that:
q
(5.5)
kekQ×Q = ky Ny − yN k2Q + kz Ny − zN k2Q ≤ ∆N (µ).
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Considering the space-time high fidelity approximation, we have that the discrete inf-sup condition related to the whole optimality system (2.5) is verified
and, as a consequence of the Nečas- Babuška theorem, we have the following
stability estimate for the global solution:
q
1
2
ky Ny k2Q + kzkNy Q ≤ N
kF(µ)k(Q×Q)∗ ,
(5.6)
βB (µ)
where βBN (µ) is the discrete inf-sup constant of the whole optimality system,
as defined in (2.5). In the expression of the error estimator, besides the inf-sup
constant, another crucial element is the dual norm of the optimality system
∗
residual R ∈ (QNy × QNy )
R((ω, ζ); µ) = B((yN , ζN ), (ω, ζ); µ) − hF(µ), (ω, ζ)i,

(5.7)

for all (ω, ζ) ∈ QNy × QNy . By definition and by the stability estimate of the
Nečas-Babuška theorem, it is a matter of simple computations to show that:
kekQ×Q ≤

kRk(Q×Q)∗
βBN (µ)

∀µ ∈ D,

since
B(e, (ω, ζ); µ) = R((ω, ζ); µ).

(5.8)

In order to reliably and efficiently apply such an estimation, a practical way to
compute the inf-sup constant βBN (µ) is needed. Indeed, let us assume to have
been provided by a lover bound β LB (µ) > 0 such that βBN (µ) ≥ β LB (µ). Then,
we can estimate the error as:
kekQ×Q ≤

kRk(Q×Q)∗
:= ∆N (µ)
β LB (µ)

∀µ ∈ D,

∀N = 1, . . . , Nmax .

(5.9)
In [148] an explicit form for the lower bound is discussed. We report the main
results and the related proof. All the involved quantities have been defined in
Chapter 1, where the parabolic problem is considered at the continuous level.
However, for the sake of clarity, we will report them again:
◦ γa (µ): the coercivity constant related to the state equation a(·, ·; µ);
◦ cc (µ): the continuity constant of the control bilinear form c(·, ·; µ);
◦ cm (µ): the continuity constant of the bilinear form m(·, ·; µ);
◦ cu and cobs : the embedding constants between Y and U and between Y
and Yobs , respectively defined in (1.63) and (1.62);
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Theorem 5.1 Let us suppose that a space-time OCP(µ) governed by a parabolic
equation is well-posed. Then, there exists a lower bound β LB (µ) for βBN (µ) of
the following form:


αγa (µ)
for Ωu = Ωobs ,




γ
(µ)
a


s
Ωu 6= Ωobs assuming Ωobs 6= Ω,

 

 


 2 max 1, cc (µ)cu 2
αγa (µ)
(5.10)


γ
(µ)

a


s
Ωu 6= Ωobs assuming Ωu 6= Ω.

 

2 


cm (µ)cobs


 2 max 1, αγa (µ)

Proof. The statement is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and the stability estimate (5.6), applied to the problem (5.8), where the lower bounds are given in the
proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Remark 1.3.2. In this theorem, we are recovering all the
cases: indeed, at least, one between control and observation domain must be different from Ω to be Ωu 6= Ωobs .
Since the quantities involved in the lower bound β LB (µ) are all known and
N −independent, it results fast to be computed for a given parameter µ ∈ D.
Furthermore, the dual norm of the residual can be rapidly evaluated exploiting
the affine assumption by means of suitable Riesz representers [110, 111, 134].
Remark 5.1.1 (The steady case) The arguments concerning the lower bound
for the error estimation can be also specified to steady linear OCP(µ)s. In the
steady setting, the reduced problem reads: given µ ∈ D, find the optimal pair
(yN (µ), zN (µ)) ∈ YN × YN such that
B s ((yN (µ), zN (µ)), (ω, z), µ) = hFs (µ), (ω, ζ)i

∀(ω, ζ) ∈ YN ×YN , (5.11)

y

with YN ⊂ Y NF E . Also in this case, there exists a positive inf-sup steady stability
constant βBN (µ) and exploiting the affine decomposition of the system (5.11), one
s
can efficiently apply the Greedy algorithm thanks to this relation [111]:
kekY ×Y ≤

kRk(Y ×Y )∗
βsLB (µ)

∀µ ∈ D.

As a special case, we derive a novel lower bound βsLB (µ) for the steady framework
[148]: the bound avoids the successive constraint methods [69] to approximate
the inf-sup stability constant related to the optimality system (5.11). Indeed, the
lower bound is easy to be computed and, applying Lemma 1.9 and Theorem 2.3,
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it has the following form:


αγa (µ)




γa (µ)
s





 


 2 max 1, cc (µ)cu 2
αγa (µ)


γa (µ)


s

 

2 


cc (µ)cobs

2
max
1,


αγa (µ)
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for

Ωu = Ωobs ,

Ωu 6= Ωobs assuming Ωobs 6= Ω.
(5.12)
Ωu 6= Ωobs assuming Ωu 6= Ω.

In the next Section, the error estimators we have provided will be tested both for
steady and time-dependent OCP(µ)s governed by Graetz flows in a distributed
and boundary control settings.

5.2

OCP(µ)s governed by Graetz flow

This Section validates the error estimator bounds for parabolic and steady
OCP(µ)s in two different parametric settings. The first one is characterized
by physical parameters only, while the second one presents both physical and
geometrical parametrization. Here, we report the numerical tests of [148], which
are inspired by [80, 111, 146]. Moreover, both the parametric frameworks are
presented in a time-dependent and steady version. We consider Y = H01 (ΩΓD ),
i.e. as the space of H 1 functions over Ω that vanish on ΓD , the portion of the
boundary ∂Ω where Dirichlet boundary conditions apply. The observation space
is Yobs = L2 (Ωobs ). Furthermore, x1 and x2 denote the spatial coordinates. In
both the considered setting we will compare the employment of the explicit
formulation of the error estimators (5.10) w.r.t. the employment of the exact
Babuška inf-sup condition (2.5). The goal is to show how convenient using such
a technique would be in order to deal with a very effective reduced setting built
through a lightened offline phase based on a Greedy procedure.

5.2.1

Physical Parametrization

Let us focus on OCP(µ)s governed by a Graetz flow with physical parametrization only. The physical domain is Ω, depicted in Figure (5.1), where the
observation domain is Ωobs = Ω1 ∪ Ω2 , with Ω1 = [0.2, 0.8] × [0.3, 0.7] and
Ω2 = [1.2, 2.5] × [0.3, 0.7]- In this specific case, Ωu = Ω, i.e. the control is
distributed all over the physical domain. The parameter µ = (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) is considered in D = [3, 20] × [0.5, 1.5] × [1.5, 2.5]: the first parameter µ1 is the Péclet
number of the governing advection-diffusion state equation, while µ2 and µ3 are
constants representing the desired state yd we want to reach in the subdomains
Ω1 and Ω2 , respectively. The problem formulation changes a heat source in order to achieve a parametric desired configuration. The optimality system reads:
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(0, 1)

ΓD1

(0, 0)

Figure 5.1:

(1, 1)

Ω1

(1, 0)

ΓD2

(2.5, 1)

Ω2

ΓN

(2.5, 0)

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Domain Ω. Observation domain: Ωobs =
Ω1 ∪ Ω2 , Control domain: Ω. Blue solid line: first Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Red dashed line: second Dirichlet boundary conditions.

given µ ∈ D, find the optimal pair (y, z) ∈ Y0 × YT such that


y(χΩ1 + χΩ2 ) − z t



∂z
1



− ∆z − x2 (1 − x2 )
= µ2 χΩ1 + µ3 χΩ2 in Ω × (0, T ),


µ
∂x
1
1



∂y
1
1


in Ω × (0, T ),
∆y − x2 (1 − x2 )
− z=0
yt −


µ
∂x
α

1
1

y(0) = y0
in Ω,


z(T ) = 0
in Ω,




1
∂y


=0
on ΓN × (0, T ),



µ1 ∂n




on ΓD1 × (0, T ),
 y = 1 and z = 0


y = 2 and z = 0
on ΓD2 × (0, T ),

(P )

where y0 is a null function verifying the boundary conditions, ΓD1 = ∂Ω ∩
{(x1 , x2 ) | x1 ≤ 1} and ΓD2 = ∂Ω ∩ {(x1 , x2 ) | 1 < x1 ≤ 2.5}. Calling
ΓD := ΓD1 ∪ ΓD2 , then ΓN = ∂Ω \ ΓD will represent where Neumann boundary
conditions have been applied: here, n is the normal outer vector w.r.t. the portion of the boundary ΓN . We now propose problem (P ) in its steady version:
given µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, z) ∈ Y × Y such that

∂z
1


∆z − x2 (1 − x2 )
= µ2 χΩ1 + µ3 χΩ2 in Ω,
y(χΩ1 + χΩ2 ) −


µ
∂x

1
1


∂y
1
 1


− ∆y − x2 (1 − x2 )
− z=0
in Ω,

 µ1
∂x1
α
(Ps )
1 ∂y


=0
on ΓN ,


µ1 ∂n




y
= 1 and = 0
on ΓD1 ,




y = 2 and z = 0
on ΓD2 .
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From the formulations (P ) and (Ps ), it is straightforward to verify the affinity
assumption. As already specified, the problem is a distributed control problem,
i.e. Ωu = Ω and thus, following the bounds in (5.10), we must consider
β LB (µ) = βsLB (µ) = s

γa (µ)
.
 
2 
cc (µ)cu
2 max 1, αγa (µ)

(5.13)

However, we still need to specify the constants involved in the bound, which are
problem dependent. First of all, for this specific state equation it holds:
γa (µ) :=

1
,
µ1 (1 + CΩ2 )

(5.14)

where CΩ is the Poincaré constant which verifies kvkL2 (Ω) ≤ CΩ kvkH 1 (Ω) , for
all v ∈ H 1 (Ω), see e.g. [128]. Furthermore, for the problem at hand, cu = CΩ .
It remains to specify cc (µ), that, actually, does not depend on µ and, thus, we
can write cc := cc (µ) = CΩ , indeed:
Z
(5.15)
zy dΩ ≤ kzkL2 (Ω) kykL2 (Ω) ≤ CΩ kzkU kykY .
|c(z, y; µ)| =
Ω

The value of CΩ is parameter independent and it has been pre-computed solving
the related eigenvalue problem. The computational costs of this procedure is
affordable since the constant can be evaluated only once in the offline phase.
For both the test cases, we choose Dh as a set of Nmax = 225 parameters uniformly distributed in D and we considered τ = 10−4 as a tolerance for the
Greedy algorithm. The performances of the error certification has been shown
through an average error analysis and average effectivity analysis over 100 uniformly distributed parameters in D. Furthermore, at the spatial discrete level,
the pair (y, z) is represented by P1 − P1 FE pair, while the time discretization
is Euler-based and performed over the time interval [0, 5] with ∆t = 1/6. This
results into Nt = 30 time steps, making the tests comparable with the results
of [146], presented in Section 4.2.1. We start by presenting the time-dependent
results.
The time-dependent case
We test the performances of the lower bound β LB (µ) to problem (P ), with
fixed α = 0.01. The space-time Greedy algorithm reached the chosen tolerance
τ after N = 13 steps and it results, applying aggregated spaces technique, into
a reduced space of dimension 4N = 52. The reduced dimension is much smaller
w.r.t. the high fidelity one, of dimension N = 2NFy E · Nt = 2720 160. This difference in the reduced and high fidelity dimensions gives impressive results if
we consider the speedup analysis. For this specific test case, averaging over 100
parameters, a number around 2 · 104 reduced simulation can be performed in
the time needed for an high fidelity one. In Figures 5.2 and 5.3, we show some
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representative solutions for t = 1s, 3s, with α = 0.01 and µ = (12.0, 1.0, 2.5).
They all match: hence, the reduced model is capable to reproduce the high
fidelity solution for different time instances. We recall that the control can be
recovered through relation (1.56). The next comparison is based on the employment of the Babuška inf-sup constant. Table 5.1 presents the average absolute
and relative errors
q
(5.16)
kekabs := (ky Ny − yN k2Y + kz Ny − zN k2Y )
and
kekrel :=

p
(ky Ny − yN k2Y + kz Ny − zN k2Y )
p
,
(ky Ny k2Y + kz Ny k2Y )

(5.17)

respectively, together with the effectivity η := ∆N (µ)/kekQ×Q and the value of
the error estimator3 ∆N (µ).

Figure 5.2:

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Optimal high fidelity and reduced state
solutions with α = 0.01 and µ = (12.0, 1.0, 2.5). Left. High fidelity state variable for
t = 1s, 3s. Right. Reduced state variable for t = 1s, 3s.

By definition, the lower bound β LB (µ) cannot give better results w.r.t. the
N
employment of the exact value of βB (µ). However, using the lower bound
lightens the computational costs of the offline phase. Indeed, given a parameter
µ, the exact computation of the Babuška inf-sup constant takes, in average,
9.7s, while the computation of the lower bound is performed in 0.09s, only.
3 With abuse of notation, ∆ (µ) will describe both the exact error estimator, given by
N
N (µ), and the surrogate error estimator, derived by
the use of the Babuška inf-sup constant βB

employing the lower bound β LB (µ).
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Figure 5.3:

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Optimal high fidelity and reduced adjoint
solutions with α = 0.01 and µ = (12.0, 1.0, 2.5). Left. High fidelity adjoint variable
for t = 1s, 3s. Right. Reduced adjoint variable for t = 1s, 3s.

Table 5.1:

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Time-dependent case: performance analysis for the problem (P ) for α = 0.01. Average error, estimators and effectivities
N
exploiting the lower bound β LB (µ) and the Babuška inf-sup constant βB
(µ), w.r.t.
N.

N
1
3
5
7
9
11
13

kekrel
5.61e–1
1.81e–1
3.13e–2
1.12e–3
4.36e–2
1.46e–2
3.90e–4

β LB (µ)
kekabs
∆N (µ)
4.37e+0
1.29e+2
5.84e–1
3.42e+1
1.58e–1
7.25e+0
4.98e–2
3.07e–1
1.33e–2
6.38e–1
4.68e–3
2.23e–1
1.35e–3
7.32e–2

η
2.96e+1
5.86e+1
4.58e+1
6.17e+1
4.78e+1
4.76e+1
5.38e+1

kekrel
5.25e–1
1.16e–1
3.84e–2
7.70e–3
3.42e–3
1.19e–3
3.53e–4

N (µ)
βB
kekabs
∆N (µ)
4.46e+1
1.30e+1
5.58e–1
3.16e+0
1.99e–1
9.03e–1
3.76e–2
1.98e–1
1.24e–2
5.41e–2
4.06e–3
2.11e–2
1.26e–3
6.46e–3

η
2.91e+0
5.67e+0
4.53e+0
5.26e+0
4.36e+0
5.21e+0
5.10e+0

Nevertheless, exploiting the lower bound instead of the exact error estimator
poorly affects the accuracy of the greedy algorithm: their errors are comparable. Another indicator of the effectivity of the proposed error bound is also
represented by Figure 5.4, where the value of the exact inf-sup stability constant
is compared with the lower bound w.r.t. the value of the parameter µ1 . The
latter is the only parameter affecting the left hand side of the system and, thus,
the constants we are dealing with. We point out how the value of the penalization factor α slightly changes the tightness of the provided lower bound: for
lower values of α, we have, generally, a worse approximation of the Babuška
inf-sup constant. This phenomenon is not new in literature, see, for example
[80]. Thus, while we can observe a good representation of βBN (µ) through the
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bound in the left plot of Figure 5.4, we lose some precision for smaller values of
the penalization parameter as depicted in the right plot of Figure 5.4, most of
all for larger values of µ1 .
Babuška inf-sup vs Lower Bound

Babuška inf-sup vs Lower Bound

βBN (µ)
LB

and α = 1
β (µ) and α = 1
βBN (µ) and α = 0.1
β LB (µ) and α = 0.1

10−1

βBN (µ) and α = 0.01
β LB (µ) and α = 0.01
βBN (µ) and α = 0.001
β LB (µ) and α = 0.001

10−2

10−3

10−2
10−4

10−5

10−3
4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

4

6

µ1

Figure 5.4:
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14

16

18

20

µ1

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Comparison of the value of the lower
N
bound β LB (µ) with respect to the exact Babuška inf-sup constant βB
(µ) for α =
1, 0.1 (Left) and α = 0.01, 0.001 (Right). The analysis has been performed varying
the value of µ1 .

The steady case
We now show the results for the steady problem (Ps ). The high fidelity dimension is 2NFy E = 9072. The Greedy procedure has been performed with
the tolerance τ , reached after picking N = 11 snapshots. The aggregated reduced system is really convenient to be employed due to its low dimensionality
of 4N = 44. The number of basis functions is lower if compared to the timedependent one. This was quite expected since we are dealing with a simpler
setting. Also in this case, we fixed α = 0.01. In Figure 5.5, we show a representative solution for state and adjoint variables, obtained exploiting the lower
bound βsLB (µ). Furthermore, an averaged performance analysis is reported in
Table 5.2, where an average absolute and relative error, given by
q
y
y
:=
kekabs
(ky NF E − yN k2Y + kz NF E − zN k2Y ),
(5.18)
and
q
kekrel :=

y

y

(ky NF E − yN k2Y + kz NF E − zN k2Y )
q
,
y
y
(ky NF E k2Y + kz NF E k2Y )

(5.19)

are compared w.r.t. use of the lower bound and the exact Babuška inf-sup
constant. The performance is also presented in terms of comparison of the
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effectivity value η := ∆N (µ)/kekY ×Y and the error estimator itself4 . Also in
this case, by definition, the lower bound cannot perform as well as the exact
Babuška inf-sup constant, which is still preferable in terms of estimator and
effectivity.

Figure 5.5:

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Optimal high fidelity and reduced state
and adjoint solutions with α = 0.01 and µ = (15.0, 0.6, 1.8). Top Left. High fidelity
state variable. Top Right. Reduced state variable. Bottom Left. High fidelity adjoint
variable. Bottom Right. Reduced adjoint variable.

Babuška inf-sup vs Lower Bound

Babuška inf-sup vs Lower Bound
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Figure 5.6:
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Error Certification for parabolic problems. Comparison of the value of the lower
N
bound β LB (µ) with respect to the exact Babuška inf-sup constant βB
(µ) for α =
s

1, 0.1 (Left) and α = 0.01, 0.001 (Right). The analysis has been performed varying
the value of µ1 .
4 See

footnote 3.
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Table 5.2:

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Steady case: performance analysis for the
problem (Ps ) for α = 0.01. Average error, estimators and effectivities exploiting the
N

y

lower bound βsLB and the Babuška inf-sup constant βB F E (µ), w.r.t. N .
s

N
1
3
5
7
9
11

N

βsLB (µ)
kekrel
7.76e–1
1.23e–1
3.83e–2
6.28e–3
1.59e–3
9.30e–4

kekabs
6.08e–1
4.85e–2
1.77e–2
1.92e–3
6.64e–4
2.18e–4

∆N (µ)
7.35e+1
4.36e+1
5.61e+0
9.66e–1
1.44e–1
7.27e–2

y

βB F E (µ)
η
1.20e+2
1.75e+2
1.86e+1
2.11e+2
1.56e+2
1.51e+2

kekrel
7.72e–1
1.71e–1
4.76e–2
1.07e–2
5.07e–3
1.45e–3

kekabs
5.57e–1
5.56e–2
1.84e–2
3.52e–3
1.36e–3
2.19e–4

s

∆N (µ)
1.52e+1
1.40e+0
3.91e–1
1.05e–1
3.01e–2
6.88e–3

η
2.73e+1
2.52e+1
2.11e+1
2.98e+1
2.21e+1
3.14e+1

However, the lower bound is convenient to use also in the steady case, even
if it represents a simpler setting. Indeed, it gives comparable results in the
average error analysis and the computational time needed for an evaluation is
approximately of 0.09s, while the steady eigenvalue problem related to the exact
Ny
computation of βB F E takes 0.38s to be solved. We recall that the evaluation
s
must be performed for all the parameters in Dh . Furthermore, in the steady
case, the penalization parameter α slightly affects the effectivity of the estimator,
as plots in Figure 5.6 show. The bounds comparison is shown in terms of µ1 :
the observation parameters µ2 and µ3 are not relevant for the computation of
the Babuška inf-sup since they affect the right hand side of the problem at
hand. We remark that the behaviour of the constants is comparable to the
time-dependent one. This is not surprising, since we treated the problem as a
space-time approximation itself that deals with time dependency as a steady
structure.
Last, in terms of speedup we reach quite important results also in this simpler
setting, with averaged values around 80 − 85, independently from the value of
N . In the next Section we will show how the proposed lower bound performs in
a more complex test case, where also geometrical parametrization is considered.

5.2.2

Physical and Geometrical Parametrization

This Section shows numerical results for the no-control version of the boundary OCP(µ) governed by a Graetz flow already presented in Section 4.2.1.
The parameter dependent domain is Ω(µ3 ) represented in Figure 4.1. For the
sake of clarity, we recall the structure of the domain. The observation domain is Ωobs (µ3 ) = Ω3 (µ3 ) ∪ Ω4 (µ3 ), where Ω3 (µ3 ) = [1, 1 + µ3 ] × [0.8, 1],
Ω4 (µ3 ) = [1, 1 + µ3 ] × [0., 0.2], while Ω2 (µ3 ) = [1, 1 + µ3 ] × [0.2, 0.8]. With Ω1
we denote the unit square, while we will call the control domain as ΓC (µ3 ) =
[1, 1 + µ3 ] × {0} ∪ [1, 1 + µ3 ] × {1}. Also the parametric setting has already been
introduced in Section 4.2.1. Here, we recall it and, moreover, we will adapt the
classical optimality system to the no-control framework. The parameter we are
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considering is µ := (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) ∈ D = [6.0, 20.0] × [0.5, 3.0] × [1.0, 3.0], where µ1
represents the Péclet number, µ2 is the desired constant value we want to reach
in the observation domain, and µ3 stretches the length of the domain. The
control acts on the boundary and, namely, the problem tries to change the Neumann conditions in order to steer the solution towards the desired profile. The
no-control optimality system reads: given µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, z) ∈ Y0 × YT
such that

yχΩobs (µ) − z t




1
∂z


= µ2 χΩobs (µ) in Ω(µ3 ) × (0, T ),
− ∆z − x2 (1 − x2 )



µ1
∂x1



1
∂y
1


yt −
in Ω(µ3 ) × (0, T ),
∆y − x2 (1 − x2 )
− zχΩu = 0


µ
∂x
α

1
1

 y(0) = y
in Ω(µ3 ),
0
(P g )

z(T
)
=
0
in
Ω(µ
),
3




1 ∂y


=0
on ΓN (µ3 ) × (0, T ),


µ

1 ∂n


1 ∂y


=u
on ΓC (µ3 ) × (0, T ),


 µ1 ∂n


y = 1 and z = 0
on ΓD × (0, T ),
where y0 = 0 in Ω(µ3 ) and satisfies the boundary conditions which are of
Dirichlet type on ΓD = ∂Ω(µ3 ) ∩ {(x1 , x2 ) | x1 ≤ 1} and of Neumann type
on ΓN (µ3 ) = ∂Ω(µ3 ) \ ΓD ∪ ΓC (µ). Analogously, the steady version of the
problem has the following form: given µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, z) ∈ Y × Y such
that

1
∂z


y−
∆z − x2 (1 − x2 )
= µ2 χΩobs (µ3 ) in Ω(µ3 ),


µ
∂x
1
1



1
∂y
1


− ∆y − x2 (1 − x2 )
− z=0
in Ω(µ),



∂x1
α
 µ1
(Psg )
1 ∂y

=
0
on
Γ
(µ
),
N
3


µ1 ∂n



1 ∂y


=u
on ΓC (µ3 ),


µ

1 ∂n


y = 1 and = 0
on ΓD .
The reference domain will be referred as Ω and it is related to µ3 = 1, the
interested reader can find the details in [109]. Due to the relation Ωobs (µ3 ) 6=
Ω(µ3 ), we exploit the lower bound (5.13) for α = 0.07, both for the timedependent and the steady case, to be consistent with the test case of Section
5.2.1. We analyzed also other values of the penalization parameters and the last
bound of (5.10): we postpone the analysis in Remark 5.2.1. It is clear that, by
definition, the value of the reference geometrical parameter affects the constants
cu and cobs , however, for the sake of notation, we will omit this dependency. In
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this specific test case,

γa (µ) := min


1
1 µ3
1
,
, ,1
,
µ1 µ1 µ3 µ1
(1 + CΩ2 )

where CΩ is the Poincaré constant related to Ω. Furthermore, the explicit
definition of cu = CΓC , is related to the trace constant that verifies kzkΓC ≤
CΓC kzkH1 (Ω) , once again we refer to [128]. After tracing back the problem in
a reference domain, the computation of the Poincaré and the trace constants
can be performed only once, solving directly the related eigenvalue problem
in Ω. Namely, the exact computation of these constants does not affect the
offline performance procedure. Furthermore, following the same strategy of
(5.15), we obtain that cc (µ) = CΓC . For the spatial discretization we exploited
P1 − P1 elements while Nt = 30 considering the time interval [0, T ] = [0., 5.],
i.e. ∆t = 1./6.: namely, the results can be compared to Section 4.2.1. As
in the previous test case, the Greedy algorithm is performed on a uniformly
distributed parametric set Dh ⊂ D of cardinality Nmax = 225. The tolerance
has been set equal to 10−4 . For both the steady and the time-dependent case,
the performance analysis has been carried out over 100 parameters uniformly
distributed in D.
The time-dependent case
Let us focus on equation (P g ). We fix α = 0.07 and we apply the space-time
Greedy algorithm exploiting the lower bound (5.13). The tolerance τ is reached
after picking N = 19 snapshots. The employment of the aggregated space
technique leads to a global dimension of 4N = 76. The problem at hand needs
a larger number of basis: this is due to its more complicated structure, based
on boundary control framework and on the geometrical parametrization. Still,
using the reduced model will be convenient compared to the high fidelity one,
of dimension N = 2NFy E × Nt = 3100 980.
Table 5.3:

N
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Time-dependent case: performance analysis for the problem (P g ) for α = 0.07. Average error, estimators and effectivities
N
exploiting the lower bound β LB (µ) and the Babuška inf-sup constant βB
(µ), w.r.t.
N.

kekrel
5.61e–1
2.10e–1
8.66e–2
3.88e–2
2.46e–2
1.09e–2
7.16e–3
4.60e–3
2.48e–3
1.72e–3

β LB (µ)
kekabs
∆N (µ)
7.16e+0
3.05e+4
2.26e+0
5.44e+3
8.92e–1
1.99e+3
4.11e–1
6.79e+2
2.68e–1
4.99e+2
1.11e–1
1.95e+2
7.83e–2
1.40e+2
4.93e–2
1.08e+2
2.46e–2
4.65e+1
1.16e–2
3.14e+1

η
4.27e+3
2.40e+3
2.23e+3
1.65e+3
1.91e+3
1.76e+3
1.79e+3
2.20e+3
1.88e+3
1.93e+3

kekrel
6.62e–1
2.75e–1
8.01e–2
4.57e–2
2.17e–2
9.06e–3
5.98e–3
4.26e–3
2.36e–3
1.73e–3

N (µ)
βB
kekabs
∆N (µ)
1.51e+1
7.68e+1
3.64e–1
1.96e+1
1.33e–1
3.89e+0
7.03e–2
3.89e+0
3.71e–2
1.94e+0
1.65e–2
1.05e+0
9.39e–3
4.59e–1
6.61e–3
2.65e–1
4.01e–3
1.11e–1
4.81e–3
6.97e–2

η
5.08e+1
5.41e+1
2.91e+1
2.76e+1
2.84e+1
2.76e+1
2.82e+1
3.34e+1
2.76e+1
2.55e+1
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Figure 5.8:

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Optimal high fidelity and reduced adjoint
solutions with α = 0.07 and µ = (15.0, 2.5, 1.5). Left. High fidelity adjoint variable
for t = 1s, 3s. Right. Reduced adjoint variable for t = 1s, 3s.

Figure 5.7:

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Optimal high fidelity and reduced state
solutions with α = 0.07 and µ = (15.0, 2.5, 1.5). Left. High fidelity state variable for
t = 1s, 3s. Right. Reduced state variable for t = 1s, 3s.

For this reason, averaging over 100 parameters uniformly distributed in D, we
reach a quite important speedup: it is around 3 · 104 independently from N .
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show some representative high fidelity and reduced state
and adjoint solutions for t = 1s, 3s, respectively, fixing µ = (15.0, 2.5, 1.5). The
reduced model solution coincide with the high fidelity one.
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Babuška inf-sup vs Lower Bound

Babuška inf-sup vs Lower Bound
10−2
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Error Certification for parabolic problems. Comparison of the value of the lower
N
bound β LB (µ) w.r.t. the exact Babuška inf-sup constant βB
(µ) for α = 1, 0.1 (Left)
and α = 0.01, 0.001 (Right). The analysis has been performed varying the value of µ1
and fixing µ3 = 2.
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Babuška inf-sup vs Lower Bound
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Figure 5.10:
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Error Certification for parabolic problems. Comparison of the value of the lower
N
bound β LB (µ) w.r.t. the exact Babuška inf-sup constant βB
(µ) for α = 1, 0.1 (Left)
and α = 0.01, 0.001 (Right). The analysis has been performed varying the value of
µ1 and fixing µ3 = 1.

Table 5.3 shows the performances of the Greedy algorithm in terms of average
errors defined in (5.18) and (5.19) together with the effectivity and the error
estimator5 w.r.t. the Babuška inf-sup constant βBN (µ) and the lower bound.
In this case, the lower bound presents large effectivities, however, we recall
that computing a single Babuška inf-sup constant takes around 8.6s, while the
5 See

footnote 3
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evaluation of the value of β LB (µ) only 0.09s. Nonetheless, the two approaches
are totally comparable in terms of the relatives error (see first and fifth columns
of Table 5.3). Figures 5.9 compares the two constants w.r.t. the parameter µ1
for several values of the penalization parameter α, with µ3 = 2 fixed. In this
specific case, the two bounds worsen not only for lower values of α, but also for
larger values of µ3 , as we can observe from Figure 5.10.
The steady case
We will briefly provide the results for the steady problem (Psg ). In this case,
the high fidelity dimension is N = 2NFy E = 10366 and, after applying the
Greedy algorithm, a reduced space of dimension 4N = 40 is built. Figure 5.11
shows representative solutions for state and adjoint variables (top and bottom,
respectively).

Figure 5.11:

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Optimal high fidelity and reduced solutions with α = 0.07 and µ = (12.0, 2.5, 2.0). Top Left. High fidelity state variable.
Top Right. Reduced state variable. Bottom Left. High fidelity adjoint variable.
Bottom Right. Reduced adjoint variable.

Furthermore, averaged performance analysis is depicted in Table 5.5, where errors (5.18) and (5.19) are shown, together with an effectivity and error estimator
behaviours6 . Even if, in terms of effectivity, by definition, the Babuška inf-sup
constant performs better, it pays in the offline basis construction even in this
steady framework, since its exact computation, averagely, takes 0.8s. Also in
this simpler setting, the effectivity is related to the value of α as well as the
value of the geometrical parameter. For the sake of brevity, we do not show the
plots concerning this behaviour due to their similarity to Figure 5.9 and Figure
5.10. Moreover the speedup reaches values around 135, averagely, over a 100
6 See

footnote 3.
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uniformly distributed parameters.
Remark 5.2.1 (Other α, other β LB (µ) ) In the geometrical parametritazion
context we made other tests. First of all, we tried several values of α and the
results reflects the plots of Figures 5.9 and 5.10. The effectivity increases when
α is smaller reaching values of 105 with α = 0.01, 0.008.
Furthermore, we employed the bound
β LB (µ) = βsLB (µ) = s

γa (µ)
,
 
2 
(µ)cobs
2 max 1, cm
αγa (µ)

(5.20)

in order to compare it to the bound (5.13). Indeed, this test case allows the
use of (5.20), since the control is not distributed. In this setting we need to
explicit cm (µ) and cobs . It is a matter of simple computations to show that
cm (µ) = CΩ µ3 . Then, the other constants CΩ and cobs can be approximated
solving the related eigenvalue problem before the offline phase. Fixing α = 0.07,
the bound (5.20) gives better results w.r.t. (5.13), with lower effectivities both for
the steady and the time-dependent framework. The results have been summarized
in Table 5.4. The values of β LB (µ) must be compared to Table 5.3: an order
of magnitude for η is gained exploiting 5.20. The same happens for the steady
constant βsLB (µ): indeed, compared with Table 5.5, its effectivities are around
2 · 103 . The behaviour of the errors remains comparable w.r.t. the previous test
cases. The better sharpness of (5.20) is represented in Figures 5.12, where the
new lower bound and the Babuška inf-sup constant are compared for α = 0.07
and µ3 = 1 (refer and compare to Figure 5.10). Due to its similarity with the
steady case, we report here only the time-dependent case, for the sake of brevity.
Table 5.4:

N
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

Error Certification for parabolic problems. Time-Dependent case: performance analysis for the problem (P g ) and (Psg ) for α = 0.07. Average error, estimators and
effectivities exploiting the lower bounds β LB (µ) and β LB (µ) given by (5.20). (B.T.)
Below tolerance τ .

kekrel
4.23e–1
1.45e–1
5.24e–2
2.80e–2
1.38e–2
9.49e–3
5.12e–3
3.78e–3
2.57e–3
1.25e–3
9.07e–4

β LB (µ)
kekabs
∆N (µ)
4.33e+0
3.689e+3
1.50e+0
1.01e+3
5.36e–1
2.67e+2
2.94e–1
1.58e+2
1.41e–1
6.83e+1
9.21e–2
4.32e+1
5.24e–2
3.01e+1
3.85e–2
2.12e+1
2.41e–2
1.52e+1
1.21e–2
8.42e+0
8.64e–3
6.30e+0

η
8.51e+2
6.70e+2
4.98e+2
5.40e+2
4.84e+2
4.69e+2
5.74e+2
5.52e+2
6.32e+2
6.93e+2
7.28e+2

kekrel
2.99e–1
6.36e–2
3.01e–2
7.60e–3

βsLB (µ)
kekabs
∆N (µ)
2.90e–1
6.53e+2
5.35e–2
1.12e+2
2.04e–2
3.99e+1
6.21e–3
2.56e+1
B.T.
B.T.
B.T.
B.T.
B.T.
B.T.
B.T.

η
2.24e+3
2.10e+3
1.95e+3
2.01e+3
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Table 5.5:
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Error Certification for parabolic problems. Steady case: performance analysis for the
problem (Psg ). Average error, estimators and effectivities exploiting the lower bound
N

y

βsLB (µ) and the Babuška inf-sup constant βB F E (µ), w.r.t. N .
s

N
2
4
6
8
10

N

βsLB (µ)
kekrel
3.16e–1
5.69e–2
1.52e–2
5.23e–3
2.03e–3

kekabs
3.16e–1
5.69e–2
1.52e–2
4.95e–3
1.89e–3

∆N (µ)
3.25e+3
4.53e+2
1.11e+2
3.40e+1
1.25e+1

η
1.01e+4
7.95e+3
7.32e+3
6.88e+3
6.78e+3

kekrel
5.82e–1
6.67e–2
2.72e–2
7.33e–3
4.63e–3

kekabs
5.57e–1
4.93e–2
1.52e–2
4.54e–3
2.65e–3

s

η
3.72e+1
2.39e+1
3.22e+1
3.13e+1
3.78e+1

∆N (µ)
1.01e+4
7.95e+3
7.32e+3
6.88e+3
6.78e+3

Babuška inf-sup vs Lower Bound

Babuška inf-sup vs Lower Bound
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Error Certification for parabolic problems. Comparison of the value of the lower
N
bound β LB (µ) w.r.t. the exact Babuška inf-sup constant βB
(µ) for α = 1, 0.1 (Left)
and α = 0.01, 0.001 (Right). The analysis has been performed varying the value of
µ1 and fixing µ2 = 1.

This Chapter together with Chapter 4, provides a tool to deal with reduced
OCP(µ)s form many state equations, from steady problems to time-dependent
nonlinear ones. We aimed at giving the basic ideas of ROMs and at describing
the strategies that can be employed in a time-dependent framework. In the next
Chapters, we will show some advanced applications in OCP(µ)s which combine
reduction to other mathematical fields, such as Uncertainty Quantification, bifurcation theory and automatic learning techniques.

Part III

Advanced Applications of
Optimal Control Problems

Chapter 6

Parametric Optimal Control for
Environmental Sciences: Deterministic
and Stochastic Reduction Approaches
This Chapter focuses on OCP(µ)s for environmental marine applications exploiting POD-Galerkin technique both in deterministic and stochastic contexts.
The main motivations underlay in the growing demand of fast and reliable simulations in such a field. Indeed, on one side OCP(µ)s can make the model more
accurate: the state equation is changed through control variables in order to
reach the desired profile representing a collected data, while, on the other side,
the ROMs can be a great tool to have at one’s disposal parametric simulation in
real-time to improve the capabilities of analysis of the environmental model at
hand. This will be the topic of Section 6.1, where the POD approach has been
applied to realistic test cases presented in [145]. In Section 6.2, the setting will
be generalized to the stochastic context proposing a specific algorithm to deal
with random inputs as parameters, the so called weighted ROMs (w-ROMs)
[37, 158]. Some numerical results will be also presented, following the scenarios
discussed in [33].

6.1

Deterministic OCP(µ)s

This Section concerns the application of the POD reduction technique in geographically realistic experiments for marine sciences with environmental purposes. Indeed, the marine behaviour is related to social and economic growth,
biodiversity preservation, monitoring plans for possibly dangerous phenomena
related to natural or anthropic factors. It is clear that, in this context, PDE(µ)s
play a crucial role in representing different physical features and, thus, fast simulations are needed to analyse different configurations. However, PDE(µ)s can
lead to results that do not represent the expected behaviour guessed from data.
Hence, OCP(µ)s can be interpret in a variational data assimilation fashion,
being a support tool to improve the forecasting capabilities of the models to
predict future scenarios, see e.g. [52, 78, 155]. Yet, as presented in [16, 147]
and in Section 4.3, data assimilated problems are characterized by huge computational complexity that still limits their applicability, most of all if the optimization problem deals with very complicated parametric flow models. Reduced
OCP(µ)s have been successfully applied to several test cases of interest in this
research field, see e.g. [45, 126, 127, 145, 150, 147]). In this context, ROMs can
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be exploited to efficiently study different marine behaviours related to a parametric change in the physics and in the geometry of the phenomenon. In this
Section, we present the results of [145] based on the application of POD-Galerkin
approach for
◦ (Section 6.1.1) a pollutant control in the Gulf of Trieste, Italy;
◦ (Section 6.1.2) a nonlinear Oceanographic solution tracking governed by
Quasi-Geostrophic equations.
Remark 6.1.1 For the sake of clarity, we will briefly discuss the formulation
we used for both the test cases. Indeed:
◦ the pollutant control test case is governed by a steady linear PDE(µ),
thus the reader may refer to Section 1.2.1 and to Remark 2.3.1 for the
continuous and high fidelity frameworks, respectively.
◦ The nonlinear solution tracking will be governed by a steady nonlinear
PDE(µ): the formulation of this setting has been described in Remark
1.2.1 at the continuous level and in Remark 2.2.1 at the discrete one.
Concerning the reduced procedure, we employed a partitioned POD as described
in Section 4.1, together with the aggregated space technique to guarantee the
unique solution of the reduced optimality system, see Section 3.2.2.

6.1.1

Pollutant Control in the Gulf of Trieste

The test case we are going to present aims at validating the POD reduction
strategy of Section 4.1 in marine environment and ecosystem monitoring setting. The numerical example deals with an advection-diffusion pollutant control
problem in the Gulf of Trieste, Italy. The Gulf is a physical basin which presents
a very peculiar windy behaviour. Besides, it is characterized by a rich naturalistic biodiversity that is always kept in consideration in monitoring and preserving
plans. A parametric analysis of the system is necessary in this context. Indeed,
it is related to the marine safeguard of the Gulf and, consequently, to its impact
on the city life. Trieste overlooks the sea and its economical and social activities
are strictly dependent on its marine environment.
In the presented experiment, we pretended a pollutant loss in the city harbour.
In this dangerous setting, it was important to work with a realistic mesh derived from satellite images of the geographic area at hand. Figure 6.1 shows
the satellite area of the Gulf of Trieste and a mesh overlapping for the Trieste
harbour, our zone of interest. Having this specific triangulation of the domain
allowed us to work in a more physical meaningful framework. This led to reliable results that could be potentially compared to in situ collected data. The
OCP(µ) we considered aim at letting the pollutant concentration y be under
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a safeguard threshold, in other words, the desired concentration yd . The phenomenon is studied in a parametric setting, representing various wind actions
on the surface of the geographic area of the Gulf. The problem reads: given
µ = (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) ∈ D = [0.5, 1] × [0., 1.] × [0., 1.] and yd = 0.2 ∈ L2 (Ωobs ) find
the optimal pair (y, u) ∈ HΓ1D (Ω) × R that solves:
Z
Z
1
α
(y − yd )2 dΩobs +
u2 dΩu ,
min
(6.1)
Y ×U 2 Ω
2
Ωu
obs
under the following constraint:


µ ∆y + [µ2 , µ3 ] · ∇y = Lu

 1
∂y
=0


 ∂n
y=0

in Ω,
on ΓN ,

(6.2)

on ΓD ,

where the constant L = 103 makes the system non-dimensional. Figure 6.2
represents the domain Ω and its sub-domains. In this case, in the open sea
ΓN Neumann conditions are imposed, while homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions apply along the coastline named ΓD . The control variable u is the
maximum quantity of pollutant allowed to be released in Ωu (green sub-domain
in Figure 6.2) to guarantee the safeguard threshold of yd = 0.2 in Ωobs (red
sub-domain in Figure 6.2), representing the naturalist area of Miramare, characterized by a large biodiversity of flora end fauna species. The parameter µ
describes the diffusivity and the convection current behaviour deriving from the
wind blowing on the Gulf surface. In order to work in a reduced framework, we
applied a partitioned POD to the variables and we aggregated the spaces. The
reduced spaces have been built over Nmax = 100 uniformly distributed snapshots for α = 10−5 fixed. The high fidelity dimension of the global FE space
has dimension N = 50 939. The FE approximation relies on P1 polynomials for
all the variables. In the end, we tested the accuracy of the problem retaining
N = 20 bases for state and adjoint variables and a single basis for the control
variable, being U = R. This choice led to a global reduced space of dimension
4N + 1 = 81. The number of basis functions was able to recover the parametric
solution. Indeed, Figure 6.3 shows the reduced and the FE solution coinciding
for a representative parameter and, furthermore, the accuracy is confirmed by
the average relative log-error of the variables w.r.t. the value of N , depicted in
Figure 6.4. The error is averaged over 100 uniformly distributed parameters
and we reach good approximations even with a small values of N (we obtain
values between 10−8 and 10−9 with N = 20). Furthermore, the affine structure
of the problem leads to high speedup index, which is around 250 for a reduced
space of global dimension 81. Furthermore, we want to stress that the system
has actually changed to reach the desired configuration: the left plot of Figure 6.3 shows an uncontrolled scenario where the maximum pollutant quantity
is released. In order to verify the safeguard threshold yd , the pollutant must
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have a smaller concentration. It is clear that the solution has been steered to a
safer scenario. Namely, the ROMs can be an ally in monitoring plan to prevent
dangerous consequences in the field of environmental research.

Figure 6.1:

Pollutant Control. Left. Satellite images of the Gulf of Trieste. Center. Zoom of the
mesh overlapping satellite images (Trieste harbour). Right. The final mesh.

Figure 6.2:

Pollutant Control. sub-domains and boundaries. Red: observation domain Ωobs .
Green: control domain Ωu .

Figure 6.3:

Pollutant Control. Left. Uncontrolled concentration solution. Center and Right.
Optimal FE and ROM state pollutant concentration for µ = (1., −1., 1.), representing
the Bora wind action.
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Figure 6.4:

Pollutant Control. Averaged relative log-error for the variables.

The next Section will focus on another application of OCP(µ)s in environmental
sciences, where the control can be interpret as the natural features needed in
order to achieve a future expected scenario.

6.1.2

Nonlinear Oceanographic Solution Tracking

In this Section, we discuss the employment of reduced optimal control strategies
in order to predict several parametric instances in an Oceanographic environmental setting. Specifically, we will deal with global marine circulation weather
forecasting. In this field:
◦ the large scale flow dynamics is represented by Quasi-Geostophic equations
that describe the Ocean and Atmosphere system [34, Chapter 3]. Even if
they represent a quite complex phenomenon and even if they carry out a
good degree of completeness, they are not enough to satisfactory forecast
the Ocean circulation behaviour. Indeed, they might lead to inaccurate
results not comparable with historical or in situ collected data.
◦ The Oceanography field is characterized by a huge lack of data. Indeed,
they can be complicated and expensive to collect. Thus, the small information provided is usually difficult to interpret, scattered and noisy.
Hence, the model can be not reliable while the data might be physically meaningless. In this context, we aim at adding data information thanks to the employment of an OCP(µ) that reads: given µ ∈ D, ψd ∈ L2 (Ω), find the pair
(ψ, q) ∈ Y = H01 (Ω) × H01 (Ω) and u ∈ U = L2 (Ω) which solves
Z
Z
α
1
min
(ψ − ψd )2 dΩ +
u2 dΩ,
(6.3)
Y ×U 2 Ω
2 Ω
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constrained to the Quasi-Geostrophic equations

in Ω,

 q = ∆ψ

 ∂ψ
= u − µ1 q + µ2 ∆q − µ3 Θ(ψ, q)
in Ω,
∂x


ψ=0
on ∂Ω,


q=0
on ∂Ω,

(6.4)

where the nonlinear expression Θ : H01 (Ω) × H01 (Ω) → R is defined as:
Θ(ψ, q) =

∂ψ ∂q
∂ψ ∂q
−
.
∂x ∂y
∂y ∂x

(6.5)

In other words, we are dealing with the following fourth-order controlled equation:
∂ψ
µ3 Θ(ψ, ∆ψ) +
= u − µ1 ∆ψ + µ2 ∆2 ψ,
(6.6)
∂x
The action of the parameter µ describes the North Atlantic Ocean dynamics
completely, since it gives information about how the large scale Ocean circulation
is affected by different phenomena, such as location and intensity variations of
its gyres and its currents (typically described by µ3 ). Let us recall that Ocean
dynamic is related to the wind stress and atmospheric behaviour. The wind
action is represented by the control variable, since it is considered as a forcing
term acting on the whole geographical region depicted in the top row plots of
Figure 6.5. Now, let us assume that an observation field ψd is provided. Using
an optimal control framework in this context will result in a pair (ψ, u) ∈ Y × U
such that:
◦ ψ is similar to the data;
◦ u is the forcing term needed to achieve that result.

Figure 6.5:

Oceanographic Solution Tracking. (underlineTop row). Satellite images of Florida
Peninsula (left) and North Europe (Right). Bottom Left. Zoom of the mesh overlapping satellite images (Florida Peninsula). Bottom Right. Triangulation of the spatial
domain Ω, representing the North Atlantic Ocean, from Florida Peninsula to North
Europe.
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Oceanographic Solution Tracking. Comparison between desired state (left), FE (center) and ROM solutions (right) for µ = (10−4 , 0.073, 0.0452), representing the Gulf
Stream.
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Oceanographic Solution Tracking. Averaged relative log-error for the variables.

Thus, on one side we are changing the system so that the data collection could
be avoided, gaining in terms of time and economical costs. Furthermore, we are
solving an identification problem: indeed, we are asking what kind of wind action
u has to blow on the Atlantic region in order to reach a desirable profile. In
a parametric setting, this translates in a deep analysis of seasonal phenomena
and the ROMs can be a valuable tool in order to run many simulations for
several parametric instances. In our test case, we would like to reproduce the
Gulf Stream, represented in the left plot of Figure 6.6. The region of interest
is the Florida Peninsula and the north Europe: the Gulf stream from Florida
moves towards North-East to warm the European coasts. In Figure 6.5, we
show the satellite image of the considered geographical area together with the
used mesh. In the following we report the results related to equation (6.4),
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a handier system1 w.r.t. equation (6.6). As already introduced, µ1 and µ2
represent a diffusive action, while µ3 affects the local nonlinear dynamics Θ.
The Gulf stream, i.e. the desired configuration ψd , is given by a FE simulation
obtained by the uncontrolled governing equation with a right hand side given
by −sin(πy), with µ1 = 10−4 , µ2 = 0.073 and µ3 = 0.072 fixed parameter.
Figure 6.6 shows how effective is the optimality system for this problem: the
desired solution profile, the high fidelity and the reduced solutions coincide.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the reduced system is visible in Figure 6.7. It
shows the average relative log-error between the FE and the reduced variables
over 100 log-uniformly distributed parametric evaluations. Namely, the reduced
space built with partitioned POD over Nmax = 100 log-uniformly distributed
snapshots, retaining N = 20 basis functions for each variable is able to recover
all the considered fields. We recall that after the application of aggregated
spaces technique, the global dimension is 9N = 180 to be compared with the
FE dimension N = 60 490 obtained through the employment of P1 elements
for all the variables. Despite the dimensional reduction, we reach a speedup
of 2. However, this is not surprising: indeed we are not exploiting any hyperreduction technique. As stressed in Remark 3.1.1, the issue can be overcome
through the Empirical Interpolation Method (EIM) [17]. Up to now, we relied
on deterministic models. However, environmental sciences indisputably undergo
some uncertainty, not only derived from the lack of knowledge from the data
collection, but also affecting the parameters of the model itself. In the next
Section, we are going to discuss a tailored reduction strategy to deal with this
kind of issue.

6.2

Stochastic OCP(µ)s

In several scientific fields, stochastic models are used to guarantee more reliability in the simulations w.r.t. the deterministic ones. In this more complex
framework, the parameters carry uncertainties and, thus, the solution can be
affected by this uncertainty as well. Furthermore, the classical statistical analysis is based on Monte Carlo methods, i.e. on many simulations and this might
lead to unbearable computational costs to deal with in the context of standard
discretization. The aim of this Section is to introduce weighted reduced order
methods (w-ROMs) to accelerate the statistical analysis process. Furthermore,
we will present some of the numerical results of Section 6.1 in a stochastic
fashion. After having introduced the main motivations and the needed mathematical tools in Section 6.2.1, we will introduce the weighted POD (w-POD)
algorithm for OCP(µ)s in Section 6.2.2. Lastly, in Section 6.2.3 we will show
the numerical results presented in [33].
1 This version of the problem does not ensure the coercivity of the state equation, that is
proved in [84] for the state equation of the system (6.6).
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Motivations and Notations

Deterministic PDE(µ)s are an effective tool to model natural phenomena. However, realistic problems, such as environmental ones, usually depend on parameters that can be affected by uncertainty deriving from inaccurate measurement
or scattered data information. To overcome this issue, stochastic PDE(µ)s can
be employed. In the UQ context, the main goal is to run many simulations as
possible in order to compute statistics over quantities of interest. Thus, high
fidelity approximation can lead unbearable computational costs when dealing
with standard statistical analysis techniques based on Monte Carlo methods.
This issue amplifies in the OCP(µ)s setting, made by a system of three equations. Also in this UQ framework, we would like to apply a reduced approach
in order to achieve the goal of many simulations in a rapid way, still being accurate. Here, we introduce w-ROMs, where, the reduced order model construction
complies with some previous knowledge on the parameter distribution in order
to accelerate even more the reduced simulations, see e.g. [37, 158] and the
references therein. We now describe the mathematical formulation of the uncertain problem at hand. Let us consider a complete probability space (A , F , P ),
where A is the set of the possible outcomes, F is a σ–algebra of events and P
is a probability measure. We consider µ := µ(ω), i.e. µ : (A , F ) → (Γ, B) with
Γ ⊂ RD compact set, B is the Borel measure and µ(ω) = (µ1 (ω), . . . , µD (ω)) is
a random vector. Its components are independent absolutely continuous random
variables and they will describe the physical features of the considered problem.
Furthermore, with ρ : RD → R we denote the probability density function of
µ. We now have all the ingredients to define the stochastic OCP(µ)s. Their
formulation is not different from the deterministic one besides the presence of a
random input µ(ω) with ω ∈ A .
Remark 6.2.1 As already specified, we were building on the numerical results
of [145], where the two test cases analysed are the ones presented in Sections
6.1.1 and 6.1.2. We dealt with steady linear (see e.g. Section 1.2.1 and Remark
2.3.1) and with steady nonlinear problems (see e.g. Remarks 1.2.1 and 2.2.1).
Thus the generalization to random inputs is straightforward.
The next Section concerns the use of a tailored POD strategy that takes into
account the randomness of the system leading to even more convenient ROMs
approximations.

6.2.2

Weighted POD for OCP(µ)s

As already specified, stochastic equations aim at computing statistical momenta
of an output of interest and they usually rely on averaging algorithms such as
Monte Carlo methods. In this context, many simulations for different parameters µ ∈ Γ are necessary to achieve reliable data analysis. Thus, the ROMs can
be effective in this field. Namely, the goal of this Section is to propose w-POD
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as introduced in [158]. For the sake of clarity, we briefly recall the POD ideas
for OCP(µ)s. In the steady framework, given a value N , the POD algorithm as
described in Section 4.1 minimizes the mean square errors:
Z
Z
y
u
ky NF E (µ) − yN (µ)k2 N y dµ,
kuNF E (µ) − uN (µ)k2 NFu E dµ
Y

Γ

Z
and

FE

U

Γ

y

kz NF E (µ) − zN (µ)k2 N y dµ,
Y

Γ

FE

y
NF
E

w.r.t. all the possible reduced space YN ⊂ Y
of dimension N, for state and
u
adjoint variables, and UN ⊂ U NF E for the control variable. Let us focus on the
state variable. If we consider the
discretized version of it, the POD minimizes
y
over the linear subspaces of Y NF E the following quantity:
1

NX
max

Nmax

i=1

y

ky NF E (µi ) − yN (µi )k2 N y .
Y

FE

As specified in Section 4.1, the reduced space YN is defined by the N eigenvectors
related to the N largest eigenvalues of the correlation matrix Cy where
Cyml =

1
Nmax

y

y

(y NF E (µm ), y NF E (µl ))

Y

y
N
FE

1 ≤ m, l ≤ Nmax .

,

Few modifications apply in the stochastic setting, where the mean square errors
are modified into the expected value
Z
y
y
E[ky NF E (µ) − yN (µ)k2 N y ] =
ky NF E (µ) − yN (µ)k2 N y dP (ω)
F
E
Y FE
Y
ZΩ
y
=
ky NF E (µ) − yN (µ)k2 N y ρ(µ)dµ.
Y

Γ

FE

It is clear that the numerical approximations of the aforementioned integrals
are performed in the following way:
NX
max
i=1

y

wi ρ(µ) ky NF E (µi ) − yN (µi )k2 N y ,
Y FE
| {z }

(6.7)

Wi

max
exploiting a quadrature rule consisting of nodes {µi }N
and of the related
i=1
Nmax
quadrature weights {wi }i=1 . This changed structure leads to a modified correlation matrix Ĉy , of the form
y

y

Ĉyml = Wm (y NF E (µm ), y NF E (µl ))

Y

y
N
FE

,

1 ≤ m, l ≤ Nmax .

Namely, the global weight Wm depends on two factors:
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◦ on the probability density function chosen for µ,
◦ on the quadrature rule used to chosen to approximate the expected value.
The choice of the distribution and the quadrature rule are problem dependent.
For an overview on the possible strategies to be used, we refer to [112, 37, 151,
162, 68, 158].
We stress that the previous arguments directly apply to both the control and
the adjoint variables. Thus, partitioned w-POD can be applied and aggregated
space technique can be employed also in the stochastic setting.
Remark 6.2.2 We stress that the choice of using POD was guided by the test
case proposed in the following Section as presented in [33]. However, we would
like to underline that a weighted version of the Greedy algorithm was originally
proposed in [37].
In the next Section we are going to present the numerical results of [33], built
on [145], mirroring what already done in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 for the deterministic case.

6.2.3

Numerical Results in Environmental Sciences

We now propose the application of w-ROM in the pollutant control environmental test case proposed in Section 6.1.1. For the sake of brevity, we will discuss
only this example since the same conclusions can be derived from the stochastic
version of nonlinear solution tracking problems presented in Section 6.1.2. However, the interested reader may refer to [33] for a complete w-POD framework for
the nonlinear example. In the framework of the OCP(µ) that minimizes (6.1)
constrained to (6.2), we took into consideration different quadrature rules and
distributions in order to understand the role of the weights in the reduction process. In the following, we will test the performances three different quadrature
rules (see e.g. for more details [151]):
1
Nmax
and that samples from the given distribution ρ(µ). In this context when
the distribution is uniform we are applying standard POD.

◦ a Monte Carlo sampler with all the quadrature weights equal to

◦ The tensor product of three Gaussian quadrature rules.
◦ A Pseudo-Random sampler adapted to general distributions through the
method of inversion.
The physical framework we studied is identical to the one proposed in Section
6.1.1. However, the parameter is random µ = (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) ∈ (0.5, 1) × (−1, 1) ×
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(−1, 1) in order to better model the considered sea dynamics. In all the test
cases, we chose the penalization parameter as α = 10−7 . Namely, we will show
the performances of informed sampling w.r.t. standard reduction strategies. We
aim at empirically proving that exploiting data information can be a powerful
tool in real-time monitoring. In all the experiment the snapshots number will
be Nmax = 100. First of all, we tried several quadrature rules. The results for
all the involved variables are depicted in Figure 6.8, where the aforementioned
quadrature rules have been tested in terms of relative log-errors. Here, we considered ρ(µ) as uniform. Namely, we tried to isolate the role of the quadrature
weights wi . As already observed in [158], the POD procedure is slightly affected
by the quadrature weights wi .
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Figure 6.8:

Stochastic Pollutant Control. Averaged relative log-error for the variables for different quadrature rules. Top row. State and Control variables. Bottom row. Adjoint
variable.
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Figure 6.9:

Stochastic Pollutant Control. Averaged relative log-error for the variables for different distribution fixed the uniform quadrature rule. Top left. State variable for
uniform, Beta(75,75) and Beta(5,1) samplings. Top right. Control variable for uniform, Beta(75,75) and Beta(5,1) samplings.Bottom row. Adjoint variable for uniform,
Beta(75,75) and Beta(5,1) samplings.

1
For this reason, we choose to put them all equal to Nmax
focusing on the effects
of the sampling strategy. For example, we compared the action of standard
POD w.r.t. w-POD with the distribution ρ(µ) from which the parameters are
picked to build the snapshots covariance matrix. Figure 6.9 shows the average
relative log-error for the state, the adjoint and the control variables: the sampling strategy for the error analysis is the same used in the offline phase. This
choice leads to satisfactory performances for all the samplings. However, it is
clear that the distribution information is crucial: indeed, if we are provided by
a previous knowledge on the parametric distribution a lower number of basis
functions can be employed to reach more accurate results. It is the case of µ ∼
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Beta(75,75). The Beta distribution is defined through the Beta function
Z
B(α, β) =

1

xα−1 (1 − x)β−1 dx

0

and the probability density function
f (x) =

xα−1 (1 − x)β−1
.
B(α, β)

(6.8)

The Beta(75,75) is very picked and informative distribution. Thus, weighting
the covariance matrix through this distribution will help a lot in the accuracy of
the reduced system. Indeed, the relative log-error is around 10−5 exploiting only
N = 4 basis for each variable, i.e. exploiting a global reduced space of dimension
5N = 20. This allowed us to gain two orders of magnitude in accuracy w.r.t.
standard POD approaches. Furthermore, the advantages of using less bases
relies in a actual gain of computational time that can be exploited to evaluate
statistical quantities in UQ analysis. We remark that OCP(µ)s are complicated
and time consuming problems and, thus, we propose a very convenient tool to
reduced the computational costs related to the optimality systems. As already
said, the same conclusions are valid even in the nonlinear case as presented in
[33].

This Chapter focused on how important is to employ all the information available in order to make the model more reliable and to better study the inputoutput structure of OCP(µ) for several parameters. The next Chapter is somehow related to this need of better understanding the relation between the control
action and the optimal state. We will discuss such a bound in a very complex
framework: bifurcating nonlinear PDE(µ)s.

Chapter 7

Parametric Optimal Control Problems to
Steer Bifurcations in Nonlinear Governing
Equations
This Chapter deals with OCP(µ)s as a strategy to steer bifurcating solution
of nonlinear PDE(µ)s towards a desired configuration, as presented in [118].
Indeed, in the nonlinear context, given a parameter µ, many solutions may coexist. Thus, OCP(µ)s can be interpret not only as a tool to change the solution,
but also its stability features. In Section 7.1 we provide a general introduction
to the problem, while in Section 7.2 we will specify the properties of bifurcating Navier-Stokes equations (NSE). This problem will then proposed in optimal
control framework in Section 7.3. Finally, some results on the application of
reduced order techniques in this specific setting will be presented in Section 7.4.

7.1

OCP(µ)s for Bifurcating Systems

This Section aims at introducing the problem of multiple solutions for nonlinear
PDE(µ)s. First of all, we will provide some motivations about the interest in
the analysis of such problems in Section 7.1.1. Then, in Section 7.1.2, we will be
more specific w.r.t. the problem we are dealing with, introducing the concept of
stability and the role of the eigenvalue analysis in the loss of uniqueness of the
solution.

7.1.1

Motivations

Nonlinear PDE(µ)s are ubiquitous in many application fields, from continuum
mechanics to quantum mechanics, passing through fluid dynamics. Despite
their important role, given a parameter µ, a nonlinear PDE(µ) may have a not
unique solution. Namely, as opposed to linear cases, a nonlinear PDE(µ) might
loose the smooth parametric dependence and a slight change in the parameter
space can suddenly alter the behaviour of the solution. We will say that this
PDE(µ) experiences bifurcations [9, 32, 140]. Bifurcations may arise in several
models, such as the Von Kármán plate model for buckling [159, 18, 24, 117],
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for Bose-Einstein condensates [102, 81, 36, 116]
and the NSE [124, 120, 119]. In this contribution, we will focus on the latter
application.
The parameter for which the system presents multiple solutions will be called
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bifurcation point and will be denoted by µ∗ . To visualize the bifurcating phenomena a plot of a scalar output of the solution w.r.t. the parameter can be
analysed. A classical example in NSE is the pitchfork bifurcation diagram [140],
where, from the critical point µ∗ , three different solutions arise. In this case,
from the central branch, two symmetric branches coexist switching the stability
properties of the system at hand. Namely, they inherit the stability feature
from the central branch: an example of bifurcation diagram is postponed in
Figure 7.4. It is clear that in this context some bifurcating configurations might
be undesirable and inconvenient. Specifically, we will treat the problem of the
Coanda effect [154] in sudden-expansion channel flows. It is a phenomenon related to the tendency of a fluid jet to be attracted to a nearby surface. Namely,
a solution symmetric jet and an upper (or lower) wall-hugging non-symmetric
jet coexist. The latter can represent an issue under the medical viewpoint as we
will specify later in the Chapter. Thus, in this case, it would be of interest to
steer the system towards the branch of symmetric solutions. For this reason, we
are going to employ OCP(µ)s to reach the convenient configuration of a straight
jet, interpreting it as an attractor towards a desired profile somehow related to
the most convenient branch configuration.

7.1.2

Problem Formulation

First of all, we remark that the continuous formulation we are dealing with is
the one briefly introduced in Remark 1.2.1. However, for the sake of clarity, we
will specify all the needed quantities and notations. First of all, let
G(y; µ) = f,

(7.1)

be a steady nonlinear PDE(µ) we are provided with. Here, y := y(µ) ∈ Y
and f ∈ Y ∗ , following the notation we have adopted for steady problems.
Namely, for µ ∈ D, the state equation has the following form G(y; µ) =
En` (y; µ) + E` (y; µ), where E` ∈ L(Y, Y ∗ ) and En` represent the linear and
nonlinear contributions to the system, respectively. We are already familiar
with the concept of OCP(µ)s which are built to make y the most similar to a
solution profile yd := yd (µ) ∈ Yobs ⊇ Y . As usual, the controlled equation will
have the following form
E(y, u; µ) := G(y; µ) − C(u) − f = 0.
The reader may refer to Chapter 1 to a more extended description of the setting
we are working in. In this specific context of the bifurcating phenomena, we are
trying to exploit the action of C(u) to change the solution y. To this purpose,
we define the following OCP(µ): given a µ ∈ D, find the pair (y, u) ∈ Y × U
which solves
min J(y, u; yd ) subject to E(y, u; µ) = 0,
(7.2)
y∈Y,u∈U
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where J : Y × U × Yobs → R is
J(y, u; yd ) :=

1
α
ky − yd k2Yobs + kuk2U ,
2
2

(7.3)

with α ∈ (0, 1] as a penalization parameter. We will later see how the penalization parameter play a very important role in the control of bifurcations. Also in
this setting, the problem can be tackled through Lagrangian argument. Thus,
considering z ∈ Y as adjoint variable and calling X := (y, u, z), the optimality
system reads as (1.10) in weak form or equivalently in strong form as (1.11).
As already did in Section 1.1, the problem can be written in compact form as:
given µ ∈ D, find X ∈ X := Y × U × Y such that
G(X; µ) = F,
with



y + Dy E(y, u; µ)∗ (z)

αu − C ∗ (z)
G(X; µ) := 
G(y, µ) − C(u)

(7.4)
 
yd
and F :=  0  .
f

The nonlinear system, even considering the only contribution of the state equation, might lead to many configurations for a given parameter µ. The loss of
uniqueness might transfer to the OCP(µ), since its local well-posedness strictly
relies on assumptions (viii) and (ix) of Section 1.1. Indeed, they fail when a
bifurcation occurs. In this setting, we can define the solution branches: i.e.
multiple parametric dynamics of problem (7.4) w.r.t. the value of the parameter
µ. We denote by k the number of branches, and by Mi , for i = 1, . . . , k, the set
of parametric solutions for each i-th branch. Thus, the solution manifold is of
the following form:
k
[
M :=
{X(µ) ∈ Mi | µ ∈ D}.
(7.5)
i=1

In order to numerically solve the problem (7.4), we use the FE formulation
introduced in Remark 2.2.1. We recall that the nonlinear problem can be treated
through the employment of a Newton’s method over the global residual of the
optimality system
R(X; µ) := G(X; µ) − F = 0,
(7.6)
solving
Xj+1 = Xj + Jac(Xj ; µ)−1 (F − G(Xj ; µ)),

j ∈ N,

(7.7)

up to a convergence criterion. Here, the matrix G and the vector F represent
the left and the right hand sides of system (7.4) after a FE approximation. We
recall that, at each iteration of the Newton’s method the Jacobian matrix has
a saddle point structure


A BT
Jac(Xj ; µ) =
.
(7.8)
B 0
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The reader interested in the detailed matrix formulation may refer, once again,
to Remark 2.2.1 and to Section 2.2. We still want to address that, in order to
guarantee the solvability of the system, the Brezzi inf-sup condition (2.22) must
be verified. We report it below, for the sake of clarity:
β N (µ) := inf sup
06=z 06=x

zT Bx
≥ β̂ N (µ) > 0,
kxkY ×U kzkY

(7.9)

 
y
. We recall that the well-posedness of the linearized system is
u
provable once assuming the coincidence between state and adjoint spaces. The
next Section specifies the features of a bifurcation problem, introducing the
spectral analysis needed to describe the procedure employed for the reconstruction of the bifurcation diagram related to the application we will present later
on in the Chapter.
where x =

7.1.3

Bifurcations and Stability Analysis

This Section provides tools to study the solution of general nonlinear PDE(µ)s
also in a optimal control framework. We remark that the well-posedness of
OCP(µ)s relies on the assumptions presented in Section 1.1.1. Most of all,
hypotheses (vii)-(ix) ensure the applicability of the Implicit Function Theorem
[9, 38] which guarantees the local invertibility of a nonlinear problem. Hence,
when they are verified, if the parameter µ slightly changes, the solution remains
stable and unique. On the contrary, when it is not the case, the model bifurcates.
Let us give a proper definition for a bifurcation point µ∗ . For the sake of clarity,
we will restrict ourselves to the case f = 0 (that is equivalent to the inclusion
of the forcing term in the left hand side of the expression) [9].
Definition 7.1 A parameter value µ∗ ∈ D is a bifurcation point for (7.1) from
the solution y ∗ := y(µ∗ ), if there exists a sequence (yn , µn ) ∈ Y × D, with
yn 6= y ∗ , such that
◦ G(yn ; µn ) = 0
◦ (yn , µn ) → (y ∗ , µ∗ ).
In other words, in nonlinear analysis, a bifurcation phenomena is a necessary
condition in the failure of the Implicit Function Theorem. Hence, the following
holds.
Proposition 7.2 A necessary condition for µ∗ to be a bifurcation point for G
is that the partial derivative Dy G(y ∗ ; µ∗ ) is not invertible.
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Now that we have clear in mind that multiple configurations may arise in the
nonlinear context, it still remains to handle the stability property. Indeed, as
briefly introduced in Section 7.1.1, the stability of the unique solution can be
inherited by other ones, totally changing the expected behaviour of the system.
To have information about this, a common choice is to perform a spectral analysis of the problem. In analogy with the theory for ordinary differential equation
(ODEs) [88, 83, 140], the stability of a solution to (7.1) can be understood by
means of the sign of the eigenvalues of the linearization of (7.1) around the
solution we are interested in, say ŷ = y(µ̂). Thus, for a fixed µ̂, one can solve
the following eigenvalue problem
Dy G(ŷ; µ̂)ye = ρµ̂ ye ,

(7.10)

for the eigenvalue-eigenvector pair (ρµ̂ , ye ). We remark that the solution is stable
when a small perturbation in the parameter µ leads to a dynamic that remains
in a neighborhood of the considered solution. In this case, y will be called a
stable solution. Now, in analogy with ODEs stability theory, when the real part
of ρµ̂ , i.e. <(ρµ̂ ), is positive, we observe an exponentially divergent dynamical
behaviour, while <(ρµ̂ ) < 0 produces small perturbations of the solution. Thus,
in order to have a stable solution, all the eigenvalues must have negative real
parts. We now generalize this concepts to OCP(µ)s where the analysis is more
complicated due to the presence of the adjoint equation. Indeed, the saddle
point optimization structure is high indefinite and a standard sign-analysis is
no longer possible, see e.g. [21, 22, 23]. Nonetheless, we defined an analogous
eigenvalue problem for the optimality system (7.4), to investigate its spectral
properties:
DX G(X̂; µ̂)X e = σµ̂ X e ,
(7.11)
where X̂ = X(µ̂) is the solution of which we are investigating the stability
property and (σµ̂ , X e ) is the global eigenvalue-eigenvector pair. We will call
(7.10) the state eigenvalue problem and (7.11) the global eigenvalue problem.
We now want to characterized the local non-invertibility of nonlinear OCP(µ)s
through the continuous Babuška inf-sup stability condition. Indeed, we say
that the nonlinear optimality system is well-posed when there exists an inf-sup
constant β̂Ba > 0 such that
hDX G[X̂](X; µ), Y iXX∗
≥ β̂Ba (µ)
kXkX kY kX
X∈X Y ∈X

βBa (µ) = inf sup

∀ µ ∈ D,

(7.12)

and
hDX G[X̂](X; µ), Y iXX∗
>0
kXkX kY kX
Y ∈X X∈X
inf sup

∀ µ ∈ D.

(7.13)

When one of the two condition fails, a bifurcation occurs. At the discrete level,
since XN ⊂ X, we need to re-formulate the discrete Babuška inf-sup stability as
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N
follows: the problem is well-posed if there exists a constant β̂Ba
(µ) > 0 such
that
YT Jac X
N
N
≥ β̂Ba
βBa
(µ) = inf sup
(µ)
∀ µ ∈ D.
(7.14)
X6=0 Y6=0 kXkXN kYkXN

It is clear that the surjectivity condition (7.13) is no longer needed for the
discrete inf-sup stability (7.14). Indeed, relation (7.14) translates with the invertibility of the Jacobian matrix. At the duscrete level, condition (7.13) would
require injectivity of JacT , that is equivalent to (7.14) since it is a square matrix.
It is clear that for µ∗ these conditions do not hold true. We now have all the
ingredients to introduce the procedure we developed to numerically detect multiple solution branches. In this contribution, we consider the first component µ
of the parameter µ ∈ D ⊂ RD is the one producing a bifurcating feature in the
model. To visualize a single branch we fixed all the P − 1 remaining parameters.
The building blocks, combined in the procedure represented in Algorithm 1, are
◦ a Newton’s method, as the nonlinear solver,
◦ a Galerkin FE method, as the discretization phase,
◦ a simple continuation method, as bifurcations path tracer,
◦ a generalized eigenvalue problem, as the stability detector.
Algorithm 1 A pseudo-code for the reconstruction of a branch
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

X0 = Xguess
for µj ∈ PK do
(0)

Xj

= Xj−1

(i)
while ||R(Xj ; µj )|| >  do
(i)
(i)
Jac(Xj ; µj )δX = R(Xj ; µj )
(i+1)
(i)
Xj
= Xj − δX

end while
Jacy (yj ; µj )ye = ρµj Vy ye
9:
Jac(Xj ; µj )Xe = σµj VXe
10: end for

. Initial guess
. Continuation loop
. Continuation guess
. Newton’s method
. Galerkin FE method

. State eigenproblem
. Global eigenproblem

First of all, we chose the branch to approximate and an initial guess which will
let the solver converge to the expected configuration behaviour. Thus, to reconstruct the chosen branch, we define a ordered finite subset of the parameter
space DK = [µ1 , . . . , µK ] ⊂ D, where the ordered is induced by the first component of the parameter. The bifurcation behaviour of the model is followed
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assigning the solution for a given parameter µj−1 as the initial guess in the nonlinear solver for the next iteration in µj . Here, we employed the simpler variant
of a continuation method [8], with DK fixed a priori. This method have been
successfully applied in pitchfork like bifurcation detection, see e.g. [117, 116].
To solve the nonlinear problem at each parametric instance, we employed the
Newton-Kantorovich method [38] combined with the Galerkin FE method repeatedly applied until a residual convergence criterion is satisfied with tolerance
. We now clarify some notations in Algorithm 1: we denote with Jacy (ŷ, µ̂) the
Jacobian of the controlled state equation (7.1) and with V and Vy the scalar
product matrices of the global optimization variable and of the state variable,
respectively. Furthermore, we denote with δX the difference between two solutions derived from the Newton’s method. In the end, we study the stability
properties of the solution Xj to (7.4) for the parameter µj by means of the
generalized eigenproblems for the controlled state equation and the optimality
system.

7.2

Bifurcating NSE: the Coanda Effect

We now take into consideration a bifurcating phenomenon deriving from NSE in
a sudden-expansion channel flow problem. Let us consider the physical domain
Ω depicted in Figure 7.1. In this geometrical setting, when the fluid presents
high viscosity features, it has a symmetric structure w.r.t. the horizontal axis.
Moreover, a pair symmetric of vortexes, the Moffatt eddies [106], arise downstream of the expansion. Now imagine to deal with a parametric viscosity µ.
Lowering the value of µ, the inertial forces of the system prevail and the two
eddies break their symmetry due to a non-uniform decrease of the pressure field
along the vertical coordinate. Indeed, when the parametric critical value µ∗
is reached, one of the vortexes expands while the other shrinks leading to an
asymmetric jet. Namely, the system provides multiple solutions for the same
value of µ < µ∗ . In this context, we will deal with two different configurations:
◦ the symmetric solution, a physically unstable configuration with a symmetric jet flow;
◦ the asymmetric solution, a physically stable configuration with a wallhugging jet.
These solutions, depicted in Figure 7.2, coexist for µ < µ∗ and belong to different branches intersecting µ∗ : this gives rise to the pitchfork bifurcation structure
as represented in Figure 7.4 (we postpone the analysis of the plot in the next
Section). We now want to specify the problem properties in terms of mathematical formulation and stability analysis: this will be of utmost importance to
formulate proper OCP(µ)s to deal with bifurcations.
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The Uncontrolled NSE

Let us describe the uncontrolled system we will consider from now on. The
physical domain is Ω, a two-dimensional planar straight channel with a narrow
inlet and a sudden expansion, represented in Figure 7.1. This domain can be
interpret as a simplification of the left atrium together with the mitral valve. The
inflow and outflow boundary conditions apply to Γin = {0} × [2.5, 5] and Γout =
{50} × [0, 7.5], respectively. We denote with Γwall = ΓD ∪ Γ0 the boundaries
representing the walls, where ΓD = {{0}×[0, 2.5]}∪{{0}×[5, 7.5]} and Γ0 = ∂Ω\
{Γin ∪ ΓD ∪ Γout }. We now focus on the parametrized steady and incompressible
NSE for a viscous flow in Ω.

Figure 7.1:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Domain Ω for the uncontrolled system: straight
channel with a narrow inlet.

The problem reads:


−µ∆v + v · ∇v + ∇p = 0





 div(v) = 0
v = vin


v = 0



 −pn + (µ∇v)n = 0

in Ω,
in Ω,
on Γin ,
on Γwall ,
on Γout ,

(7.15)

where v = (vx1 , vx2 ) and p are, respectively, the velocity of the fluid and the
pressure fields normalized over a constant density and µ ∈ [0.5, 2.] is the kinematic viscosity. We applied Neumann boundary conditions on Γout with outer
normal n and no-slip (homogeneous) Dirichlet boundary condition on Γwall while
a non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition vin is provided at the inlet Γin .
The inlet flow has the following form:


20(5 − x2 )(x2 − 2.5)
vin (x2 ) =
.
0
We already declared that the bifurcating phenomenon depends on how much
the flow behaves as viscous. As an index of this property, we introduce the
dimensionless Reynolds number, representing the ratio between inertial and
viscous forces. It is given by Re = U h/µ, where U and h are the characteristic
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velocity (i.e., the maximum inlet velocity, U = 31.25) and the characteristic
length of Ω (i.e., the length of the inlet section, h = 2.5), respectively. In the
considered parameter space, the Re varies in the interval [39.0, 156.0]. Indeed,
changing the value of µ will affect the Re, thus, we will refer to both indistinctly
while commenting the numerical results. For this particular test case, a unique
solution exists up to µ∗ ≈ 0.96. As already specified, below that value, we

2
experience a pitchfork bifurcation. Let V = H 1 (Ω) , Vin = {v ∈ V | v =
vin on Γin , v = 0 on Γwall }, V0 = {v ∈ V | v = 0 on Γin ∪ Γwall } and P = L2 (Ω)
be the function spaces for velocity and pressure, respectively. Problem (7.15)
can be recast in weak formulation as: given µ ∈ D, find v ∈ Vin and p ∈ P such
that
Z
Z
 Z


µ
∇v
·
∇ψ
dΩ
+
(v
·
∇v)
ψ
dΩ
−
pdiv(ψ) dΩ = 0
∀ ψ ∈ V0 ,

Ω
Ω
Ω
Z



πdiv(v) dΩ = 0
∀ π ∈ P,
Ω

(7.16)
or, equivalently, as: given µ ∈ D, find v ∈ Vin and p ∈ P such that
(
a(v, ψ; µ) + s(v, v, ψ) + b(ψ, p) = 0 ∀ ψ ∈ V0 ,
b(v, π) = 0
∀ π ∈ P,
where

(7.17)

Z
∇v · ∇ψ dΩ

a(v, ψ; µ) = µ

∀ v, ψ ∈ V,

Ω

Z
b(v, p) = −
div(v) p dΩ
Z Ω
s(v, v̄, ψ) =
(v · ∇v̄) ψ dΩ

∀ v ∈ V, ∀ p ∈ P,

(7.18)

∀ v, v̄, ψ ∈ V.

Ω

7.2.2

FE Numerical Approximation

For the NSE model, the FE strategy is totally analogous to the one adopted
for the Stokes problem in Section 4.2.2, the reader may refer to [128]. Namely,
after building a triangulation over Ω of 20 785 cells, we employed a NFy E =
NFv E + NFp E = 240 301 for the state variable y = (v, p). Figure 7.4 shows a
bifurcation diagram with all the solution branches of the system (7.17) w.r.t. the
value of µ. The value of the depicted function is given by the vertical component
of the velocity vx2 in the point (x1 , x2 ) = (14, 4). The point, for its position,
easily detects that the symmetry breaks around µ∗ ≈ 0.96, when a pitchfork
bifurcation occurs. Moreover, below that value µ∗ , there is a change in the
stability properties of the model. Indeed, the unique symmetric solution remains
stable until µ∗ , when it becomes unstable, while the stability is inherited by the
asymmetric solutions. Figure 7.2 shows some representative solutions for the
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lower (top plots) and middle branch (bottom plots): it is clear that, for the same
value µ = 0.5, the solution behaviour is totally different for the two branches.
In the asymmetric case, the pressure decreases in the bottom-left corner of the
expansion, thus the velocity deflects in a wall-hugging profile. Finally, due to
the no-slip boundary conditions, the flux gets back end exits the channel in a
non-symmetric way. The stability analysis is performed employing Algorithm
1 only for the linearized uncontrolled state equation (7.1) around the solution
of interest. In particular, we studied how the first Neig = 100 eigenvalues of
(7.10) varying the viscosity µ. The eigenvalues are shown in Figure 7.3 for the
stable lower branch (left plot) and unstable middle branch (right plot). The
zoom of the plots shows if <(ρµ ) crosses the origin or not. Thus, from the
considerations of Section 7.1.3, the wall-hugging branch inherits the stability of
the solution since in the left plot of Figure 7.3 there is no crossing of negativereal part eigenvalues. Finally, we remark that, even if the asymmetric branch
is the stable one, it is inconvenient in medical applications, since it represents
a regurgitation that can lead to some issues in measurements. This is the main
reason why we exploit OCP(µ)s in this framework, which will be the topic of
the next Section.

Figure 7.2:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Representative solutions for the uncontrolled
NSE for µ = 0.5, velocity and pressure fields. Top. lower branch. Bottom. Middle
branch.

Figure 7.3:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Eigenvalues of the state eigenproblem in the
complex plane for the uncontrolled NSE. Left. Stable solution. Right. Unstable
solution.
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Figure 7.4:

7.3

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Bifurcation diagram for the uncontrolled NSE.

Steering bifurcations through OCP(µ)s

We now deal with several OCP(µ)s governed by NSE in the setting proposed
in Section 7.2.1. The goal is to understand the role of different controls on the
solution behaviour when a bifurcation phenomenon occurs and if OCP(µ)s can
be considered as attractors towards some preferable solutions. Indeed, the loss
of uniqueness can represent an issue in several applications. In the context of
the mitral valve regurgitation, for instance, a wall-hugging solution might lead
to inaccurate experimental measurements by echocardiography.
We remark that, even if we focus on a very specific test case, the presented
procedure is general and can be employed in wide variety of other nonlinear
applications.
Let us consider the domain Ω shown in Figure 7.1. In this setting, we require
the velocity solution v ∈ V to be the most similar to a desired profile vd ∈
Vobs := [L2 (Γobs )]2 . The observation domain Γobs = {47} × [0, 7.5] is a line near
the end of the channel. For the experiments, we employed two different velocity
profiles, which are showed in Figure 7.5: we call them the symmetric desired
profile (or target) for Figure 7.5a and the asymmetric desired profile (or target)
for Figure 7.5b. The first is the result of a Stokes system over Ω for µ = 1 with
the same boundary conditions of the uncontrolled NSE presented in (7.15).
The latter is the physically stable uncontrolled NSE solution for µ = 0.49.
Namely, the first profile aims at reaching a globally symmetric configuration
with a diffusive outgoing flux, while, the latter can be exploited to achieve the
opposite goal.
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(a)

Figure 7.5:

(b)

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Desired velocity profiles: (a) symmetric profile
obtained as Stokes solution for µ = 1; (b) asymmetric profile given by the physically
stable Navier-Stokes solution for µ = 0.49.

To steer the bifurcating behaviour towards a preferable solution, we rely on the
minimization of the functional
JNS (v, u; vd ) =

1
α
kv − vd k2Vobs + kuk2U ,
2
2

(7.19)

where U := [L2 (Ωu )]2 . The control domain Ωu ⊂ Ω can be a part of the domain
or of the boundary. In the experiments, we will analyze how the choice of Ωu
together with the penalization parameter α affects the solution behaviour of the
standard NSE. First of all, we will briefly introduce the problem formulation in
Section 7.3.1. Then, we will provide the analysis of several OCP(µ)s, as follows.
Sec. 7.3.2. A weak control is built by changing the flow behaviour at the Neumann boundary. The uncontrolled bifurcating solution is slightly
affected by the optimality system.
Sec. 7.3.3. A strong control is performed through a distributed forcing term.
The classical bifurcating behaviour solution is highly affected by the
control variable.
Sec. 7.3.4. We analyse the penalization parameter in a control framework acting
at the end of the inlet channel. Different values of α will change the
uncontrolled system resulting in several interesting configurations.
Sec. 7.3.5. Lastly, we will control different boundary flux conditions and this will
drastically change the known behaviour of the uncontrolled NSE.
Finally, some final remarks and comparisons concerning the spectral analysis of
all the presented test cases are discussed in Section 7.3.6.

7.3.1

OCP(µ)s Governed by NSE

In this Section we are going to describe the structure of OCP(µ)s constrained to
NSE. Indeed, we will specify the structure of Remark 2.2.1 for this specific state
equation. Here we report the continuous and the discrete problem formulation,
for the sake of clarity. The formulation is similar to the Stokes problem of
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Section 1.2.3, however, we here denote the variables in a differnt way, following
the notation of [118]. The controlled version of the NSE in Ω reads as:
(
−µ∆v + v · ∇v + ∇p = C(u) in Ω,
(7.20)
div(v) = 0
in Ω,
together with some proper boundary conditions. As usual, C : U → V ∗ is
the control operator and can represent either an external forcing term or a
boundary term. We recall that if C acts on the whole domain the problem is
said distributed. However, in this context, when C will only act in a subset
of the internal domain, we will talk about localized control. Furthermore, we
will refer to Neumann control and Dirichlet control, if Ωu = Γout and Ωu =
ΓD , respectively (as represented in Figure 7.1). The weak formulation of the
controlled state equation (7.20) is: given µ ∈ D, find v ∈ V , p ∈ P and u ∈ U
such that
(
a(v, ψ; µ) + s(v, v, ψ) + b(ψ, p) = c(u, ψ) ∀ ψ ∈ V0 ,
(7.21)
b(v, π) = 0
∀ π ∈ P,
where a(·, ·; µ), b(·, ·) and s(·, ·, ·) have been already defined in (7.18) while c :
U × V → R is the bilinear form related to the control operator. As we specified
in Chapter 1.1.1, the problem can be tackled through a Lagrangian argument
and solved thanks to the following optimality system: given µ ∈ D, find X =
((v, p), u, (w, q)) ∈ X such that


Dv LNS (X; vd , µ)[ϕ] = 0 ∀ ϕ ∈ V0 ,





 Dp LNS (X; vd , µ)[θ] = 0 ∀ θ ∈ P,
(7.22)
Du LNS (X; vd , µ)[τ ] = 0 ∀ τ ∈ U,



Dw LNS (X; vd , µ)[ψ] = 0 ∀ ψ ∈ V0 ,



 D L (X; v , µ)[π] = 0 ∀ π ∈ P,
q NS
d
where LNS (X; vd , µ) is built as described in Section 1.1.1 and X := (Vin × P ) ×
U × (Vin × P ). The adjoint equation has the following form:


 m(v, ϕ) + a(w, ϕ; µ) + s(ϕ, v, w)
+s(v, ϕ, w) + b(ϕ, q) = m(vd , ϕ) ∀ ϕ ∈ V0 , (7.23)


b(w, θ) = 0
∀ θ ∈ P,
and the optimality equation is
αn(u, τ ) = c(τ, w) ∀ τ ∈ U,

(7.24)

where m : V × V → R and n : U × U → R are defined as in Section 1.2.1:
they represent the L2 –product in Γobs and Ωu , respectively. Furthermore, the
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summation s(ϕ, v, w) + s(v, ϕ, w) is the linearization around v of the trilinear
form s(v, v, ϕ). Therefore, the strong formulation for (7.23) and (7.24) reads:

T

 vIΩobs − µ∆w − v · ∇w + (∇v) w + ∇q = vd IΩobs in Ω,
(7.25)
div(w) = 0
in Ω,


∗
αuIΩu = C w
in Ω,
where IΩu and IΩobs are the indicator functions of the control and observation
domains, respectively. In this context, similarly to the one proposed in the
Stokes framework in Section 1.2.3, considering y := (v, p) and z := (w, q), we
recover the algebraic formulation Remark 2.2.1 once applied the same TaylorHood approximation P2 -P1 to the state y and the adjoint variable z. Moreover,
the space U is approximated by P2 polynomials. Now, specifying the general
strategy presented in Remark 2.2.1, we define
 
 


 
v
w
Mv 0
C
y=
, z=
, My =
, and C = v ,
(7.26)
p
q
0 0
0
with v, p, w, q the column vectors of FE coefficients for state and adjoint, velocities and pressures, respectively, and Mv and Cv the mass velocity matrix
and the matrix representation of the bilinear form c(·, ·). Nonetheless, we can
discretize the linearized state equation in the following way
 j
 
 

S[v ] 0
K DT
K + S[vj ] DT
0
j
En` [y ] + E` =
+
=
,
(7.27)
0
0
D 0
D
0
where K is the stiffness matrix related to a(·, ·; µ), D is the matrix deriving from
the continuity constraint b(·, ·) and, finally, S[vj ] is the algebraic formulation of
s(v, ·, ·) + s(·, v, ·) w.r.t. FE velocity basis functions. We recall that, in the optimality system, the term Dy (E0n` [y]T )[zj ] defined in (2.19) arises. In this specific
context, we call sad (v, w, ϕ) the adjoint operator of the linearized trilinear form
s(v, v, ·) around the state velocity v. The related matrix formulation is S[vj ]T .
When evaluating the Jacobian, the linearization of sad (w, v, ϕ) is performed
both w.r.t. w and w.r.t. v. This process will lead to


Dv (S[vj ]T )([wj ]) 0
0
j T
j
Dyj (En` [y ] )[z ] =
,
(7.28)
0
0
where Dv (S[vj ]T )([wj ]) is given by the form sad (w, ·, ·) applied to the velocity
basis functions. Finally, the whole linearized OCP(µ) problem reads:


Mv + Dv (S[vj ]T )[wj ] 0
0
KT + S[vj ]T DT

0
0
0
D
0 


j
T

0
0 αMu
−Cv
0 
JacNS (X ; µ) = 


K + S[vj ]
DT −Cv
0
0 
D
0
0
0
0
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where X optimal solution coefficient vector. Now, calling

Mv + Dv (S[vj ]T )([wj ]) 0
0
0
A=
0
0


0
0 
αMu

and B =


K + S[vj ] DT
D
0


−Cv
,
0

(7.29)
it is clear that the Jacobian matrix presents the saddle point structure of equation (2.20). We remark that we are dealing with a nested saddle point structure
as presented for the time-dependent Stokes case in Section 2.3.2. We recall that,
besides the babi ška inf-sup constant 7.14, for a given µ 6= µ∗ , thanks to the
Taylor-Hood discretization, the following Brezzi inf-sup condition holds, i.e.

N
βNS
(µ) := inf sup
p6=0 v6=0

pT Dv
N
≥ β̂NS
(µ) > 0.
kvkV kpkP

(7.30)

As already specified, in the next subsections we will show how different OCP(µ)s
change the uncontrolled problem behaviour presented in Section 7.2. For the
sake of notation, from now on, we will use the terms symmetric/asymmetric
to denote both the desired velocity target or and a visual representation of the
obtained optimal solution. Furthermore, with natural optimal branch we refer to
the branch obtained by means of Algorithm 1 employing a trivial initial guess.
It can be either symmetric or asymmetric: it will be related to the test case.
Namely, from a numerical viewpoint, the natural optimal branch is the simplest
configuration to achieve by the optimality system with Algorithm 1 even after
a random perturbation of the trivial guess. We remark that further branches
might exist, however, they are difficult to detect in practice and they need
very tailored initial guesses. These kind of branches will be named non-natural
optimal branches 1 . We guess that the natural branches are a consequence of a
numerical stability property related to the optimality system itself. Indeed, by
definition, OCP(µ)s are not physical, since they rely on an “artificial" adjoint
variables to change the system behaviour.

7.3.2

Neumann Control: weak steering

The first numerical experiment we deal with is a Neumann control over the
boundary Γout . Here, homogeneous Dirichlet conditions are applied to Γwall := Γ0 ∪
ΓD . In this specific context, the optimality system reads: given µ ∈ D find

1 For

the sake of clarity, each branch is extended to µ > µ∗ with the unique solution.
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X ∈ X such that


vIΓobs − µ∆w − v · ∇w + (∇v)T w + ∇q = vd IΓobs





∇·w =0




w = 0



 −qn + (µ∇w)n = 0



 αuI
Γout = wIΓout

−µ∆v
+ v · ∇v + ∇p = 0





∇·v =0




 v = vin



v = 0



 −pn + (µ∇v)n = u

in Ω,
in Ω,
on Γin ∪ Γwall ,
on Γout ,
in Ω,
in Ω,
in Ω,
on Γin ,
on Γwall ,
on Γout .

(7.31)

The target velocity vd will always be considered as symmetric. Namely, we want
to find the best Neumann boundary condition framework to reach the profile
depicted in Figure 7.5a. We analysed several values of the penalization parameter, say α = 1, 0.1, 0.001, 0.0001, where, we recall, the greater is the value of α
the lower is the strength of the control. Figure 7.6 shows some representative
solutions for α = 0.01 and µ = 0.5, for state velocity and pressure variables. In
this case, the natural optimal branch features asymmetric solutions (Figure 7.6,
top). A further non-natural optimal branch made up by symmetric solutions
(Figure 7.6, bottom) has been observed. Some other qualitative results of natural optimal and non-natural optimal branches are depicted in Figures 7.7 and
7.8, respectively. From the results, we assert that the Neumann control weakly
affects the standard system behaviour: indeed, it does not steer the system towards the desired symmetric profile once the bifurcation happened. Thus, the
configurations are very similar to the uncontrolled case (refer, for example, to
Figure 7.4).
Let us analyse the left plot of Figure 7.7: it depicts the velocity profile magnitude over Γobs for the highest value of the Reynolds number when following
the natural optimal branch. The obtained velocity (marked by an orange line)
is indeed different from the desired profile (denoted by a blue line), especially
for what concerns peak values. However, we observe that the Neumann control straightens the flux near the end of the channel (compare the orange line
to the green line, which represents the uncontrolled asymmetric profile), even
when high Reynolds numbers are considered. The resulting profile is similar
to the uncontrolled symmetric velocity (red line). The right plot of Figure 7.7
represents the control variable for some values of µ following the natural optimal branch. As expected, the control is stronger for µ < µ∗ (i.e., when the
wall-hugging phenomenon occurs and, thus, a straightening action is necessary),
while it remains low in magnitude for µ > µ∗ .
Similarly, the left plot of Figure 7.8 shows the velocity profile magnitude over
Γobs for the highest value of the Reynolds number when considering the non-
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natural optimal branch (which is symmetric in this case). The controlled symmetric profile (orange line) coincides with the uncontrolled symmetric profile
(red line). Furthermore, from the right plot of Figure 7.8, we can observe
that the control variable around the critical µ∗ (e.g., µ = 1 and µ = 0.95) is
asymmetric: this is due to the need of counteracting the physically stable uncontrolled wall-hugging behaviour. We further remark that, compared to the
natural optimal branch, the control variable of the non-natural optimal branch
has a lower magnitude. Table 7.1 shows the value of the cost functional (7.19)
for several values of µ (rows) and α (columns), following either the natural optimal or non-natural optimal branches. In the first column, we also report the
value of the uncontrolled functional, i.e. (7.19) evaluated for the uncontrolled
velocity v. In all the cases, the non-natural branch presents lower values of the
functional compared to the natural branch since the first one is clearly closer to
the symmetric target (compare e.g. for µ = 0.05 and α = 0.001 the left panels
of Figures 7.7 and 7.8). However, when dealing with the natural branch, the
optimal control procedure influences the most the cost functional values: for
instance, for µ = 0.05 and α = 0.001, the cost functional is decreased by 6% on
the non-natural branch and by 55% on the natural one w.r.t. the corresponding
uncontrolled configuration. Again, this is not unexpected since from Figures 7.7
and 7.8 it is clear that in the natural configuration the control action prevails.
We remark that larger values of µ present a negligible value of the cost functional, since the target velocity almost coincides with the uncontrolled velocity.
From this preliminary analysis, we can deduce that the optimality performance
may vary between the different configurations, thus, it is of utmost importance
to deeply analyse all the branches to detect the solution that best recover the
desired velocity profile. To study the stability of the optimal solutions, we performed the eigenvalues analysis described in Algorithm 1. We can derive several
information from the Figure 7.9: it represents the global eigenvalue problem for
the natural branch, against the parameter µ such that <(σµ ) = [−0.01, 0.01].
We plot the first Neig = 100 eigenvalues of the linearized system (7.11) around
the global optimal solution, using a Krylov-Schur algorithm. The plot shows
two eigenvalues (highlighted with blue markers) approaching <(σµ ) = 0: in this
case, we will say that the shears phenomenon is occurring. Moreover, the lower
is α, the larger is the number of positive eigenvalues, while the negative eigenvalues are lowering except for the negative shear eigenvalue. Furthermore, it is
clear form plots 7.9c and 7.9d that positive real eigenvalues cluster in the value
of α. In addition, a single eigenvalue (denoted by red markers) approaching
zero is clearly visible. The conclusion we can draw from the global eigenvalue
analysis is that a much controlled system (i.e. smaller values of α) highly affects
the concentration of negative eigenvalues. Unfortunately, no information about
the physical stability can be derived by the performed global eigenvalue analysis. Indeed, similar eigenvalues behaviour is observed for both the natural and
non-natural branches (only the former being shown here for the sake of brevity).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.6:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Neumann control). Optimal solutions with
α = 0.01 and µ = 0.5, belonging to the natural optimal (panels (a) and (b) for state
velocity and pressure, respectively) and the non-natural optimal (panels (c) and (d))
branches.

Table 7.1:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Comparison of the functional value for Neumann
control w.r.t. stable and unstable uncontrolled solutions. (Nat.) Natural optimal
branch. (n-Nat.) Non-natural optimal branch.

µ
2
1.5
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

Stable Unstable
Uncontrolled
5.14e–9 5.14e–9
4.38e–6 4.38e–6
4.10e–3 4.10e–3
3.33e–2 1.63e–2
2.08e–1 6.52e–2
1.01e+0 2.59e–1
4.48e+0 1.70e+0
1.88e+1 3.92e+0

Figure 7.7:

Nat.
n-Nat.
α=1
5.13e–9 5.13e–9
4.38e–6 4.38e–6
4.10e–3 4.10e–3
3.33e–2 1.63e–2
2.07e–1 6.52e–2
1.01e+0 2.59e–1
4.44e+0 1.02e+0
1.83e+1 3.92e+0

Nat.
n-Nat.
α = 0.1
5.13e–9 5.13e–9
4.38e–6 4.38e–6
4.10e–3 4.10e–3
3.30e–2 1.63e–2
2.04e–1 6.51e–2
9.80e–1 2.59e–1
4.15e+0 1.02e+0
1.50e+1 3.92e+0

Nat.
n-Nat.
α = 0.01
5.13e–9 5.13e–9
4.37e–6 4.37e–6
4.08e–3 4.10e–3
3.15e–2 1.63e–2
1.88e–1 6.51e–2
8.63e–1 2.59e–1
3.33e+0 1.02e+0
9.61e+0 3.92e+0

Nat.
n-Nat.
α = 0.001
5.07e–9 5.07e–9
4.28e–6 4.28e–6
3.92e–3 3.92e–3
2.93e–2 1.55e–2
1.70e–1 6.15e–2
7.67e–1 2.43e–1
2.91e+0 9.57e–1
8.54e+0 3.68e+0

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena.Left. (Neumann control). Comparison of velocity profiles in the controlled and uncontrolled cases for α = 0.01, µ = 0.5 on Γobs w.r.t.
the desired profile when following the natural optimal branch. Right. representation
of control variable evolution for α = 0.01, µ = 2, 1, 0.95, 0.5 over Γout when following
the natural optimal branch.
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Figure 7.9:
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OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Neumann control). Left. Comparison of velocity profiles in the controlled and uncontrolled cases for α = 0.01, µ = 0.5 on Γobs w.r.t.
the desired profile when following the non-natural optimal branch. The lines marked
by “Controlled Symmetric Velocity” and “Uncontrolled Symmetric Velocity” overlap.
Right. representation of control variable evolution for α = 0.01, µ = 2, 1, 0.95, 0.5
over Γout when following the non-natural optimal branch.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Neumann control). Spectral analysis of Neumann control with α = 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001.
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Therefore, even for the other experiments, we will discuss only the numerical
stability represented by natural optimal solution. Summing up, the Neumann
control does not fully steer the uncontrolled solutions towards the desired symmetric configuration. However, this will be the case of the following test case,
where a stronger control effect is analysed.

7.3.3

Distributed Control: strong steering

This Section deals with a distributed control in Ωu ≡ Ω. Also in this case, we
consider Γwall = Γ0 ∪ ΓD . Given µ ∈ D, the optimal solution X ∈ X solves the
following system:


vIΓobs − µ∆w − v · ∇w + (∇v)T w + ∇q = vd IΓobs in Ω,





div(w) = 0
in Ω,




w=0
on Γin ∪ Γwall ,





−qn
+
(µ∇w)n
=
0
on
Γout ,



 αu = w
in Ω,
(7.32)

−µ∆v + v · ∇v + ∇p = u
in Ω,





div(v) = 0
in Ω,




v = vin
on Γwall ,





v
=
0
on
Γ0 ,



 −pn + (µ∇v)n = 0
on Γout .
For this experiment we expect a stronger action of the control variable that has
the possibility to deeply affect the original system. To show this feature, we will
steer the system towards either symmetric or asymmetric desired profiles vd :
◦ Symmetric target. First of all, let us focus on Figures 7.10a and 7.10b
where two representative solutions of the control variable, defined on the
whole domain, are shown. The plots have been obtained for µ = 2 and
µ = 0.5, when following the natural optimal branch, which is composed of
symmetric solutions. The strong action of the control lead to a more diffusive velocity field w.r.t. the uncontrolled symmetric profile, as represented
in the left plot of Figure 7.13, corresponding to the velocity solution slice
on the observation domain for µ = 0.5: in this case the controlled velocity
(orange line) and the symmetric target (blue line) almost overlap. The
right plot of Figure 7.13 shows that a slightly asymmetric control is only
required near the critical value µ∗ (also compare with Figures 7.10a and
7.10b for the cases µ = 2 and µ = 0.5). Nonetheless, as expected, the
control action is higher when the Re value increases. Indeed, for µ = 2 the
control exclusively acts in the proximity of Γobs with a maximum magnitude of 1.8·10−4 , while for µ = 0.5 it reaches a value of 1.6 of magnitude
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and it is significant all over the domain.
A further non-natural optimal branch exists, and is made of asymmetric solutions. However, it is hardly detectable by Algorithm 1 unless one
exploits very tailored guesses in a small neighborhood of µ∗ .
◦ Asymmetric target. In contrast with all the previous test cases, here we
want to reach an asymmetric target for all µ ∈ D. Figures 7.10c and 7.10d
show two representative control solutions for µ = 2 and µ = 0.5 when
following the natural optimal branch. In this case, it features asymmetric
solutions. The action of the control is also visible in the left plot of Figure
7.14, obtained for µ = 2. The control, as expected, pushes the flux over
Γobs towards the domain wall (orange line), avoiding the symmetric profile
of the uncontrolled velocity (green line). Namely, also for this other test,
the distributed control drives the solution towards the desired velocity.
For this reason, the control magnitude is larger when µ > µ∗ , i.e. when
the uncontrolled configuration is symmetric. Indeed, in Figure 7.10c the
maximum magnitude for the control is 7 and it is reached for µ = 2 in
the upper part of the domain. On the contrary, Figure 7.10d shows how
it lowers to 10−11 for µ = 0.5: indeed, the stable velocity solution does
not need any control effect being already asymmetric. These deductions
comply with the right plot of Figure 7.14 w.r.t. several values of µ.
Also in this case, a non-natural optimal branch (this time featuring symmetric
solutions) can be found with some numerical effort. Table 7.2 shows a comparison of the values of the cost functional (7.19) for the reached natural branch
for both symmetric and asymmetric targets. Several values of µ (rows) and α
(columns) have been taken into consideration and compered to the uncontrolled
case. Once again, the functional is lower for smaller α. In the symmetric target case, the distributed control steers the solution towards the desired profile
and this is visible for µ = 0.05 and α = 0.01, values for which the functional
is decreased by a 90% w.r.t. its uncontrolled counterpart. If we lower α, say
α = 0.001, the cost functional is almost decreased by 99%. An analogous argument holds for the asymmetric target: in that case, the maximum action of the
control variable is given for low Re. Indeed, for µ = 2. the functional decreases
of the 77.5% for α = 0.01. The percentage grows up to a 97% if we employ
α = 0.001. We here stress that no control action is needed for µ = 0.5 ≈ 0.49,
i.e. it is the parameter value for which the asymmetric vd was computed. This
translates in very low values of (7.19), even below the machine precision. The
spectral analysis of this optimality system is depicted in Figure 7.12: in particular, Figures 7.12a (α = 1) and 7.12b (α = 0.1) are related to the symmetric
target when following the corresponding natural optimal branch, while Figures
7.12c (α = 1) and 7.12d (α = 0.1) consider the asymmetric target when following its natural optimal branch. It is clear that the behaviour between the top
and bottom panels of Figure 7.12 is similar. Thus, we will only focus on the
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role of α in this context. We remark that, as in the previous experiment, no
stability information about the optimal solution is given by means of the global
eigenvalue problem. Indeed, the remaining (i.e., non-natural optimal) branches
present very similar patterns to the ones in Figure 7.12. Plotting the eigenvalues
for α = 1 in <(σµ ) = [−0.01, 0.01] and for α = 0.1 in <(σµ ) = [−0.005, 0.005],
we can observe a predominance of positive eigenvalues even for larger values
of the penalization parameter. Also in this case, if α is smaller, less negative
eigenvalues are visible.

Figure 7.10:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Distributed control). Optimal control profiles for α = 0.01. Left: µ = 2 in (a) and (c); right: µ = 0.5 in (b) and (d). Top.
symmetric target in (a) and (b); Bottom. asymmetric target in (c) and (d).

Bifurcation diagram
α = 0.001
α = 0.01
α = 0.1
α=1

3.5
3.0

Uncontrolled

vx2 (14, 4)

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.6

Figure 7.11:

0.8

1.0

1.2

ν

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Distributed control). Bifurcation diagram
(upper branch only) for controlled state velocity obtained with α = 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001
and asymmetric target, compared to the uncontrolled velocity.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.12:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Distributed control). Spectral analysis with
α = 1, 0.1 (left to right) for the natural optimal branch with symmetric (top) and
asymmetric (bottom) targets.

Figure 7.13:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Distributed control). Left. Comparison of
velocity profiles in the controlled and uncontrolled cases for α = 0.01, µ = 0.5 on
Γobs w.r.t. the symmetric desired profile when following the natural optimal branch.
Right. Representation of control variable evolution for α = 0.01, µ = 2, 1, 0.95, 0.5
for x1 = 45 when following the natural optimal branch.
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Figure 7.14:

Table 7.2:

µ
2
1.5
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Distributed control). Left. Comparison of
velocity profiles in the controlled and uncontrolled cases for α = 0.01, µ = 2. on Γobs
w.r.t. the asymmetric desired profile when following the natural optimal branch.
Right. Representation of control variable evolution for α = 0.01, µ = 2, 1, 0.95, 0.5
for x1 = 45 when following the natural optimal branch.

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Comparison of the functional value for distributed control. (Sym.) Natural optimal branch for symmetric target. (Asym.) Natural optimal branch for asymmetric target. (Sym.-U.) Unstable uncontrolled solution
with symmetric target. (Asym.-S.) Stable uncontrolled solution with asymmetric target. (B.M.E.) Below machine epsilon.

Sym.-U. Asym.-S.
Uncontrolled
5.14e–9 1.88e+1
4.38e–6 1.88e+1
4.10e–3 1.86e+1
1.63e–2 1.84e+1
6.52e–2 1.54e+1
2.59e–1 1.15e+1
1.70e+0 5.34e+0
3.92e+0 B.M.E.

Sym.
Asym.
α=1
5.06e–9 1.81e+1
4.29e–6 1.77e+1
3.95e–3 1.67e+1
1.56e–2 1.54e+1
6.21e–2 1.31e+1
2.45e–1 9.28e+0
9.54e–1 3.76e+0
3.59e+0 B.M.E.

Sym.
Asym.
α = 0.1
4.51e–9 1.36e+1
3.61e–6 1.20e+1
2.99e–3 9.15e+0
1.14e–2 7.88e+0
4.36e–2 6.06e+0
1.63e–1 3.68e+0
5.94e–1 1.24e+0
2.04e+0 B.M.E.

Sym.
Asym.
α = 0.01
2.22e–9 4.23e+0
1.46e–6 3.09e+0
9.14e–4 1.86e+0
3.26e–3 1.50e+0
1.14e–2 1.08e+0
3.93e–2 6.16e–1
1.28e–1 2.00e–1
3.92e–1 B.M.E.

Sym.
Asym.
α = 0.001
4.04e–10 5.66e–1
2.28e–7 3.87e–1
1.23e–4 2.17e–1
4.26e–4 1.73e–1
1.45e–3 1.22e–1
4.81e–3 6.90e–2
1.70e–2 2.22e–2
4.47e–2 B.M.E.

Moreover, we noticed that, no matter the used α, the shears phenomenon does
not happen. Even if a small trace of the shears structure is still present for α = 1
(highlighted in blue) in Figures 7.12a and 7.12c, for α = 0.1 the structure completely breaks. Figure 7.12b and 7.12d only depict one eigenvalue (representing
the top of the shears, and marked in blue) approaching <(σµ ) = 0 without
crossing it. Let us denote with µ∗∗ the point for which the upper shears curve
is the closest to the axis <(σµ ) = 0. It will give us further information on
the bifurcating phenomenon. Indeed, from Figure 7.12, µ∗∗ ≈ µ∗ = 0.96 for
the symmetric target, regardless of α, while, employing asymmetric target, we
noticed that µ∗∗ ∈ [1.0, 1.2] with a mild dependence on α. This feature is highlighted by Figure 7.11, representing the bifurcation diagram for the controlled
solution with asymmetric target. Namely, we can state that µ∗∗ indicates where
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the bifurcation of the controlled system occurs. We conclude that this optimality system steers the state solution towards a desired branch affecting the
location of the bifurcation point, eventually. The role of α in the optimization
process will be clarified in the next Section.

7.3.4

Channel Control: the α effect

This Section aims at describing how the value of α can affect the natural convergence towards a symmetric target over Γobs . In this setting, the problem reads:
given µ ∈ D find the optimal solution X ∈ X that verifies:


vIΓobs − µ∆w − v · ∇w + (∇v)T w + ∇q = vd IΓobs in Ω,





div(w) = 0
in Ω,




w=0
on Γin ∪ Γwall ,





−qn
+
(µ∇w)n
=
0
on
Γout ,



 αuI
in Ω,
Γch = wIΓch
(7.33)

−µ∆v + v · ∇v + ∇p = uIΓch
in Ω,





div(v) = 0
in Ω,




v = vin
on Γin ,





v
=
0
on Γwall ,



 −pn + (µ∇v)n = 0
on Γout ,
where the control variable is defined at the end of inlet channel, i.e. Ωu = Γch ,
as depicted in Figure 7.1, and Γwall is, once again, Γ0 ∪ ΓD . Namely, we are
interpreting the control as a forcing term influencing how the flow enters in
the expansion channel. Figure 7.15 shows the adjoint velocity and pressure
profiles obtained for µ = 0.5 for α = 1 and α = 0.01. For the highest value of
the penalization parameter, following Algorithm 1, the natural optimal branch
features a wall-hugging behaviour, while for smaller values of α the control
variable drives the velocity towards a symmetric flux (see the left panels of
Figures 7.16 and 7.17).
Therefore, in this case, the natural optimal branch is highly influenced by the
penalization parameter. If we focus on the right plots of Figures 7.16 and 7.17,
we notice that the control is very sensitive around µ∗ . This is confirmed by its
asymmetric configuration both for the wall-hugging solution and the straight
one. We remark that we were capable to detect two solutions using different
initial guesses in the continuation method for α = 1, 0.1, 0.01, showing symmetric and asymmetric features coexisting for values of µ < µ∗ . However, the
smaller was α, the bigger was the effort needed to numerically solve this nonnatural branch detection task. In the case of α = 0.001 the control action was so
strong that we were not able to actually recover the whole optimal non-natural
branch.
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Figure 7.15:

Table 7.3:

µ
2
1.5
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Channel control). Two optimal solutions for
adjoint velocity and pressure for µ = 0.5: α = 1 in (a) and (b), and α = 0.01 in (c)
and (d), respectively.

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Comparison of the functional value for channel
control w.r.t. stable and unstable uncontrolled solutions. Headers: (Nat.) Natural
optimal branch. (n-Nat.) Non-natural optimal branch. Trailing cell characters: (s)
the solution has symmetric profile. (a) The solution has asymmetric profile. (nat-C.)
Converging to natural branch despite tailored guess. (non-C.) Non-converging Newton’s
solver for tailored guess.

Stable Unstable
Nat.
n-Nat.
Nat.
n-Nat.
Nat.
n-Nat.
Nat.
n-Nat.
Uncontrolled
α=1
α = 0.1
α = 0.01
α = 0.001
5.14e–9 5.14e–9
5.14e–9s 5.14e–9s 5.14e–9s 5.14e–9s 5.14e–9s 5.14e–9s 5.07e–9s 5.14e–9s
4.38e–6 4.38e–6
4.38e–6s 4.38e–6s 4.38e–6s 4.38e–6s 4.38e–6s 4.38e–6s 4.28e–6s 4.38e–6s
4.10e–3 4.10e–3
4.10e–3s 4.10e–3s 4.10e–3s 4.10e–3s 4.08e–3s 4.10e–3s 3.92e–3s 4.10e–3s
3.33e–2 1.63e–2 3.33e–2a 1.63e–2s 1.63e–1s 3.33e–2a 1.63e–1s nat-C.
2.93e–2s non-C.
2.08e–1 6.52e–2 2.08e–1a 6.52e–2s 6.52e–2s 2.07e–1a 6.52e–2s 2.04e–1a 6.51e–2s nat-C.
1.01e+0 2.59e–1 1.01e+0a 2.59e–1s 2.59e–1s 1.01e+0a 2.59e–1s 9.76e–1a 2.24e–1s nat-C.
4.48e+0 1.70e+0 4.48e+0a 1.02e+0s 1.02e+0s 4.43e+0a 1.02e+0s 4.03e+0a 9.90e–1s nat-C.
1.88e+1 3.92e+0 1.87e+1a 3.92e+0s 3.92e+1s non-C.
3.87e+0s non-C.
3.50e+0s nat-C.

Figure 7.16:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Channel control). Left. Comparison of
velocity profiles in the controlled and uncontrolled cases for α = 1, µ = 0.5 on
Γobs w.r.t. the symmetric desired profile when following the natural optimal branch.
Right. Representation of control variable evolution for α = 1, µ = 2, 1, 0.95, 0.5 at
x1 = 10 when following the natural optimal branch.
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Figure 7.18:
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OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Channel control). Left. Comparison of
velocity profiles in the controlled and uncontrolled cases for α = 0.01, µ = 0.5 on
Γobs w.r.t. the symmetric desired profile when following the natural optimal branch.
Right. Representation of control variable evolution for α = 0.01, µ = 2, 1, 0.95, 0.5
for x1 = 10 when following the natural optimal branch.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Channel control). Spectral analysis with
α = 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 when following the natural optimal branch.
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Indeed, either the Newton’s solver did not converge (this happens also for
α = 0.1, 0.01 and µ = 0.5, compare Table 7.3) or converged to the symmetric
natural branch. Let us comment on Table 7.3 and on the role of the penalization parameter. As the other test cases of Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3, the straight
configuration gives better results in minimizing the functional w.r.t. the asymmetric solution thanks to its similarity with the symmetric target we fixed. For
this test case, the decrease of the functional is not remarkable w.r.t. the uncontrolled system. Namely, even if the optimal solution might present straight
natural convergence to the symmetric vd , the parabolic profile on Γobs is not
achieved (for example, the reader can compare the functional value for µ = 0.5
and α = 0.001 w.r.t. the uncontrolled symmetric solution: it only decreases of
a 10%). Finally, we present the global eigenvalue analysis in Figure 7.18 in the
range <(σµ ) = [−0.01, 0.01] when following the natural optimal branch. For
α = 1, the shears phenomenon happens, while the structure is broken for other
values of the penalization parameter. As expected, lower values of α lead to
a positive-dominated eigenvalues ensemble. Moreover, a clustering around the
value of α can be observed in plots 7.18c and 7.18d. We remark that the same
properties are preserved in the non-natural branch analysis.
The next Section will deal, once again, with the role of the penalization parameter, presenting, however, very peculiar results.

7.3.5

Dirichlet Control: flux action

In this final example, we build a Dirichlet control over the boundary Ωu ≡ ΓD .
Also for this test case, we consider the symmetric vd over the line Γobs . Here,
we set Γwall = Γ0 . The problem to be solved reads: given µ ∈ D find X ∈ X
such that


vIΓobs − µ∆w − v · ∇w




+(∇v)T w





+∇q = vd IΓobs





div(w)
=
0





w=0





−qn
+ (µ∇w)n = 0

αuIΓD = wIΓD



−µ∆v + v · ∇v + ∇p = 0





div(v)
=0




 v = vin





v=u




v=0




−pn + (µ∇v)n = 0

in Ω,
in Ω,
on Γin ∪ ΓD ∪ Γwall ,
on Γout ,
in Ω,
in Ω,
in Ω,
on Γin ,
on ΓD ,
on Γwall ,
on Γout .

(7.34)
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Namely, in this formulation, we are letting the flux to freely enter or exit from
the boundary ΓD . This will highly affect the solution behaviour. First of all,
we stress that the control aims at straighten the solution, due to the choice of
vd . This feature is well represented by Figure 7.19a and the left plot of Figure 7.20. The symmetric profile is reached even for large values of α and, for
lower values of α, the optimal velocity on Γobs is parabolic. This property is
also highlighted from the functional values in Table 7.4, where, once again, we
compare the uncontrolled behaviour of the functional (7.19) w.r.t. several optimal solutions changing µ (rows) and α (columns). As expected, the functional
largely decreases for smaller values of the penalization parameter. For example,
for µ = 0.5, the functional only lowers of 18% for α = 0.01, while we reach
an 82% of decrease percentage for α = 0.001. Furthermore, for α = 0.001, the
system has an interesting and unexpected profile, shown in Figure 7.19b. The
flux presents a new bifurcating asymmetric configuration for a low value of µ.
This asymmetry is related to the high influence of the control that not only
allows the flow to exit from ΓD (to avoid the asymmetric recirculation of the
wall-hugging solution), but it also adds flux near the channel, in order to achieve
the parabolic velocity profile over the observation domain, as it is represented
in the right plot of Figure 7.20.
Table 7.4:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Comparison of the functional value for Dirichlet
control w.r.t. the stable and unstable uncontrolled solutions.

µ
2
1.5
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

Stable
Unstable
Uncontrolled
5.14e–9
5.14e–9
4.38e–6
4.38e–6
4.10e–3
4.10e–3
3.33e–2
1.63e–2
2.08e–1
6.52e–2
1.01e+0
2.69e–1
4.48e+0
1.70e+0
1.88e+1
3.92e+0

(a)

Figure 7.19:

α=1
4.98e–9
4.24e–6
3.94e–3
1.56e–2
6.20e–2
2.44e–1
9.49e–1
3.58e+0

Controlled Solution
α = 0.1
α = 0.01
4.83e–9
4.79e–9
4.10e–6
4.07e–6
3.78e–3
3.74e–3
1.49e–2
1.47e–2
5.88e–2
5.78e–2
2.29e–1
2.21e–1
8.73e–1
8.09e–1
3.21e+0
2.41e+0

α = 0.001
4.79e–9
4.06e–6
3.72e–3
1.45e–2
5.46e–2
1.82e–1
3.57e–1
4.73e–1

(b)

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Dirichlet control). Two optimal velocity
solutions for µ = 0.5, with α = 1 and α = 0.001, left and right, respectively.
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Figure 7.20:

Figure 7.21:
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OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Left. Comparison of velocity profiles in the
controlled and uncontrolled cases for α = 1, 0.01, µ = 0.5 on Γobs w.r.t. the symmetric desired profile when following the natural optimal branch. Right. Representation
of control variable evolution for α = 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 and µ = 0.5 at x1 = 10 when
following the natural optimal branch.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Dirichlet control). Spectral analysis with
α = 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001.
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Figure 7.22:
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OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Dirichlet control). Eigenvalues of the state
eigenproblem in the complex plane for the Dirichlet optimal control: symmetric and
asymmetric solutions, left and right, respectively.

In Figure 7.21 the results on eigenvalues analysis are presented. We show closeups starting with <(σµ ) = [−0.001, 0.001] for α = 1 in the top-right image.
Then, the vertical interval is restricted following the order of the lower values
of α in the remaining panels. The arguments we discussed for the other test
cases apply also in this context. For example, a stronger control action leads
to larger number of positive eigenvalues. As we did in the distributed case of
Section 7.3.3, we define the value µ∗∗ as the parameter for which the top curve
of the shears (marked in blue) approaches <(σµ ) = 0. As α becomes lower and
lower, the curve is moved away from <(σµ ) = 0. Thus, in strong controlled
problems, such a point µ∗∗ might not exist. The previous experimental settings
have shown that the top shear structure approaching to <(σµ ) = 0 are typically
related to a bifurcation phenomenon. Thus, we guess that the standard pitchfork
bifurcating configuration is not occurring here. Yet, other type of bifurcating
phenomena might be arose. Indeed, the system seems to be featuring a different
bifurcation, presented in Figure 7.19b. The plot shows an eigenvalue crossing
the line <(σµ ) = 0 for the global eigenproblem for α = 0.001. This led us
to analyse the the state eigenproblem of Algorithm 1 (Figure 7.22) around the
optimal solution. In this new controlled framework, the symmetric profile does
never cross the origin, while it happens when one is dealing with the asymmetric
solution for α = 0.001 represented in Figure 7.19b. Namely, properly modifying
the boundary conditions, the controlled straight profile can be interpret as a
physical stable solution. Lastly, we remark that in the right plot of Figure 7.22
a couple of complex and conjugate eigenvalue are crossing the imaginary axis, as
in the Hopf bifurcation scenario [124, 140]. We can thus affirm that the Dirichlet
control problem deeply changes the classical behaviour of the solution.
Remark 7.3.1 (Lagrange multipliers) Numerically, the optimality system
(7.34) has been solved through the employment of Lagrangian multipliers. Namely,
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the condition v = u on ΓD has been weakly imposed in integral form
Z
Z
vλ ds =
uλ ds ∀λ ∈ V.
ΓD

(7.35)

ΓD

This equation reflects in system (7.21), since the term
Z
φ(∇ · vn + pn) ds

∀φ ∈ V,

(7.36)

ΓD

appears. This numerical choice leads to new terms in the adjoint equations.
Moreover, we weakly imposed the adjoint boundary condition w = 0 on ΓD with
another multiplier. The reason of this latter decision will be explained in Section
7.4.

7.3.6

Comparative Eigenvalue Analysis

This Section focuses on all the common observations and the results obtained
by means of the global eigenvalue analysis over the four presented OCP(µ)s. A
list of the similarities among them follows:
◦ the eigenvalues cluster around the value of α. This behaviour arises from
the optimality equation 7.24. This feature is well represented in Figures
7.9c, 7.9d, 7.18c and 7.18d;
◦ the predominance of positive eigenvalues over the negative ones. In all
the test cases the control action tends to lower the negative eigenvalues.
The stronger it is, the more remarkable is this process, as represented in
Figures 7.12b and 7.21;
◦ the shears effect for low controlled systems that do not highly affect the
standard uncontrolled system solution. It is the case of Neumann control
in Figure 7.9a and of the channel control for α = 1 as shown in Figure
7.18a. For the other cases, this feature might be visible for higher values
of the penalization parameter. However, if the control is strong enough,
the structure is completely broken;
◦ the µ∗∗ identification. We observed that the shears (or their top curve,
if broken) approach the real line in µ∗∗ , i.e. where the bifurcating phenomenon of the controlled system is happening. This argument often
holds regardless of α, see for example Figures 7.12b, 7.18b, 7.18c. The detection of µ∗∗ can be even feasible in strongly controlled system, such as
the Dirichlet optimal control, see Figure 7.21. In some cases, we observed
a shift of the µ∗∗ w.r.t. the uncontrolled critical point µ∗ .

7.4 ROMs for bifurcating OCP(µ)s

Figure 7.23:
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OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. Left. Asymmetric velocity with Neumann
control for α = 1. Right. Symmetric velocity with distributed control for α = 1.

To gain more information on the problem, we perform an eigenvalue analysis
dealing with only the state and the adjoint equations around the optimal solutions. For all the test cases, shears occurs. However, we noticed that their
structure is symmetric when the solution shows the wall-hugging property, while
it is slightly asymmetric when the state flow is straight. We believe that this
behaviour derives from the different reaction of state and adjoint variables to
bifurcations. Indeed, when reaching the desired straight flux, the behaviour of
the state variable should be preserved for all µ. This happens thanks to the adjoint problem, related to the control variable: it re-balances the flux, resulting
in an asymmetric contribution reflected in the structure of the shears. Now that
we have deeply analysed the theme of bifurcations in nonlinear OCP(µ)s, in the
next Section will present some numerical results dealing with the reduction of
this kind of problems.

7.4

ROMs for bifurcating OCP(µ)s

In this Section we are going to present how ROMs strategies as presented in
Chapter 3 behaves w.r.t. the setting of nonlinear bifurcating OCP(µ)s. We here
combined the reduction techniques for OCP(µ)s discussed in Part II together
with reduction strategies for bifurcating system as presented in [62, 63, 116,
117, 119, 121]. We employed a branch-wise approach, i.e., for every bifurcating
solution branch Mi , we build a different reduced model. This strategy is remarkably effective to reach accurate ROM solutions. However, in [117, 116], for
example, a global reduction approach was pursued for other applications with
remarkable results. Before showing the numerical results we would like to list
the main features of the used approach:
◦ for each branch we performed a partitioned POD as described in Section
4.1;
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◦ the aggregated space techniques was applied in order to guarantee the
well-posedness of the linearized reduced system for µ 6= µ∗ as discussed in
Section 3.2.2;
◦ the supremizers are needed in order to deal with the nested saddle point
structure of the problem.

Namely, we are working with an enlarged reduced space: this is the key point in
order to have a numerically stable system at the reduced level when we are not
analysing the case of the critical parameter µ∗ . As already specified in Remark
3.1.1, the nonlinear problem still depends on the high fidelity solution. In this
setting, no hyper-reduction technique is applied following [118].

7.4.1

Numerical Results

We now present the numerical results deriving from the reduction of the four
controlled test cases described in Section 7.3.1. For each numerical experiment,
we extract information from Nmax = 51 snapshots evaluated for equidistant
parameters in D = [0.5, 2]. For all the test cases, we chose to retain N = 20
bases, except for the Dirichlet test case were 12 bases have been employed for
each variable. We remark that for this specific test case we need additional
basis functions for the two Lagrangian multiplier variables defined in Remark
7.3.1: the final reduced space is, thus, of dimension 15N and this justifies the
use of a slightly smaller reduced framework for the Dirichlet problem. Then,
we performed and error analysis over 151 equidistant values of µ ∈ D. The
reliability of the ROM approach has been evaluated through
◦ an average error over the parameter space w.r.t. an increasing value of
basis functions;
◦ a µ-dependent error computed for the fixed value N = 12 for the Dirichlet
problem and N = 20 for all the other cases.
From the two error analyses we can deduce different features of the problem
at hand. Indeed, the average error tests how the reliability changes w.r.t. the
behaviour of the solution. The symmetric profile appears to always be the
best approximated. See for example the Neumann and the Channel control,
which average errors are depicted in the left plots of Figures 7.24 and 7.28,
respectively. Their asymmetric counterparts, i.e. the right panels of Figures
7.24 and 7.28, show how recovering the Stokes-like profile for µ > µ∗ and the
wall-hugging feature for the lower values of µ is a more difficult task w.r.t. the
symmetric case. Nonetheless, the provided accuracy is satisfactory for practical
applications for both the cases. This holds true for all the involved variables,
however, the state ones are the best described by the reduced system. As we
already said, the control is very sensitive to the parameter and, thus, it is the
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most challenging to approximate. Indeed, the control variable features a sort
of on-off behaviour and this affects the quality of reduced representation. For
example, when dealing with Stokes target vd , the control is off for larger values
of µ, but, when µ ∼ µ∗ , it starts to drastically grow in magnitude and it also
presents qualitatively differences w.r.t. the previous values of µ. This property is
directly inherited by the adjoint variable, by definition. This is visible from the
right panels of Figures 7.25 and 7.31, where higher values of error correspond to
higher values of µ. Due to the same reason, for Channel and Dirichlet test cases
with low Re, we chose to plot the absolute errors for the control variable since
its magnitude was essentially zero and in this way we prevented a meaningless
relative error. This issue does not occur in the Distributed control case, see
for example the right plot of Figure 7.26: a remarkable errors decay for all the
variables can be noticed.

Figure 7.24:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena (Neumann control). Average error over µ with
N = 20 and α = 0.01. Left. Symmetric profile. Right. Symmetric profile.

Figure 7.25:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Neumann control). The µ-dependent error
with N = 20 and α = 0.01. Left. Symmetric profile for state variable. Right.
Symmetric profile for adjoint variable..
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Figure 7.26:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Distributed control). Average error over µ
with N = 20 and α = 0.01. Left. Symmetric profile. Right. Asymmetric profile.

Figure 7.27:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Distributed control). The µ-dependent error
with N = 20 and α = 0.01. Left. Symmetric profile. Right. Asymmetric profile.

Figure 7.28:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena (Channel control) Average error with N = 20
over µ. Left. Symmetric profile (α = 1). Right. Asymmetric profile (α = 0.01).
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Figure 7.29:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Channel control). The µ-dependent error for
N = 20 Left. Symmetric state profile. Right. Asymmetric state profile.

Figure 7.30:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Dirichlet control). Average error over µ with
N = 12. Left. Profile for α = 1. Right. Profile for α = 0.001 .

Figure 7.31:

OCP(µ)s for bifurcating phenomena. (Dirichlet control). The µ-dependent error for
α = 0.001 with N = 12. Left. State variable. Right. Adjoint and control variables.
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The Dirichlet test case for α = 0.001 is very challenging to represent: the
reduced model suffers the complex dynamic and the new bifurcation behaviour.
Indeed, while the other test cases had an average error are ranging between 10−5
and 10−8 , here we reach an error of almost 10−3 for the controlled state. Yet,
this accuracy is still acceptable for many practical applications. This feature is
highlighted also in the µ-dependent errors depicted in Figure 7.31. In both the
pictures, we observe an increment of the error for high Re. This happens also for
the other test cases, see, for example, the right plot of Figure 7.27 and both the
plots of Figure 7.29. However, the Dirichlet case is the worst behaving under
this point of view. Nonetheless, the µ-dependent error gives an a posteriori
information about the bifurcation point. Indeed, it is well-known that in order
to achieve a good ROM representation, regularity on the parametric dependence
is needed [64]. For this reason, we can notice an error peak around µ∗ . It
happens, for example, for µ∗ ∼ 0.96 for Neumann, Distributed and Channel
control. It is clear that this property can be very useful when no previous
knowledge about bifurcations of the system is provided. Thus, ROMs are not
only useful to faster solve a very complicated time consuming system, but also to
detect problematic parameters related to the bifurcating nature of the problem
at hand, since these will be the worst approximated. The same feature arises
in the Dirichlet control case at the left end of the parametric domain D: this is
due to the new configuration observed in Figure 7.19b for high Reynolds.

This Chapter aimed at showing how OCP(µ)s can be useful to prevent some
configurations and dynamics in nonlinear analysis. We here conclude the application of standard model order reduction techniques for OCP(µ)s. Indeed, a
final Chapter concerning the use of non-intrusive techniques based on artificial
intelligence for OCP(µ)s follows.

Chapter 8

Physics Informed Neural Networks for
Optimal Control Problems
In this Chapter we extend the concept of physics informed supervised machine
learning strategies to OCP(µ)s in real-time and many-query applications. Indeed, following [46], we will provide a physics informed learning paradigm to
reach accurate optimal simulations in a small amount of time. In Section 8.1, we
will give some motivations about the employment of these approaches together
with the standard formulation of physics informed neural networks (PINNs).
While, in Section 8.2 we exploit the physical model to build tailored neural
networks (NNs) to accelerate the training phase of the process. Then, these
techniques will be combined and tested in an optimal control framework.

8.1

Main Ideas Behind PINNs

Machine Learning (ML) represents a research topic of growing impact. In the
latest years, it has been successfully exploited in several fields of applications, see
for example [47, 85, 91, 161]. This massive interest in ML is directly inherited
by the availability of a huge amount of data, nowadays.

Figure 8.1:

PINNs for OCP(µ)s. Example of a feedforward NN, with a 5-neurons input layer,
three 10-neurons hidden layers, 2-neurons output layer.

The classical structure used in this context is the NN, i.e. a computational
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architecture able to learn a configuration from some observed data. A NN
consists of a set of neurons connected by a weighted synaptic structure. The
data information travels among this architecture and, after a training phase,
from an input, the NN provides an output. In this contribution we will only
consider feedforward NNs, where the neurons are aligned into one input layer,
some hidden layers and an output layer. Each layer is connected to the next layer
and the information travels to the output layer, as represented in the example
depicted in Figure 8.1. Namely, a training procedure over the weights of the
connections is performed through some rules and parameters (such as learning
rate and activation functions) which help in reaching a low prediction error
represented by the loss function. This only was a brief overview of NNs and their
structure: the interested reader can refer, e.g., to [25, 55] for more details. Even
if NNs are indisputably useful in many contexts, they may suffer of some lack of
accuracy w.r.t. some expected behaviour in fields where classical PDE(µ)s-based
models have been applied. This issue can be tackled though physics informed
strategies. After introduced some motivations in Section 8.1.1, we will discuss
how to enforce physical features to the output of the NN in Section 8.1.2.

8.1.1

Motivations

Techniques based on ML are undeniably an asset to the improvement of numerical simulations. However, their accuracy, most of all for complicated systems,
is strictly related to the amount of data to train at one’s disposal. This, may
represent an issue since data can be expensive to collect and they are usually
characterized by a scattered and incomplete nature. These features might lead
to non–physical and inconsistent results w.r.t. some previous knowledge related
to mathematical modelling. Lately, to solve this kind of problem, a new technique has been conceived: the Physics Informed Neural Networks (PINNs). The
idea of PINNs is as simple as effective: if any, add some prior physical knowledge
to the Neural Network (NN) and this will eventually result in more accurate and
robust predictions. Historically, the mathematical model related to PINNs were
(non-parametric) PDEs. The reader may refer to the seminal paper [129] for
an overview on the topic of guessing a PDE solution thanks to this physics informed structure. The promising results reached in this work led to a series of
interesting extensions and applications. Here, we propose an incomplete list of
PINN-based works [31, 76, 77, 82, 99, 101, 114, 130, 164], with many variations
and applications.
In this contribution, we want to extend the physics informed paradigm to
OCP(µ)s, presenting the main results of [46], where they deal with parametric
setting both in the optimal control framework and in the forward one. The
authors, propose PINN-based strategies in order to reach more robustness for
NN predictions in many-query and real-time contexts. Strategies based on NNs
comply with the ROM strategy of offline-online decomposition. Indeed, after
a possibly long training phase of the net (offline phase), each new paramet-
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ric instance can be guessed by the NN in a very small amount of time (online
phase). However, it is natural that more complex problems, such as OCP(µ)s,
are characterized by a more time consuming training phase. In the literature,
some techniques have been designed to accelerate this stage: adaptive activation functions [73, 74] and Prior Dictionary PINNs [115] are some examples. We
extend the concept of physics informed networks though two approaches:
◦ using augmented inputs called the extra features that will speed up the
convergence to a loss minimum;
◦ chancing the architecture of the NN itself, guided by the physical model
one is dealing with.
In the next Section, we generalized the standard PINN formulation to the parametric setting we have always used along this thesis.

8.1.2

PINNs Formulation

Here, we introduce a different notation for PDE(µ)s w.r.t. the one used in the
other Chapters, due to the slightly different setting we are working in. Thus,
let G : Y → Q∗
G(w(x, µ)) = f (x, µ),
(8.1)
be a PDE(µ) together with some boundary conditions. Here, w := w(x, µ) ∈ Y
is the physical variable we want to approximate through a NN. As usual, Y and
Q are two Hilbert spaces. Also in this Chapter, the domain is denoted by Ω ⊂ Rd
and f (µ) ∈ Q∗ is an external forcing term. In this context, we are making no
distinction on the features of the problem: it can be steady, time-dependent,
linear, nonlinear. The parameter µ, in this Chapter, will only represent physical
features. Furthermore, we will deal only with steady linear problems, however
in [46] the reader may find some time-dependent and nonlinear examples too.
Thus, x is a spatial input in Rd . As already specified, the goal is to find a
surrogate of the solution to (8.1). Thus, taking inspiration from the classical
reference [129], we adapt the PINN concept to a parametric setting. First of all,
we define the parametric residual of (8.1) as:
r(w(x, µ)) := G(w(x, µ)) − f (x, µ).

(8.2)

Let us suppose to have at one’s disposal some values of the boundary conditions
p Np
b
at, say, Nb points {xib }N
i=1 and, moreover, a bunch of Np internal points {xi }i=1
Nµ
and Nµ values of the parameter µ ∈ D, i.e. {µi }i=1 . We now build a NN that
exploits the residual information. This NN, called ŵ, takes the domain point
x as input together with the parameter µ and gives as an output a prediction
of the value of the solution w(x, µ). Thus, the terminology physics informed is
appropriate since the value of the residual is used to achieve a predicted solution
which is physically consistent. Indeed, as already specified in Section 8.1, the
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NN aims at reducing the value of a loss function that, in this specific case, is
given by the following mean squared error:
M SE µ :=

Nµ
1 X
µ
(M SEb i + M SEpµi ).
Nµ i=1

(8.3)

The loss presents two contributions:
◦ the boundary loss given by
µ
M SEb i :=

Nb
1 X
|ŵ(xkb , µi ) − w(µi )bk |2 ,
Nb

(8.4)

k=1

based on the boundary values of the solution w(µi )bk for i = k, . . . , Nb at
b
the points {xkb }N
k=1 ;
◦ and the residual loss is:
M SEpµi :=

Np
1 X
|r(ŵ(xkp , µi ))|2 .
Np

(8.5)

k=1

Namely:
◦ the first contribution tries to learn the boundary conditions,
◦ while the residual loss enforces the physical model bahaviour to the prediction.
In [46], the parameters are taken into consideration as a problem input to
employ the PINN in a context where many evaluations are needed to better
study the phenomenon one is analysing in a small amount of time. Indeed,
after an acceptable training phase time, we can exploit the PINN for a new
parameter µ to reliably predict the parametric instance one is interested in.

8.2

Physics Informed OCP(µ)s

This Section shows the performances of the physics informed paradigm in the
context of OCP(µ)s. First of all, we extend the arguments of Section 8.1.2
to systems of multiple equations. However, in order to deal with this kind of
problems, we had to conceive some tailored techniques to reduce the computational time for the training phase and to increase the accuracy of the prediction.
Thus, in Section 8.2.2 we will describe extra features that are meant to lighten
the training phase, while Section 8.2.3 will focus on the physics informed architecture (PI-Arch) building process to reach a more accurate solution. Finally,
some numerical results are presented in Section 8.2.4.
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8.2.1
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PINNs for Multiple Equations Problems

In order to deal with OCP(µ)s, we should understand how to use the PINN
structure in the case of systems of multiple equations. Namely, the problem
under investigation is of the following form:
G(w(x, µ)) = F(x, µ),

(8.6)

where the n-dimensional solution is w(x, µ) := (w1 (x, µ), . . . , wn (x, µ)), while
the system of equation is:



G1 (w(x, µ))

.. 
G(w(x, µ)) := 
. 




f1 (x, µ)

..  .
and F(x, µ) := 
. 

Gn (w(x, µ))

(8.7)

fn (x, µ)

In this context, in order to apply the classical PINN strategy to (8.6), we need
to define a new mean square error loss, that complies with the presented multidimensional structure. Hence, we can refer to the j−th residual as:
rj (w(x, µ)) := Gj (w(x, µ)) − fj ((x, µ)).

(8.8)

Now, let us assume to have been provided of a set of indexes J = {1, . . . , m} related to the number of boundary conditions. Moreover, let us call I = {1, . . . , n}
the set of indices indicating the number of equations. Now, for a given paramNbl
eter µ ∈ D and given the boundary collocation points {xib }i=1
and boundary
Nl

b
values {w(µ)bk }k=1
for l ∈ J we consider:

◦ the new boundary loss as
l

µ
M SEb i

Nb
X 1 X
:=
|ŵ(xkb , µi ) − w(µi )bk |2 ;
l
N
b k=1
l∈J

(8.9)

◦ and the new residual loss as
M SEpµi

:=

Np
X 1 X
|rj (ŵ(xk , µi ))|2 .
Np
j∈I

(8.10)

k=1

Also in this case ŵ is a NN built to approximate the global solution w minimizing
the global loss defined as did for (8.3). Thus, the most naive approach consists
in solving the problem by means of a standard PINN approach as presented
in Section 8.1.2, once adapted the loss. However, in the next Section, we will
discuss a strategy that gives better performances in terms of loss convergence.
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8.2.2

Extra Features

As already specified in Section 8.1, a NN is a structure where nonlinear information travels through connections to predict an output. It is clear that, the
greater is the structure and, thus, the number of functions defined on it, the more
and more complex the output of the network model will be. It is well-known
[75, 77] that increasing the depth of the NN, i.e. the number of hidden layers,
allows the net to predict highly nonlinear behaviours. However, working with a
huge number of hidden layers can lead to an unbearable training phase. A way
out can be represented by the employment of an augmented input that allows to
contain the depth of the NN together with an acceptable training complexity.
In the numerical example we are going to present,
 the inputs are the spatial

coordinates and the parameter value µ, i.e. x = x1 . . . xd µ1 . . . µD .
Now, the model knowledge about the problem can be used to extend the input
information through the employment of one (or more) kernel function (functions1 ) as augmented first-layer input data. We will call these functions the
Nf
extra features from now on, and they will be denoted with {ki (x)}i=1
. Thus,
the final input will be of the following form:

xextra = x

k1 (x) µ . . .


kNf (x)

(8.11)

of dimension d + D + Nf . Exploiting a proper set of extra features might lead to
an easier and smaller NN to train, since they highlight the correlation between
the input and the expected output. Of course, this augmented strategy is highly
problem dependent and it has to be properly tuned. However, we propose few
tips to select the features:
◦ the analytical formulation of the term f (x, µ) might represent a good asset
to the learning procedure since the output is usually strongly related to
the forcing term of the equation.
◦ Simple kernel functions that satisfy the boundary conditions might improve the training procedure leading to a fast convergence of the NN to a
physically meaningful solution.
In this contribution we will only focus on fixed extra features, however, in [46]
they explore also learnable adaptive functions that guarantee an improvement
both in terms of accuracy and computational time needed for the training phase.
In the next Section, we will explore the possibility to exploit model information
not only in the loss function definition, but also in the design phase of the NN,
building a physics informed architecture (PI-Arch) that is able to better tackle
PDE(µ)s with more than one variable.
1 which

should be differentiable.
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The PI-Arch strategy

The idea behind this Section is to extend the PINN paradigm in order to build
tailored NN architectures that can increase the accuracy of the prediction, building on the techniques for multi–fidelity approaches used in [19, 60, 107]. We
postpone the comments on the advantages of such a strategy in Section 8.2.4,
while, now, we are going to provide a general description of it. Let us suppose of
having been provided of a system of multiple equations as (8.6) with n equations
and m boundary conditions. Also in this case, the loss is (8.3), with the same
definition for M SEpµ and M SEbµ as (8.10) and (8.9). We want to change the
architecture of ŵ exploiting the information of the system at hand to reach a
more reliable output prediction through a tailored (combination of) NN (NNs).
Let us consider H1 ⊂ I. Here, a first NN takes the inputs and gives as output
only a part of the problem variables, say {ŵh1 (x, µ)}h1 ∈H1 . We call this set the
one-level output (1-out). Now, the 1-out (or a part of it) together with, eventually, the initial input (or a part of it) is interpreted as an input for a new NN
that predicts another set of variables, say {ŵh2 (x, µ)}h2 ∈H2 , where H2 ⊂ I \ H1 .
This will be the two-level output (2-out). These predicted variables combined
with the 1-out (or a part of it) and the initial input (or part of it) leads to
the three-level output (3-out) based on the indices H3 ⊂ I \ {H1 ∪ H2 }, and so
on. The process is repeated for k−times: the final output is {ŵhk (x, µ)}hk ∈Hk
(k-out), with
[
Hk = I.
k

Moreover, let us suppose that we are able to extrapolate a direct or indirect
relation between the variables from the equations, say Υ, between the outputs.
Say that we can connect 1-out to the 2-out through
Υ(1-out) ≈ 2-out.

(8.12)

Once provided of this information, thus we can
◦ replace the NN between 1-out and 2-out with Υ(1-out), if we are confident
enough of the relation,
◦ or build a NN to approximate Υ(1-out).
Figure 8.2 shows an example of such an architecture. This technique helps in
isolating between the various outputs of the NN model. Thus, we proposed to
exploit some prior knowledge, that, otherwise, must be learned by the system
though a longer training phase and with a larger number of hidden layers. In this
sense, this concept totally complies with the physics informed paradigm and this
is the reason why we will refer to this strategy as physics informed architecture
(PI-Arch). The next Section shows how the proposed physics-based technique
can be effective in the prediction of solution to OCP(µ)s.
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1st NN

2nd NN

input #4

input #1

input #2

1-out

input #3

2–out

input #5

Figure 8.2:

8.2.4

Υ(1-out)

PINNs and OCP(µ)s. PI-Arch example.

Numerical Results

We tested the proposed methodology with a steady OCP(µ) defined in the
physical domain Ω = [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]. The problem reads: given µ := (µ1 , µ2 ) ∈
[0.5, 3] × [0.01, 1] find (y(x, µ), u(x, µ)) ∈ H01 (Ω) × L2 (Ω) := Y × U such that
verifies
min

(y(x,µ),u(x,µ))∈Y ×U

µ2
1
ky(x, µ) − µ1 k2L2 (Ω) +
ku(x, µ)k2L2 (Ω) ,
2
2

constrained to
(
−∆y(x, µ) = u(x, µ)
y(x, µ) = 0

(8.13)
in Ω,
on ∂Ω.

Namely, the desired state is yd (x, µ) ≡ µ1 on the whole physical domain. Moreover, it is the first time in this contribution, that we are dealing with a parametric penalization term, i.e. µ2 = α. Namely, we want to change the system in
order to reach the value µ1 under a different action of the control variable given
by several instances of µ2 . The Lagrangian technique described in Section 1.1.1
applied to problem 8.13 leads to the following optimality system


y(x, µ) − ∆z(x, µ) = µ1 in Ω,




 z(x, µ) = 0
on ∂Ω,

(8.14)
µ2 u(x, µ) = z(x, µ)
in Ω,



−∆y(x, µ) = u(x, µ)
in Ω,



 y(x, µ) = 0
on ∂Ω.
Here, we employed the PI-Arch technique to build ŵ. The NN will take (x, µ)
as input and will give the three predicted variables (y(x, µ), u(x, µ), z(x, µ)).
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In this setting, we first tried the standard PINN strategy proposed in Section
8.2.1. The NN consisted in 3 hidden layers. The first two layers presented
40 neurons, while the last one had only 20 neurons. We exploited an ADAM
optimizer with a Softplus activation function. The learning rate was fixed at
0.002. We used the following number of collocation points: Np = 900, Nb = 200
and Nµ = 50. Furthermore, in order to help the convergence towards the right
boundary conditions, we used
k1 (x0 , x1 ) := (1 − x20 )(1 − x21 ).

(8.15)

as extra feature. Figure 8.4 shows the prediction of the three variables after
10000 epochs training. The top row depicts the state, the control and the
adjoint variables for µ = (3, 1). While the results for this parameter were
quite promising, we noticed an issue for the evaluation of µ = (3, 0.01), as
one may notice from the bottom row of the plot. Namely, the standard PINN
approach did not recover the optimality equation relation µ2 u(x, µ) = z(x, µ),
and the behaviour of the adjoint variable z(x, µ) and of the control variable is
completely different. Hence, we decided to directly use the optimality equation
in a PI-Arch structure. Figure 8.3 is a scheme of the NN structure we used
for this specific application. A first NN, from the input (x, µ, k1 (x0 , x1 )), gives
an approximation of the control variable and the state variable (the 1-out).
Then, the control variable is an input to another NN that, together with the
value µ2 , defines the adjoint variable as Υ(1-out) = µ2 u(x, µ). The advantages
related to this tailored structure are represented in Figure 8.5. Indeed, the use
of Υ(1-out) in ŵ increases the accuracy of the prediction: on one side, we still
remained precise in the approximation of the case µ = (3, 1), and, on the other,
we well quite accurate also for smaller values of µ2 , i.e. for µ = (3, 0.01). Now,
the adjoint and the control variables are completely consistent w.r.t. the model.
Furthermore, we tested the accuracy of the PI-Arch structure comparing the
prediction of ŵ in the domain point (x0 , x1 ) = (0, 0) to the FE solution in
µ1 = 1, 2, 3 and µ2 = 1, 0.1, 0.01.
1st NN
µ2
x0
x1

u(x, µ)

×

z(x, µ)

µ1
µ2
k1 (x0 , x1 )

Figure 8.3:

y(x, µ)

..
.

PINNs and OCP(µ)s. PI-Arch used to solve problem (8.13).
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Figure 8.4:

PINNs and OCP(µ)s. Top row. PINN approximation for µ = (3, 1). Bottom row.
PINN approximation for µ = (3, 0.01). Left. State variable. Center. Control variable.
Right. Adjoint variable.

Figure 8.5:

PINNs and OCP(µ)s. Top row. PI-Arch approximation for µ = (3, 1). Bottom row.
PI-Arch approximation for µ = (3, 0.01). Left. State variable. Center. Control
variable. Right. Adjoint variable.
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FEM

PINN

PI-Arch

µ2 = 0.01
µ2 = 0.1
µ2 = 1

4

3

y(0, 0)

u(0, 0)

10

5

2

1

0

0
1

2

µ1

Figure 8.6:

3

1

2

3

µ1

PINNs and OCP(µ)s. Prediction for µ2 = 1, 0.1, 0.01 with respect to µ1 in (x0 , x1 ) =
(0, 0) compared to the FE approximation for µ1 = 1, 2, 3. Left. Control variable.
Right. State variable.

The results are depicted in Figure 8.6, where also a comparison w.r.t. the standard PINN model is shown. First of all, we remark that exploiting the PI-Arch
structure improves the prediction of the state variable for µ2 = 0.01 reaching
values that are closer to the FE approximation. Moreover, the prediction of the
state variable is quite accurate for all the values of µ2 (right plot). However,
the prediction is slightly worse when dealing with the control for µ2 = 0.01 (left
plot). Nonetheless, we believe that the results are promising. Indeed, this is a
first step towards the application of such strategies to more complex OCP(µ)s.
Furthermore, we would like to highlight that a more tailored PI-Arch and few
modifications of the structure combined with a possibly longer training phase
might allows us to reach more accurate results. However, the tuning of the ŵ
goes beyond the purposes of [46] where the authors aim at providing a NN-based
tool to use in a many-query and real-time context for many PDE(µ)s.
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This Chapter concludes the set of advanced applications related to OCP(µ)s.
Here, we exploited a totally different approach based on a ML framework. In the
following Chapter, the reader will find some comments and perspectives about
what we discussed in this contribution.

Conclusions and Perspectives
In this work, we have proposed ROMs as reliable and fast tools to deal with parametric nonlinear and time-dependent OCP(µ)s. We have shown a space-time
approach that can be applied to several controlled PDE(µ)s. Furthermore, we
adapted this general context also to steady problems, proposing several applications, moving from environmental sciences to artificial-intelligence-based parametric prediction. The optimal control formulation has been described both
at the continuous and at the discrete level. As already specified, we tackled
several kind of equations: time-dependent nonlinear problems, steady nonlinear problems, parabolic problems (both in the standard and in the no-control
framework), steady linear problems.
Moved by the computational complexity of such systems, we employed model
order reduction to reduced the costs of the parametric analysis of the optimal
control framework. We proposed two algorithms, the space-time POD and the
space-time Greedy. Both the strategies have been validated through numerical
examples in the linear and nonlinear setting.
Nonetheless, we focused on different types of applications: optimal controls for
environmental sciences in a deterministic and stochastic fashion, a control over
the Coanda effect deriving from bifurcations arising in Navier-Stokes equations
and a neural network approach for parametric prediction. Let us summarize
some of the main features emerged in this work.
♦ In the space-time setting for the classical three-equation system, the saddle point structure for linear quadratic OCP(µ)s is maintained and, thus,
the well-posedness of the problem can be proved through standard arguments based on Brezzi theorem. This resulted into a natural application
of a partitioned POD to the space-time variables, not separating the time
instances. This approach is versatile (we treat a time-dependent problem
as a steady one) and features large values of speedup.
♦ The aforementioned reduced space-time framework has been exploited in
more complex systems, like the nonlinear time-dependent viscous SWEs
with physical and geometrical parameters. Also in this case we showed
that model order reduction could be a suitable tool to rapidly simulate
marine dynamics.
♦ We proposed the no-control control framework as an alternative approach
to deal with parabolic problems. The well-posedness results paved the
way to the definition of a new error estimator that allowed us to employ a
space-time Greedy strategy. This algorithm, due to its iterative and adaptive nature, lightened the costs of the construction of the bases. One of the
main advantages of this error estimator relies on its explicit expression,
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made by known a priori quantities that are easy to compute. Furthermore, it is also valid for steady elliptic problems and this avoids the use
of expensive approximations algorithm as did, for example, in [111].

Besides these merits, the proposed space-time formulation might be not appropriate in actual application due to the costs of the related offline phase.
Indeed, some improvements are needed in this direction: the direct solution of
the space-time optimality system might affect the accuracy of the high fidelity
solution and, consequently, of the reduced one. Moreover, a huge amount of
computational resources has been paid in the offline simulations and this issue has been only partially solved through the employment of the space-time
Greedy approach. Nonetheless, we accomplished our goal of showing how ROMs
are an effective strategy to lower the computational time needed for space-time
parametric simulations and we think that this is a first step towards a deeper
analysis and further developments of such a research line interpreting it as a
stepping stone for more complicated applications.
The last part of thesis dealt with applications with different focuses and interests.
♦ The first field we wanted to analyse was marine and ecological sciences.
The two shown examples have been treated both in a deterministic and
in a stochastic way. The presented reduced approaches led to promising
results in terms of speedup and parametric analysis in a data assimilation
framework. Moreover, we proposed the weighted ROMs as an accelerating
factor, remarking the concept of introducing parameter information (such
as parameter distribution) into the reduced model to make the simulations
even faster.
♦ We discussed the role of OCP(µ)s in bifurcating systems as a first step
towards a stability analysis of controlled nonlinear problems. Moved by
the will of changing the solution features to reach a preferable configuration, we tried several numerical results. They covered a wide spectrum
of behaviours: a particular example is given by the Dirichlet case. The
test cases might offer many improvements and developments on the role
of OCP(µ)s as attractors.
♦ Lastly, we interpret PINN as an extension of the offline-online paradigm
in an artificial-intelligence-based context. Indeed, the training phase can
replace the basis functions construction stage: after this possibly long
training, the model rapidly predicts several µ-dependent solutions. We
remark that we exploited several schemes to accelerate the training process.
The presented results have room for improvement and many questions remain
open and of interest for future developments.
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We would like to tackle more efficiently the issue related to the offline costs of
the space-time formulation. As already specified in Chapter 2, it can be overcome using more computational resources and through ad hoc preconditioning
and multigrid approaches [21, 138, 143, 144]. However, we remark that the proposed iterative approaches might only moderately decrease the computational
effort needed for the space-time simulation. For this reason, the employment
of data-assisted techniques can be of assistance in this setting. In an ongoing
collaboration with E. Donadini and M. Tezzele, we are moving the first steps
to investigate how Dynamic Mode Decomposition [87] can help in predict time
dynamics in the optimal control framework.
Another interesting question may arise from the SWEs example. Indeed, even
if the proposed test case represents standard laboratory-reproducible scenarios, it is rather academic. Yet, investigating a more complex example might
present challenging features due to the hyperbolic nature of the state equation,
for instance:
◦ instability. Some numerical oscillations might occur and they can transfer

(or not) to the optimal control framework.
◦ Difficult reduced reconstruction. This property is well known even for sim-

pler one-dimensional test cases. Indeed, the ROMs struggle in recovering
advection-dominated hyperbolic dynamics [56, 113].
These topics are part of an ongoing master project carried out with F. Zoccolan.
We aim at addressing the issue of convection dominated stochastic OCP(µ)s and
we will try to understand whether the stabilizing schemes are needed for all the
equations of the optimality system. Furthermore, this line of research is strictly
related to environmental sciences, since, both the random inputs and the stabilized model can be employed in more realistic applications.
Concerning marine ecosystem control, in collaboration with G. Karniadakis,
we would like to exploit OCP(µ)s for the prediction and management of Massachusetts Bay water acidification. The project fits with the idea of OCP(µ)s
as a tool of actual interest in many interdisciplinary fields.
Moreover, many questions also arose in the bifurcating OCP(µ)s: it is clear that
control variables were changing the system at hand. This feature can be used in
several applications since nonlinear dynamics characterizes many research and
industrial fields. We presented results concerning the pitchfork bifurcation diagram, however, in the Dirichlet case a new type of phenomenon was occurring
(possibly and Hopf bifurcation) and, thus, a deeper analysis is needed in that
setting.
Last, focusing on the presented physics informed strategy, we would like, first
of all, to tackle more complex problems in the OCP(µ)s framework. Moreover,
all the discussed physics informed techniques are highly problem dependent. A
line of research to explore might concern a better choice for extra features and
PI-Arch structures.
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In all the proposed applications, we wanted to highlight how optimal control
is a tool suited in many scientific contexts to bridge the gap between data
and mathematical modelling. Additionally, model order reduction can help
in many scenarios. Thus, exploiting OCP(µ)s is a natural choice to add data
information in the system without spoiling its physical meaning. We believe that
the proposed techniques enhanced with these improvements and developments
would make OCP(µ)s even more widespread in several fields of science and
industry.
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